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LIST QE 1BBRBV1AI1Q1S;
DIA = Deoxyribonucleic acid 
RIA = Ribonucleic acid. 
mRIA = messenger RIA. 
cDIA = complementary DIA.
bp = base pairs.
kb • Kllobase pairs ( 1000 bp * 1 kb ). 
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A = deoxyadenosine triphosphate / adenosine triphosphate.
C = deoxycytidine triphosphate / cytidine triphosphate.
G = deoxyguanosine triphosphate / guanosine triphosphate.
U = uridine triphosphate.
a =*2P rITP = rITP with phosphorus - 32 labelled o phosphate,
a *2P dITP = dITP with phosphorus - 32 labelled a phosphate,
ï **P ÏTP = ITP with phosporus - 32 labelled n phosphate.
snRIA = small nuclear RIA.
snRIP = small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle.
U snRIA = member of the class of snRIAs rich in Ü residues.
SV40 = simian virus 40.
8 * gr a » .
mg *  m illigram m e.
ug = microgramme.
BSA = bovine serum albumin.
Cl = curie.
EDTA = sodium ethylenediamlnetetraacetate.
EGTA = ethyleneglycol - bis - < beta - ami noethyl ether ) - I. I, 
I*, I - tetraacetic acid, 
rpm = revolutions per minute.
SDS = sodium dodecylsulphate.
TEMED = V. H, I*. *' - Tetramathyl-ethylendiamine.
Iris = Tris ( hydroxymethyl ) aminomethane.
SPMMARY
The general mechanism used to make the 3' ends of eukaryotic 
mRIAs involves 3* cleavage of a precursor mRIA followed by the 
addition of a poly - A tail to the newly foraed mRIA 3* end.
The 3* ends of histone mRIAs are generated by a 3' cleavage 
reaction but these mRIAs are usually not polyadenylated. An 
exception to this rul< is in the Xe nopus oocyte where 
polyadenylated histone transcripts do exist. These adenylated 
histone transcripts become de - adenylated as the oocyte aatures 
into an egg. Changes in the rate of histone protein translation 
also occur during Xenopus development, with increases in the 
translation rate in the egg over the oocyte and in the eabryo 
over the egg. This thesis describes experiments in which histone 
precursor mRIAs, made la vitro, were injected into oocytes, eggs 
and embryos to determine whether 3* cleavage of precursor mRIAs 
also varied during early development. It was confirmed that 
histone precursor mRIA was accurately and efficiently 3* cleaved 
after injection into the oocyte nucleus. Accurate but less 
efficient 3* cleavage occured on injection of histone precursor 
mRIAs into eggs and embryos. A polyadenylation activity was 
discovered in eggs and embryos which added an A tail directly to 
the 3' ends of injected precursor aRIAs. Experiments to 
investigate this polyadenylation activity were performed. The 
significance of the observed histone 3' processing activities is 
discussed in relation to possible mechanisms for the increase in 
translation of histone proteins during early development. 
Experiments using the oocyte as an assay system, to investigate 
3' end formation of polyadenylated mRIAs. were also performed. In 
DIA injection experiments the oocyte was shown to correctly 
generate the mouse 3 globin mRIA 3' end. In injection experiments 
using artificial precursor mRIAs to both mouse globin and lenopus 
heat shock mRIAs no 3' cleavage was detected.

INIRQDUGTXQM
1. 1 FOREWORD
In the eukaryotic cell mRIA molecules are the link between 
the genetic information in the nuclear DIA and the mechanisms to 
translate that information into proteins in the cell cytoplasm. 
This central role within the cell makes an understanding of mRMA 
metabolism vitally important to an understanding of cell activity 
at the molecular level. One of the most interesting aspects of 
mRIA metabolism is the series of RIA processing reactions 
necessary to generate a mature mRIA molecule. The most studi.ed of 
these processing reactions has been RIA splicing, this is the 
mechanism by which intron sequences are removed from a precursor 
mRIA and exon sequences are Joined to form a mature mRIA. A less 
studied, but now regarded as increasingly important, area of mRIA 
metabolism is the way in which the 3' ends of mRIAs are formed. 
Research into this area has already shown that this seemingly 
mundane event is actually the result of a highly accurate and 
complex RIA processing activity.
This thesis describes the results'of a study of mRIA 3a end 
formation based on microinjection of DIA and RIA into oocytes, 
eggs and embryos of lenopus laevis. The results are presented in 
two distinct but closely related sections. In the first results 
section work on histone mRIA 3’ end formation and how this 
varies at different stages in Xenopus development is described. 
The second results section describes an investigation into 3' 
end formation of polyadenylated, non - histone, mRIAs using the 
Xenopus oocyte as an assay system.
The following introduction consists of a review of the 
general background inforaation followed by a more specific 
introduction to the two sections of the project.
1.2 EUKAKYQTIC TBA1SCS1PHQM IEEK11AI1Q1
The generation of the 5* end of eukaryotic mRIAs is a 
straightforward process involving the initiation of transcription 
at a site at the 5* end of the transcription unit ( the cap site 
> which forms the 5* end of the sBIA. The mRIA 5' end generated 
in this way is very rapidly modified by the addition of a cap 
structure ( for review see levins. 1983 >. This cap structure is 
a modified nucleotide which enhances the stability of the mRIA 
and is also necessary for efficient RIA splicing ( Konarska et 
al, 1984 >. There is no evidence for transcription starting 
upstream of the cap site to generate a precursor mRIA which bears 
a 5* extension and which is processed to form the 5* end of the 
mature mRIA. The possibility that a 5* processing activity nay 
exist was tested in Xenopus oocyte nuclei.In these experiments an 
artificial histone H4 mRIA with an extension at the 5' end was 
made in vitro. On injection into the oocyte nucleus this did not 
undergo a 5' processing reaction < Georgiev et al, 1984 ).
The ways in which the 3* ends of mRIAs are formed are more 
complicated. It might seem logical to generate the 3‘ end of the 
mRIA by terminating transcription at the mRIA 3* end site, this 
however does not seem to be the strategy used for transcripts 
from most eukaryotic genes, one exception is transcripts from
certain yeast genes. The yeast lso-1-cytochrome c gene contains 
a region Immediately downstream of the coding region which 
directs transcription termination < Zaret and Sherman. 1982 ). 
From the sequence of this region and from the sequences of other 
yeast genes the following consensus terminator was derived :
5 '  3 *
T A A T A C T
T A G -  <1-140 nt- T rich) - T A G - T A T G  T-<A-1 rlch)-T T T—
T G A t
Termination
Transcription terminates after transcribing the sequences shown. 
The resulting transcripts are then polyadenylated directly. A 
yeast mutant, cycl-512, which lacks this terminator region in the 
cytochrome c gene, produces longer than normal transcripts with 
3' ends In downstream positions. These longer transcripts are 
polyadenylated suggesting a possible link between transcription 
termination and polyadenylation rather than polyadenylatlon being 
controlled by sequences close to the normal mKIA 3* end position.
The sequence T T T T T A T A  has also been suggested as a 
possible yeast terminator < Henikoff et al. 1983, Uenlkoff and 
Cohen, 1984 >. This sequence, present In certain yeast genes, was 
seen as a control sequence directing transcription termination to 
occur at some distance downstream.
A second example of transcription termination directly 
generating the 3* ends of transcripts has been discovered 
recently < Rohrmann et al, 1986 >. An la vitro transcription 
system was prepared from vaccinia virus virions. Vhen vaccinia
y
virus template DMAs were added to this system, transcripts, the 
sizes of mature vaccinia transcripts, were produced. The 3' ends 
of these vaccinia transcripts appeared to be generated directly 
by transcription termination downstream of a regulatory signal. 
The regulatory signal contained the sequence T T T T T A T.
For the other non - yeast transcription units so far 
studied transcription does not terminate at the site of the aKIA 
3' end, instead it continues in the downstream direction and 
terminates some distance away from the 3* end of the final exon. 
Downstream transcription termination was first observed for 
viral transcription units including the SV40 late transcription 
unit t Ford and Hsu. 1978 ), the adenovirus type 2 major late 
transcription unit < levins and Darnell, 1978 ) and early regions 
2 and 4 of adenovirus type 2 ( levins, 1980 ). In these studies 
although it was shown that transcription continues past the mRIA 
3* end position no downstream terminator sequences were 
identified. An attempt to map the transcription termination site 
of the mouse 8 < major > globln gene has been made following the 
observation that in nuclei from induced mouse erythroleukemia 
cells transcription proceeds past the mRIA 3' end position of 
this gene ( Hofer and Darnell, 1981 ). The mapping was a
technically difficult procedure because it involved labelling 
nascent run-on transcripts over short time periods to identify 
very short-lived precursors. These experiments showed that 
transcription terminates gradually over a termination region 
rather than at a precise site. This region is 700 - 2000 nt 
downstream from the mRIA 3' end position < Saldltt - Georgieff et
al, 1983, Citron at al, 1984 >, it is characterised by three 
repeated AATAAA sequences at the 5* end and a potential stea and 
loop structure followed by 15 T residues at the 3* end. This 
transcription terminator has been shown to cause transcription 
termination when inserted into the adenovirus E1A gene < Falck - 
Pedersen et al, 1985 >. In these experiments it was found that 
the operation of the terminator depended on it's orientation. 
Only when it was inserted in the E1A gene in the same orientation, 
relative to transcription, as it was in the 8 globin gene, would 
it cause termination. Upstream sequences. Including the sequences 
around the 8 globin mRIA 3* end site, were also necessary for the 
terminator to function. This suggested that it nay be necessary 
for the mRSA 3' end position.to be selected before transcription 
termination can occur. If the potential mRSA 3* end site is 
aisslng and cannot be selected then transcription does not 
terminate at the terminator sequence. These results demonstrated 
that a terminator sequence from one gene can function when 
inserted into a different gene. The mechanism of termination must 
be sequence specific rather than being directed by some overall 
effect of chromatin structure. Other genes where transcription 
has been shown to terminate downstream of the mRSA 3' end 
position include the following :
< a ) The rat calcitonin gene ( Amara et al, 1984 ). Here one 
gene has the potential to generate two different mRSAs depending 
on the tissue. In thyroid C cells calcitonin mRIA is produced 
whereas in brain, spinal cord and nerve ganglia calcitonin gene 
related peptide ( CGRP > mRSA is produced. The 2 mRSAs result
from a combination of differential mRIA 3* end formation and exon 
splicing. To fora calcitonin mRIA.the nRIA 3' end is produced at 
the end of exon 4 and thls^is spliced to exons l, 2 and 3. To
enori
produce CGRP nRIA.the nRIA 3* end is generated at the end of exon 
6 and exons 5 and 6 are spliced to exons 1. 2 and 3. In both 
cases transcription terninates about 1 Kb downstream of exon 6.
< b ) The nouse dihydrofolate reductase gene < Frayne et al. 1984
>. This gene has the potential to generate 7 different mi<IAs each 
with the 3* end in a different position. In each case 
transcription continues downstrean through all 7 niRIA 3' end 
positions and terninates in a 900 nt region located about 1 Kb 
downstream from the 7 3* end site.
< c ) The mouse a amylase gene < Hagenbuchle et al, 1984 >. Here 
transcription terninates over a fairly long region between 2.5 
and 4 Kb downstrean of the mRIA 3* end position.
< d ) The chicken ovalbumin gene ( LeMeur et al, 1984 ). Greater 
than 90 X of transcripts from this gene terminate in a 170 
nucleotide region 900 bp downstrean iron the major nRIA 3* end 
position. Interestingly this termination region contains two 
sequences AATTTATA and TATTTATA which show honology to the 
sequence TTTTTATA which has been proposed to be an essential 
feature of the yeast transcription terminator.
These data suggest a picture of transcription termination 
occuring rather gradually over a long terminator region rather 
than at a precise site. Recent work on the hunan gastrin gene 
contradicts this model < Sato et al. 1986 ). This work identified 
a specific terminator element located 192 nt downstream from the
7mRIA 3* end position. This element consists of 32 nuclsotides, 27 
T residues. Interspersed with 5 A,s. The eleaent is orientation 
specific with respect to the direction of transcription and it 
causes termination without a preceeding potential mRIA 3* end 
site. The A - T rich composition of this element again makes it 
similar to the yeast transcription terminators.
All the transcription units discussed so far produce mRIAs 
that are polyadenylated. It would be tempting to think that the 
strategy of downstream transcription termination followed by an 
RIA processing step was adopted because of some constraint of the 
polyadenylation system, for example polyadenylation could be 
obligatorily coupled to a 3‘ cleavage reaction. However a similar 
strategy is almost certainly used to make the 3* ends of histone 
mRIAs, the classic example of non - polyadenylated mRIAs C 
Greenberg and Perry, 1972, Adesnik and Darnell, 1972 ) C see 
section 1.31.
The overall conclusion from the data presented in this 
section is that transcription termination downstream from the 
mRIA 3* end position is probably a general eukaryotic mechanisn. 
although there are certain exceptions as discussed above. Clearly 
however much remains to be discovered about the mechanisms of 
transcription termination. Transcription termination downstream 
of the mRIA 3* end position generates a precursor mRIA which 
undergoes processing at the 3* end to generate the mature mRIA, 
the systems used to make the 3* ends of mRIAs are discussed in 
the following sections.
1.3 HISTQ1E aRIA H  E1C FORMAT IQl
The aechanlsa by which the 3* ends of histone aRMAs are 
foraed is better understood than the aechanlsa for aaklng the 3* 
ends of polyadenylated aRIAs. This Is largely due to the 
existence of a good sodel system based on the Injection of 
histone DMAs and artificial precursor sRIAs Into the fenopus 
oocyte.
The aajority of histone genes are the so-called replication- 
dependent variants, they are expressed during the S phase of the 
cell cycle and produce histone proteins which complex with newly 
replicated DMA ( for reviews see Hentschel and Blrnstlel, 1081; 
Old and Voodland, 1084 >. These genes do not contain lntrons and 
they produce aRIAs which are not polyadenylated in soantlc cells 
< Greenberg and Perry, 1072; Adesnlk and Darnell, 1072 ). The 
latter property laaedlately sets thea apart froa the aajorlty of 
eukaryotic aRIAs which are polyadenylated. In this section I will 
review the aechanlsa by which the 3* ends of these replication- 
dependent, non - polyadenylated histone transcripts are made,
a. The 3a ends of histone aRIAs can be generated by an RIA 
processing reaction.
The 3' end of an aRIA sight be Bade either directly by 
transcription terainatlon or as a result of processing of a 
longer precursor aRIA. Initially It seeaed an attractive 
hypothesis that histone aRIA 3* ends were foraed directly by 
transcription terainatlon. This hypothesis was considered because 
histone genes contain a highly conserved region of dyad syaaetry
at tbalr 3' ends ( 3* terminal pal indrome ). It was thought that 
this region sight fora a stea and loop structure in the newly 
transcribed bRIA and function in a similar way to a bacterial 
transcription terainator. It has now been shown that aechanlsas 
exist both in Xenopus oocytes and in la vitro systeas, aade froa 
cell lines, that can 3' process histone precursor aRIAs. These 
aechanisas would not be necessary if the aRIA 3' end was aade 
directly by transcription teraination. In these experiments 
artificial SIAs were aade to reseable genuine histone precursor 
aElAs. Each artificial precursor nRlA was a capped RIA 
transcribed froa a histone gene, with sequences downstrean froa 
the nRIA 3* end position Included. The precursor aRIA was then 
added back to either an in vivo or in vitro situation to see 
whether 3* processing would occur.
This type of experiment was first reported for the sea 
urchin H2A histone mRlA < Blrchaier et al. 1984 ). Precursor
mRIAs were aade by transcription of DIA templates using E. coll 
RIA polymerase. On Injection of transcripts with a 230 nucleotide 
3* extension into the oocyte nucleus, RJAs with their 3* end in 
the correct position were generated. The shorter RIAs were the 
result of an RIA processing activity removing the sequences 
downstreaa of the mRIA 3* end position, froa the precursor aRIA.
A report soon afterwards ( Krleg and Melton, 1984 ) 
described a similar experiment in which a chicken H2B histone 
precursor aRIA was aade using SP6 polymerase to transcribe a 
linear DIA template. On Injection of this precursor aRKA into the
oocyte nucleus RIAs 3' processed to the correct site were 
detected.
Later work ( Georglev et al, 1034 > demonstrated that a 
Xe no pus H4 precursor sRIA, made using SP6 polymerase, was 3* 
processed when Injected Into the oocyte nucleus. This work also 
showed that a 5* cap on the precursor mRMA was necessary for 
efficient 3a processing.
These experiments demonstrated that 3* processing of histone 
transcripts can occur In the oocyte nucleus and therefore might 
be involved in the generation of endogenous oocyte histone mRIAs. 
Further work using in vitro processing systems has shown that the 
mechanism is more widespread and has revealed information as to 
how 3* processing Is achieved.
The first in vitro processing system for histone mRIAs was 
developed using a nuclear extract from Drosophila cells ( Price 
and Parker, 1964 ). Transcription of a Drosophila H3 histone gene 
in this extract led to the formation of precursor mRlAs which 
were 3* processed by a magnesium- dependent processing activity.
An in vitro system that 3* processes mouse H4 histone 
precursor mRIAs has also been developed ( Glck et al, 1986 ). 
This system was made from a HeLa cell nuclear extract. The added 
H4 precursor mRIAs were processed by a magnesium-dependent 
processing activity. In this system , in the presence of EDTA, It 
was possible to detect both the processed H4 RIA and RIAs 
representing the cut - off 3* extension. This result Indicated
that processing was achieved by endonucleolytic cleavage rather 
than by a processive exonuclease. The absence of magnesium ions
was essential to stabilise the cut - off portion of the RIA 
against degradation. In the oocyte mlcrolnjectlon experiments, 
described above, it was not possible to detect the discarded RIA 
sequences, this was probably because they were uncapped and 
quickly degraded. The cut - off 3* extension detected in the in
vitro experiments did not appear as a single fragment the size of
the extension, Instead it was represented by several smaller 
fragments. This result suggested that 3* processing might Involve 
several simultaneous endonucleolytic cleavages. Further work with 
this system should allow the molecular details of the processing 
mechanism to be elucidated.
b. Sequences controlling 3* processing of histone mRIA.
Histone genes contain 2 conserved sequence elements around 
the mRIA 3* end position. One of these elements is a highly
conserved region of dyad symmetry immediately upstream of the
mRIA 3* end position < 3* terminal palindrome ). When transcribed 
into mRHA this element could form a stem and loop structure. The 
sequence of the element is very highly conserved in replication- 
dependent histone genes from a wide range of organisms, these 
include the sea urchin, Drosophila. Xenapua. chicken, mouse and 
man < see Birchmier et al, 1983 >. Histone sequences from these 
organisms were compared to derive the following consensus for 
this element :
5' T A 3'
A A C G G C C C T T T T C A G G G C C A C C A
----------> <------------  t
mRIA 3* end
The bRIA 3* terminus is produced as indicated 4 nucleotides 
downstream iron the end of this element.
The other conserved sequence element is found 10 ~ 17 
nucleotides downstream from the terminal palindrome- It consists 
of a purine rich sequence which is less well conserved than the 
terminal palindrome. In sea urchin histone genes this takes the 
form :
5 * 3*
C A A G A A A G A
< Bussi inger et al, 1970 ). In vertebrate histone genes the 
consensus :
5 * 3 *
A A A A G A G C T G
has been derived.
The two sequences share the A A A G A core sequence < Blrnstiel
et al, 1985 >.
The two conserved sequence elements, located on either side 
of the mFIA 3' end position, are vitally Important in the 3* 
processing mechanism. The 3a processing of sea urchin histone 
gene transcripts from the h22 cluster < Clarkson et al, 1976 > in 
the le nopus oocyte has been the major model system. Early 
experiments in which h22 DIA was injected into the nucleus of the 
oocyte showed that the H2A and H2B genes produced transcripts 
with correctly positioned 3a termini. It was also shown that the 
sea urchin H3 gene produced longer than usual, read through, 
transcripts ( Probst et al, 1979. Hentschel et al, 1980 ). These 
facts have been exploited, using the H2A gene to identify the
sequences necessary for processing, and the H3 gene to Identify a 
processing factor fro* sea urchin embryos.
Experiments in which a series of deletion and insertion 
mutants of the H2A gene were analysed for 3* processing in the 
oocyte nucleus showed the importance of the terminal palindrome < 
Blrchmler et al, 1982 ). In deletions where the palindrome was 
removed correct H2A mRIA 3* ends were not formed, instead read 
through transcripts resulted. The palindrome alone was not 
sufficient to direct 3' processing, downstream spacer sequences 
were also required, these included the downstream conserved 
element.
Further work showed that the terminal palindrome plus the 
downstream C A A G A A A G A  element were together sufficient to 
direct accurate 3' end formation but 80 nt of spacer sequence 
from adjacent to the gene was required before this occured with 
optimum efficiency < Birchmier et al, 1983 >. In these
experiments point mutations were made In the terminal palindrome 
which altered the sequence of the element and would also have 
prevented it from forming a stem and loop structure. These 
mutations abolished 3' processing, this might have been because 
they changed the sequence of the mRIA 3* end which was itself 
necessary for processing or because they prevented the formation 
of the RIA secondary structure. In the latter case the secondary 
structure rather than the exact sequence would be of prime 
importance. Mutants with 2 complementary changes in the terminal 
palindrome, which although having a different 3* sequence 
retained the ability to form a stem and loop structure, were
tested for 3* processing. These mutants were processed at the 
wild type level which suggested that the secondary structure 
foraed at the mRIA 3* end was of prime importance. Subsequent 
work on the mechanism of histone mRIA 3' processing has revealed 
that this conclusion is misleading.
Experiments in which the sea urchin H2A gene was used to 
make synthetic precursor mRIAs confirmed that the conserved 
elements were required for an RIA processing reaction ( Blrchaler 
et al, 1984 >. An H2A precursor aRIA with 2 base changes in the 
terminal palindrome was not processed when Injected Into the 
oocyte nucleus. Similarly a precursor in which the terminal 
palindrome was Intact but the downstream element was removed was 
not processed. Only when both elements were Intact did 3' 
processing occur, furthermore 200 nt of spacer sequence, from 
adjacent to the gene, was also necessary for processing to reach 
an optimum level.
c. The histone mRIA 3’ processing machinery.
The role that the two conserved sequence elements play in 3' 
processing became clear as details of the 3* processing machinery 
were discovered. The details were obtained mainly as a result of 
using the sea urchin H3 gene, from the h22 cluster, in oocyte 
injection experiments. On injection of h22 DIA it was observed 
that the H3 gene produced read through transcripts ( Hentschel et 
al, 1980 >. This observation was the basis for a series of 
experiments that succeeded in identifying a processing factor. 
Initially it was found that a chromosomal salt wash fraction from 
sea urchin embryos, microinjected into the oocyte cytoplasm.
prior to the nuclear Injection of H3 DIA, would correct the 
deficiency in processing of the H3' transcripts < Stunnenberg and 
Birnstiel, 1982 >. The factor was found to sedleent at 12S on 
sucrose gradient centrifugation. The active component was a 
small, non - polyadenylated RIA about 60 nt long ( Gal 11 et al, 
1983 ). The RIA was identified as a snRIA which was probably 
active as part of a snRIP. Injection of the snRIA alone into the 
oocyte cytoplasm, one day prior to H3 DIA Injection, was 
sufficient to rescue processing of the H3 transcripts. It was 
suggested that the snRIA associated with Xenopus snRIP proteins 
in the oocyte cytoplasm and then migrated into the nucleus, its 
site of action. The snRIA was cloned as cDIA and a number of cDIA 
clones were sequenced ( Strub et al, 1984 ). The snRIA was termed 
U7 because in the form of a snRIP it was preclpltable by anti - 
Sm antibodies, this is a characteristic of the U series of 
snRIAs. The sequence showed that it was rich in U residues, 
another characteristic of the U snRIAs. Of the cDIA clones 
sequenced one was 57 nt long whilst the others were slightly 
shorter. However, as a consequence of the cDIA cloning protocol, 
the exact size of the U7 snRIA could not be determined. The 
sequence of the U7 RIA was very revealing. The 5* end of the U7 
snRIA was found to contain extensive sequence homology to the two 
conserved sequence elements that flank the sea urchin histone 
mRIA 3* end position. 13 out of 16 nt from the terminal 
palindrome and 6 out of 9 nt of the CAAGAAAGA sequence were found 
to be complementary to sequences at the 5* end of the U7 snRIA. 
This observation led to the proposal that the 5* end of the U7
Il
snRIA could base pair with the conserved sequences flanking the 
histone mRIA 3* end position as an essential step in the 
processing reaction.
Proposed base-pairing between the sea urchin H3 precursor mRHA 
and the U7 snRIA:
H3 Pre-mRHA
---GGCUCUUu/ \ gAG
CCACCACACCCCCAA
GAAAGA-
U7 3'---CUGGGAAGA-UCUC
3*
•5*
0 0 U G A A A7
The evidence that both elements are necessary for processing 
of H2A nRBA supports this proposal < Blrchnler et al, 1984 ). 
These experiments also suggested that further spacer sequence is 
also required for efficient processing. These additional spacer 
sequences could not exert their effect by base pairing to the U7 
snRIA. The remainder of the U7 snRIA, not Involved in base 
pairing, would be responsible for binding the snRIP proteins.
Evidence for this model of a U7/Histone precursor mRHA 
interaction leading to 3* processing comes from the following 
work C Georglev and Birnstiel, 1985 ). Various linker scan,
deletion and insertion mutants of the H3 gene were prepared, 
these were then injected into oocytes previously injected with 
the 07 snRIA. Unaltered H3 genes produced transcripts with 
correct 3’ termini. Genes with alterations to either of the two 
conserved sequence elements produced read through transcripts.
Nutations which added extra sequence between the two elements 
were equally deleterious abolishing all 3* cleavage. This 
result suggested that not only were both Intact elements 
necessary for 3* cleavage they also had to be in the correct 
position in relation to each other. Stellar experiments were 
carried out using artificial H3 precursor eR*As synthesised using 
SP6 polymerase. On injection of a H3 precursor tilth a 240 nt 3* 
extension into oocytes preinjected with U7 RIA, correctly 3* 
cleaved H3 transcripts were detected. Mutant RIAs with changes 
similar to those of the mutant DIAs were then synthesised and 
tested for 3* processing. Nutations that affected the 3' terminal 
palindrome, the CAAGAAAGA sequence or the distance between the 2 
elements abolished 3' cleavage, results similar to those from the 
mutant DIA injections. Some differences in the importance of 
spacer sequences downstream from the CAAGAAAGA sequence were 
observed between the DIA and RIA injection experiments. Removal 
of spacer sequences to a point Just downstream of the CAAGAAAGA 
sequence abolished processing of precursor mRIAs but was only a 
strong down mutation in the DIA injection experiments.
This work confirmed that for 07 mediated cleavage of H3 
mRIAs the same sequences were required as previously identified 
for H2A 3* cleavage. This suggests that the cleavage mechanism 
for histone mRIAs other than the H3 could well be mediated via a 
similar interaction between the precursor mRIA and a U7
equivalent.
Final proof that the U7 snRIA component of the active 
sucrose gradient / RIA gel fraction was the vital factor in H3 3* 
cleavage, in oocyte injection experiments, has recently been 
obtained ( Strub and Birnstlel, 1986 ). Before this result the 
formal possibility that 3* cleavage was mediated by some very 
minor, unidentified component of the same fraction remained. A U7 
cDIA probe was used to Isolate a gene cluster containing 5 U7 
genes from the sea urchin nng millarls ( Delorenzi et
al, 1986 >. One of these genes was linked to a Xeaopus U2 gene 
promoter and in microinjection experiments in Xenopus oocytes was 
shown to yield authentic U7 RIA transcripts. The Xeaopus U2 
promoter was necessary in order to obtain expression of the sea 
urchin U7 gene in the oocyte. Experiments were then carried out 
in which the U2/U7 hybrid gene was coinjected with the sea urchin 
H3 gene from the h22 cluster. In these coinjection experiments 
the 07 RIA transcribed from the hybrid U2/U7 gene was sufficient 
to bring about the 3' cleavage of the transcripts from the H3 
gene. This result confirmed that the U7 snRIA, probably in the 
form of an snRIP, was indeed the processing factor in the 
previously identified active fraction.
The use of the hybrid U2/07 gene was the basis for recent 
work that confirmed that the interaction between the U7 snRIA and 
the H3 precursor mRIA is by base - pairing ( Schaufele et al, 
1986 >. Mutations were made in the CAAGAAAGA sequence of the sea 
urchin H3 gene. When these mutants were co - injected with the 
U2/U7 hybrid, into Xenopus oocytes, correct H3 3' termini were 
not formed, the potential base - pairing interaction between the
U7 snRIA and tha H3 precursor »RIA was disrupted. Vhen 
coa^iementary muatations were «ode le the U7 gene, that allowed 
the U7 snRIA to base - pair with the autant H3 precursor mRIA, H3 
mRIA 3’ end formation was restored.
Evidence that 07, or 07 equivalent.-Mediated 3* cleavage of 
histone precursor mRIAs Is a general Mechanisa has been obtained 
from work using a He La cell nuclear extract as a RIA 3* 
processing system < Gick et al. 1986 ». This system cleaves added 
mouse H4 precursor mRIAs at the mRIA 3‘ end position. An anti - 
Sa antibody, which precipitates a number of 0 snRIPs Including 
the 07 snRIP. was found to inhibit H4 3* cleavage in this system. 
When an extract of snRIPs was added back to the system the 3' 
cleavage Mechanism was restored. This strongly suggests that the 
3* cleavage Mechanism used in HeLa cells is again dependent upon 
0 snRIPs.
By combining the data reviewed in this section a current 
model for histone mRIA 3’ end formation can be 'formulated. 
Transcription from the histone promoter proceeds in the 3’ 
direction through the coding region of the gene and past the 
position where the mRIA 3* end is formed. Transcription 
terminates at heterogeneous sites downstream from the mRIA 3* end 
position in the spacer DIA. this generates capped precursor mRIAs 
with extensions at the 3‘ end. Each precursor mRIA undergoes 
rapid 3* processing to generate the mature mRIA. The two 
conserved sequence elements that flank the mRIA 3* end position 
direct the processing machinery where to form the mRIA 3* end.
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this involves base pairing of these elements with a U7 ( or U7 
equivalent ) snRIA, which is part of a snRIP particle. The 
presentation in a sten and loop structure of some of the 
sequences to base pair with U7 may be essential for this 
interaction. The precursor nRIA undergoes 3* processing which 
Involves one or more endonucleolytic cleavages. The 3* extension 
removed in the processing reaction is uncapped and is quickly 
degraded. The 3' processed mRIA has a cap at the 5* end and a non 
- polyadenylated 3' end. The 3' terminal palindrome may then 
reform a stem and loop structure to stabilise the 3a end of the 
molecule against exonuclease degradation. The processed mRIA is 
then transported out of the nucleus.
Although the above is a good basic model for histone mRIA 3' 
processing a number of questions remain to be answered, some of 
these are discussed below :
1. The model implies that the sequence of the 3' terminal 
palindrome is of prime importance in 3' processing although its 
ability to form a stem and loop structure may also be Important. 
The experiments described < Birchmier et al, 1983 > suggested 
that the secondary structure of the terminal palindrome was more 
Important than its exact sequence. Here complementary mutations 
that changed the sea urchin H2A 3' terminal palindrome sequence 
but still allowed a stem and loop structure to form did not 
abolish 3* cleavage. However these results are misleading because 
the changes made did not affect the basic pattern of base pairing 
between the H2A precursor mRIA and U7.
2. Both DIA ( Birchaler et al, 1983 ) and RIA ( Birchaier at al, 
1984 ) injection experiments, using the sea urchin H2A gene, 
suggested a role for spacer sequences downstreaa of the CAAGAAAGA 
element in 3* processing. The is no role for these spacer 
sequences in the current model.
3. In oocyte microinjection experiments using the h22 sea urchin 
cluster the H2A and H2B transcripts showed normal 3* processing 
whereas the H3 transcripts showed aberrant 3' processing. All 3 
genes possess the 2 conserved sequence elements flanking the mRIA 
3* end position. Something else, presumably the downstreaa spacer 
sequences , must determine that the H2A and H2B transcripts are 
recognised by the oocyte processing machinery whereas the H3 
transcripts are not.
4. It has been shown that a 5* cap structure is necessary for 
efficient histone aRIA 3' processing but that the exact sequence 
at the nRIA 5‘ end is not important < Georgiev et al, 1984 >. How 
does this fit into the model ?
5. Although the U7 snSIA has been shown to be essential for 3' 
processing details of how this is achieved are not known. Does 
the 07 snRIA arrange the precursor mRIA in a particular secondary 
structure so that a 3* processing reaction is energetically 
favoured ? Does some component of the U7 snRIP particle catalyse 
the 3* processing reaction ? Or does U7 act as a connection 
between the precursor aRIA and a separate protein component ?
d. Polyadenylated histone mRIAs.
Although the majority of histone transcripts are non - 
adenylated examples of histone mRIAs In the polyadenylated class 
of mRIAs are known. Some of these examples are discussed below :
In the oocytes of amphibians histone mRIAs are known to be 
polyadenylated. In the newt oocyte approximately 50% of the 
histone transcripts are adenylated ( Ruderman and Pardue, 1978 >. 
This adenylated histone mRIA includes transcripts coding for all 
5 of the histone proteins.
HA and H3 mRIAs from the Xenopus oocyte have been cloned 
into cDIA using a protocol based on an ollgo - dT primed reverse 
transcription < Turner and Voodland, 1982 >. The cloning of these 
mRIAs in this way indicated that they were polyadenylated. 
Further work investigated the length of the A tracts on H4 mRIAs 
in Xennpus oocytes and eggs < Ballantine and Woodland, 1985 ). 
This work showed that in oocytes the H4 mRIAs possessed poly - A 
tracts of various lengths from 0 - 14 A residues at their 3' 
ends. The most common length was 12 A residues and few of the 
molecules seemed to possess tracts longer than 14 A's. This work 
also showed that on maturation of the oocyte into an egg the 
short A tracts were completely removed. The H4 and H3 cDIA clones 
from the oocyte had the characteristics of typical non - 
adenylated histone transcripts, they possessed a 3* terminal 
palindrome and they did not possess a AATAAA hexamer near to the 
3* end. The poly - A tail appeared to be added on to the
transcripts at the normally non - polyadenylated bRIA 3* end 
position. Primer extension analysis of the adenylated H4 sRIAs 
indicated that they were transcripts fros the sase genes that 
also produced typical non - polyadenylated transcripts. There was 
no evidence for a subset of polyadenylated mRIA producing genes 
transcribed only In the oocyte. Fros this evidence it appears 
that In the oocyte histone precA~sor mKIAs are transcribed fros 
the histone genes that later In developaent produce non - 
adenylated transcripts. These precursor mKIAs undergo 3a cleavage 
In the usual way to generate a non - polyadenylated 3* end. The 
poly - A tract is then added post - transcriptionally.
Other histone sRIAs are produced fros genes that always 
produce polyadenylated transcripts. In yeast and Tetrahynena the 
histone aRIAs are polyadenylated < Fahrner el al, 1960, Bannon et 
al, 1963 ). The yeast HA gene does not contain the typical 3' 
terminal palindrome and it has the sequence AATATT, similar to 
the polyadenylation hexamer, located near to the mRIA 3* end.
The chicken and duck H5 genes also produce polyadenylated 
bRIAs < Krieg et al, 1962, Doenecke and Tonjes, 1964 ). These 
genes lack the typical histone 3* terminal palindrome. leither 
has a perfect match to the polyadenylation hexamer, although the 
chicken H5 gene has the related TATAAA sequence. The chicken H5 
gene has been injected into the lenopus oocyte nucleus. Here it 
produces transcripts with the 3* end in the correct position 
however this end is not polyadenylated ( Vlgley et al, 1985 >.
The chicken H3.3 and H2AF histone genes also produce 
polyadenylated mRIAs whilst lacking both the histone 3* terminal
palindrome and a version of the polyadenylatlon hexaner ( Engel 
•t al, 1982, Harvey at al, 1983 ). It has been suggested that the 
H3.3 gene may not actually produce transcripts polyadenylated at 
the 3' end, an A tract within the bRIA may have been responsible 
for its binding to ollgo - dT cellulose < Engel et al, 1982 >.
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1.4 IHE. FORMATIQI Q£ POLYADEMYLATED mRMA 31 EU2S
The majority of mRIAs In the eukaryotic cell have 
polyadenylated 3' ends. The details of the mechanism by which 
these 3* ends are formed remain unresolved. Fro« the evidence so 
far accumulated It appears that polyadenylated mRIAs share a 
couon basic 3‘ processing mechanism but the relatl' importance 
of different control sequences nay vary dependent on the gene and 
the cell type. I will start by reviewing the sequences involved 
in controlling 3* end formation of polyadenylated mRIAs and then 
go on to discuss the processing machinery which interacts tilth 
these sequences-
a.) Control sequences
The most obvious conserved feature around polyadenylated nRMA 3' 
end positions is the hexamer AATAAA in the DIA sequence 
transcribed to AAUAAA in the precursor mRIA. This hexamer was 
first identified on the basis of sequence comparisons, initially 
between the rabbit B globin and the mouse immunoglobulin light 
chain mRHAs < Proudfoot and Brownlee. 1974 ). A slightly later 
sequence comparison showed that this sequence was located about 
20 nt upstream of the 3* end position of 6 different 
polyadenylated mRIAs < Proudfoot and Brownlee. 1976 ). Because of 
the conserved nature of this hexanucleotide and because of its 
location it was suggested to be involved in forming the 3* end of 
the mRHA. As the sequences of more genes have become available 
the presence of this hexamer. 12 - 30 nt upstream from the mRIA
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3' end position, has been remarkably consistent. Genes which lack 
the exact hexaner usually have a closely related sequence in the 
sane position. A survey of available sequences < Birnstiel et al, 
1985 ) showed that as well as the AAUAAA hexamer the following 
sequences could be found upstrean from nfiSA 3‘ end positions and 
about the sane distance away as the usual hexaner :
AAUUAA, AAUACA, AAUAAU, AAUAAC, CAUAAA, AUUAAA, AGUAAA, 
UAUAAG, AAUAUA
It renains unclear why certain changes in this hexaner are 
tolerated and others are not.
The AAUAAA hexaner has been shown to be functionally 
Important in mRIA 3* end fornation ( Fitzgerald and Shenk, 1981 
>. In these experinents the affects of deletions around the SV40 
late transcription unit 3* end position were investigated. The 
experinental systea used was CV - IP cells infected with virus. 
In the SV40 late transcription unit the AAUAAA hexaner is located 
12 nt upstream from the mRIA 3* end. When the hexamer was deleted 
the formation of adenylated 3* ends at the normal site was 
abolished. When sequences between the hexaner and the mRIA 3* end 
position were deleted polyadenylated mRIAs were produced with 
their 3* ends at a different site to normal but within a fixed 
distance of the hexamer. These results suggested that the hexaaer 
was inportant in directing the formation of a polyadenylated mRHA
3* end a fixed distance downstream.
In the human 0 globln gene the AAUAAA hexamer Is normally 
located upstream from the mRIA 3* end position. It has been shorn 
that a 0 to C conversion In the hexamer causes 0 thalassemia. 
Patients with this thalassemia posess a unusually large 0 globln 
mRIA. This large RIA Is globln precursor mRIA that accumulates 
because the U to C conversion In the hexamer decreases the 
efficiency of 0 globin mRIA 3* end formation ( Orkln et al, 1985 
), this is good evidence of the importance of the hexamer In 
producing mRIA 3* ends in vivo.
The Importance of the hexamer has also been demonstrated in 
vitro < Zarkower et al,1986 ). In these experiments a HeLa cell 
nuclear extract was used as a processing system for artificial 
ST40 late precursor mRIAs. These RIAs were cleaved and 
polyadenylated In the extract. Mutant precursor mRIAs in which 
bases In the AAUAAA hexamer were changed were not 3* cleaved or 
polyadenylated In the extract.
These experiments have demonstrated the Importance of the 
AAUAAA hexamer In mRIA 3* end formation, however as more gene 
sequences became available It was quickly realised that this 
could not be the only element directing mRIA 3a end formation. 
The AAUAAA sequence Is found In positions nowhere near mRIA 3* 
end sites, for example It Is found in the middle of the early 
region of the SV40 genome < Fiers et al, 1978 > and In the 
adenovirus type 12 EIA transcription unit ( Perrlcaudet et al, 
1980 >.
The second conserved sequence element to be recognised was 
the CACUG sequence adjacent to the mRIA 3* end position in
several eukaryotic genes < Benolst et al, I960 ). A more detailed 
sequence comparison of 61 vertebrate genes further defined this 
sequence < Berget et al, 1964 ). Here the element was defined as 
CAYUG, where Y represents any^ nucleotide. This element was found 
to be located either immediately upstream or immediately 
downstream of the mRIA 3* end position in many genes. Genes can 
be divided into two classes dependent upon the position of the 
CAYUG element relative to the mRIA 3' end. Genes with the element 
upstream of the mRIA 3* end were put Into class 1, exemplified by 
the SV40 early transcription unit. Genes with the element 
downstream of the mRIA 3* end position were put into class 2, 
exemplified by the SV40 late transcription unit. A model was 
suggested in which the AAUAAA hexamer and the CAYUG element would 
together direct mRIA 3* end formation, this could possibly be 
achieved by base pairing between these sequences in the precursor 
mRIA and the U4 snRIA.
A further weakly conserved sequence element has also been 
identified downstream from mRIA 3' end positions and has been 
implicated in mRIA 3* end formation. The element, termed the G/T 
cluster, was identified on the basis of its functional importance 
rather than from sequence comparisons, it forms a region 
downstream from the mRIA 3a end position rich in G and T 
residues.
A large body of evidence exists showing the importance of 
sequence elements downstream of the mRIA 3' end position in 3' 
end formation. 3 types of systems have been used in these studies: 
cultured cells, injection into the jfcnopus oocyte and in vitro
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systems. I will review the evidence from each of these systems in 
turn.
3' end formation of the Hepatitis B surface antigen mRIA in 
transfected Cos cells was shown to require 30 nt of sequence from 
downstream of the AAUAAA hexamer ( Simonsen and Levinson, 1903
>.
Human 293 cells were transfected with a plasmid containing 
the adenovirus E2A transcription unit, plasmids containing 
various deletion mutants of this gene were also used for 
transfection. The wild type gene produced transcripts with the 3* 
end polyadenylated and at the correct site. Mutants with 
sequences deleted to within 35 nt downstream of the mSIA 3* end 
position still produced correct mRIA 3* termini. Mutants deleted 
to within 20 nt downstream of the mSIA 3' end position did not 
produce the correct mRIA 3' termini ( McDewlt et al, 1984 >. 
These results suggested that in addition to the AAUAAA hexamer a 
second sequence element 20 - 35 nt downstream from the mSlA 3* 
end position was essential for mSIA 3' end formation.
Further work using the adenovirus E2A transcription unit in 
human 293 cells identified the downstream sequence element more 
precisely ( Hart et al, 1985 >. This work narrowed down the
element to a region 30 - 35 nt downstream of the mRIA 3* end 
position. This region contained a match to the sequence T A/G T T 
T T T which is duplicated several times downstream of this 
transcription unit. It was also shorn that an element located 5 
- 18 nt past the mSIA 3* end position in the SV40 early 
transcription unit was necessary for correct mBIA 3* end
formation. This sequence although G I T rich was not homologous 
to the essential element in the E2A transcription unit. 
Interestingly however an SV40 mutant with a deletion in the 5 - 
18 nt downstream element, deficient in mRHA 3* end formation, 
could have the ability restored by the addition of the E2A 
downstream element. This result suggested that both downstream 
elements, although not homologous, performed a similar function.
Downstream sequences between 13 and 84 nt past the mKMA 3* 
end position are essential for the production of correct 3' ends 
of bovine growth hormone transcripts in transfected Cos cells ( 
Voychlk et al, 1984 >.
Experiments using the rabbit 8 globln gene in HeLa cells 
also demonstrated the Importance of downstream sequences. Here 
the AAUAAA hexamer plus 15 nt of downstream sequence was not 
sufficient for mRIA 3' end formation whereas the hexamer plus 51 
nt of downstream sequence was sufficient < Gil and Proudfoot. 
1984 ). The 35 nt region defined in these experiments was rich in 
G and T residues, it also contained part of the CAYUG sequence.
The effects of downstream deletions on 3* end formation of 
transcripts from herpes simplex virus type 1 ( HSV - 1 ) and 
herpes simplex virus type 2 < HSV - 2 ) genes in HeLa cells has 
been studied < Hclauchlan et al, 1985 ). These genes contain a 
match to the G/T rich sequence Y G T G T T Y Y  located about 30 
nt downstream from the AATAAA hexamer. When this sequence was 
deleted the level of correct mRBA 3* ends fell to 1 - 4 % of the 
wild type level, instead longer, unprocessed, read through 
transcripts were made.
The 3* end formation of transcripts fros the SV40 lats 
transcription unit in COS calls has also been investigated ( 
Sadofsky at al, 1985 >. Hare an essential element with the 
sequence A G G U U U U U U  was found to be necessary for accurate 
and efficient 3* end formation. This eleaent, which was located 
59 nt downstream from the AAUAAA hexaner, shows some sequences 
coapleatarlty to the U4 snSIA, which suggested that It nay be 
involved In base pairing with U4.
Vhen the 3* end formation of transcripts from the same SV40 
late transcription unit was Investigated In oocyte microinjection 
experiments a different result was obtained ( Conway and Vickens, 
1985 >. It was shown that a 220 nt DIA fragment spanning the SV40 
late mRIA 3* end position, with 79 nt of sequence past this 
position, was sufficient to direct correct 3' end formation and 
polyadenylatlon of transcripts made in the oocyte. By testing 
deletion mutants a sequence element, located 9 - 26 nt downstream 
of the AAUAAA hexamer, was shown to be essential for efficient 3* 
end formation. Without this region, accurate but very inefficient 
3* cleavage of the precursor mRKAs occured. This element is in a 
different position to the one identified in Cos cells.
The overall picture from these results is not clear, 
probably because of the range of different genes and cell types 
studied. A number of generalisations can however be made. There 
does appear to be a requirement for sequences downstream of the 
mRIA 3' end position, as well as the AAUAAA hexamer, for 
efficient mRIA 3* end formation. The downstream sequences are 
rich in G and T residues but are not rigidly conserved, they are
usually located within 50 nt of the mRIA 3* end position. Each 
gene say possess a number of equivalent domstreaa elements with 
the exact role of each depending on the tissue In which the gene 
Is expressed. A recent paper < Nason at al, 1986 > presented data 
that contradicts this model. In the experiments described the 
Yenopus oocyte microlnjaction technique was used to analyse the 
effects of various mutations on 3* end formation of Xenopus £ 
globin transcripts. It was shorn that small deletions and linker 
replacement of sequences downstream of the mKIA 3* end position 
did not greatly affect the efficiency of mRIA 3* end formation. 
The sequences that could be changed without reducing the 
efficiency of mRIA 3* end formation included the CAYUG sequence 
element immediately downstream from the mRIA 3' end position and 
the downstream G/T rich sequence.
In order to resolve the sequence requirements and the nature 
of the 3* processing machinery it will probably be best to study 
the process in vitro under controlled conditions. Considerable 
progress has been made in obtaining mRIA 3' processing systems.
An early attempt to develop an in vitro system to study mRIA 
3* end formation used a HeLa cell extract C Manley. 1983 >. SV40 
DIAs were used to sake run-off transcripts in one batch of the 
extract, after purification these run off transcripts were added 
back to a fresh batch of extract. Under the conditions used the 
RIAs with 3* extensions did not undergo a 3* cleavage reaction, 
instead poly - A tracts were added directly to the ends of the 
RIA molecules. This polyadenylatlon reaction was sore efficient 
when the RIA 3* end was close to the natural mRIA 3* end
position. These rssults Indicated that polyadenylation can be 
uncoupled iron 3‘ cleavage and the efficiency of polyadenylation 
any depend on sequences close to the nRIA 3* end position.
Later work demonstrated that a HeLa cell extract was able to 
cleave and polyadenylate adenovirus transcripts at the L3 site 
when the transcripts were made in the extract < Moore and Sharp, 
1004 >. This work confirmed that the 3' ends of polyadenylated 
nRIAs can be nade as the result of a 3' cleavage reaction. 
Purified precursor nRIA added to the extract was not 3* cleaved 
which led to the suggestion that a secondary strucure in the 
newly transcribed precursor nRIA was necessary for 3' cleavage. 
Purified precursor sBlA could have lost the structure as a result 
of being purified.
The idea that a transcription dependent secondary structure 
is necessary for nRIA 3* end formation has been ruled out by more 
recent work ( Moore and Sharp, 1005 >. Here a nuclear extract 
fron He La cells was shown to accurately cleave and polyadenylate 
adenovirus precursor mRIAs at the L3 site. These precursors were 
nade by transcribing DIA templates using SP6 polymerase. About 
75X of the added precursor »«as cleaved and adenylated in 3 hours. 
Mo polyadenylation of the precursor RIA without 3* cleavage or 3* 
cleavage without polyadenylation »«ere detected, suggesting that 
in this system the 2 activities »«ere linked. The 2 activities 
»«ere sho««n not to be obligatorily coupled because la the presence 
of cordycepln, ««hlch blocks polyadenylation, 3* cleavage still 
occurftA. Precursor mRIAs with only 10 nt of do»«nstreaa sequence 
past the mRIA 3* end position »«ere not efficiently cleaved
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suggesting that, as had been shorn In othsr systess, downstream 
sequences were necessary for efficient mRIA 3* end formation.
A similar He La nuclear extract was used to Investigate 3* 
end foraatlon of 0740 early transcripts. This transcription unit 
had been shorn to require the presence of a downstream sequence 
element, 5 - 1® nt past the 3* end position, for efficient mRIA 
3* end formation In vivo < Hart et al, 1005 >. The He La nuclear 
extract accurately cleaved and polyadenylated added SV40 
precursor mRIAs and exhibited the requirement for the downstream 
sequence element that had been demonstrated la vivo ( Hart et al, 
1005 b. >.
The He La nuclear extract system will also 3' cleave and 
polyadenylate artificial SV40 late precursor mKIAs, again 
exhibiting the sane sequence requirements previously determined 
in rlvo < Zarkower et al, 1006 ).
The la vitro processing systems now developed should yield 
much more information on the sequences controlling mKlA 3* 
cleavage, the link between 3* cleavage and polyadenylatlon and 
the sequences which control the polyadenylatlon reaction.
b. The mSlA 3* processing machinery
The data presented so far has shown that for many eukaryotic 
genes transcription terminates downstream of the mKIA 3* end 
position, the precursor mKIA generated then undergoes 3* 
processing to remove the unwanted downstream sequence and to add
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a poly - A tall. 3* processing is controlled by sequences 
upstream of the mRIA 3* end position such as the AAOAAA hexaaer 
and by sequences downstream of the bRIA 3' end position such as 
the G/T rich sequences. Some Information is available as to the 
nature of the cellular components that interact with these 
sequences, but little is known as to how this Interaction leads 
to 3* processing. Small nuclear SIAs < snRIAs ) In the form of 
small nuclear rlbonucleoproteln particles < snRVPs ) have been 
implicated in the 3* processing mechanism. snRIAs are small RIA 
molecules ranging In size from 60 - 220 nt, found in the 
eukaryotic cell nucleus. snRVAs associate with protein components 
in particles known as snRIPs, which are regarded as the active 
form of the snRIAs < for a more detailed review of snRIAs and 
snRIPs see section 1.5 ). SnRIPs have been shown to be Involved 
In a number of RIA processing reactions. RIA splicing, the 
mechanism by which lntrons are removed from precursor mRIAs and 
the exons are Joined, Is dependent upon snRIPs. In this process 
the snRIPs : 01, U2, 05 and 04/06 have all been implicated < 
Rogers and Vail, 1980 : Lerner et al, 1980 : Mount et al, 1983 : 
Kramer et al, 1984 : Fradln et al, 1984 : Black et al, 1985 : 
Chabot et al, 1985 : Black et al. 1986 >.
The mechanism by which the 3* ends of histone transcripts 
are made Involves the 07 snRIA, also probably in the fora of a 
snRIP ( Galll et al, 1983 : Strub et al, 1984 >. In this 
mechanism the snRIA Is thought to Interact with the precursor 
aRIA by base pairing to conserved sequences In the precursor 
mRIA, close to the processing site.
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The suggestion that a snRIA Bight be Involved la 3* 
processing of polyadenylated nRIAs was Initially based on a 
comparison between conserved sequences around bRIA 3' end 
positions and the sequences of the 0 snRIAs ( Berget, 1984 >. Of 
the 01, 02 , 04 , 05 and 06 sequences exaained It was found that 
only 04 contained pentanucleotlde sequences coapleaentary to both 
the conserved AA0AAA and CATUG sequences In the precursor aRIA. 
These coapleaentary sequences were located In the 5' portion of 
the 04 snRVA. The 5* region Is the region of the snRIA which Is 
not Involved In binding snRIP proteins so would be free to base 
pair with the precursor aRIA, it Is also the region which In the 
01 RIA Is laportant In base pairing with the 5' splice junction ( 
Kraner et al, 1984 >. It has been suggested that the downstreaa 
G/T rich regions associated with a nuaber of genes could also 
base pair with the 04 snRIA ( Sadofsky et al. 1985 >. In the SV40 
late transcription unit an essential downstream element takes the 
fora AGGUOUUOO which could potentially base pair with a free loop 
In the 04 snRIA secondary structure.
The evidence to support these suggestions has been aalnly 
obtained through the use of autolaaune sera or aonoclonal 
antibodies against 0 snRIPs to Investigate aRIA 3' processing la 
vitro.
An la vitro processing system. Bade froa He La cells, was 
6hown to 3* process adenovirus transcripts aade In the extract ( 
Moore and Sharp, 1984 >. Anti - Sa antlserua, which precipitates 
Ul, 02 , 04 , 05 , 06 and 07 snSIPs Inhibited 3' processing In this 
extract as did anti - Ul and anti - La antisera < anti - La serua
precipitates La snKVPs, La snRIAs are transcribed by RIA 
polymerase ITT, they are found in the cell nucleus in the fors of 
snRVPs and their role within the cell Is not yet clear ).
An extract froa HeLa nuclei was shown to 3* process 
artificial adenovirus precursor aRIAs when these were Bade in 
vitro and added to the extract ( Moore and Sharp, 1985 >. Here 
too an anti - serum against the 01 snRVP Inhibited 3‘ processing, 
an anti - U2 antiserum had no affect on the piocessing reaction.
It Is difficult to reach any definite conclusions based on 
these results because any of the antibodies sight also 
precipitate other, previously unidentified, low abundance snRMPs 
with coBBon determinants. The anti - Sa activity precipitated a 
range of 0 snRIPs so no conclusion as to which, if any, were 
necessary for 3* processing can be drawn. The essential 0 snRIP 
Bight have been U4 as predicted as this would have been 
precipitated by the anti - Sa serua. The Inhibition by the anti - 
U1 antibody was suprising because the U1 snRIP was not considered 
a good candidate for the 3' processing snRIP.
A aore recent study has provided better evidence for the 
Involveaent of snRIPs In 3* processing ( Hashiaoto and Steltz, 
1986 ). In these experlaents a HeLa nuclear extract was shown to 
3' process artificial precursor bRIAs for adenovirus L3 and E2A 
aRIAs and for SV40 early and late bRIAs . Vhen an anti - Sb 
antibody was added to the systea followed by a rlbonuclease T1 
digestion specific RIA fragaents were protected, these were 
Isolated using protein - A - sepharose and analysed. The results 
suggested that a protein coaponent, recognised by the anti - Sb
antibody, bound to tha precursor aRIA In a specific way. The 
protected fragments for each precursor aRIA Included a region of 
the precursor containing the AADAAA sequence. A second antibody 
directed against the trlanthylguanoslne cap found at the 5' end 
of snRIAs gave the saae result. These results suggested that a 
Sa precipitale U snRIP bound to the AAOAAA sequence during SIA 
3* processing. Antibodies against 01 and U2 snRIPs did not give 
this pattern of protection. In the saae series of experlaents it 
was shown that severely depleting the levels of 01, 02, 04 or 00 
snRIAs in the extract did not inhibit 3* processing. Overall 
these results suggested that a 0 snRIP was laportant for 3* 
processing a reaction which involved binding of the snRIP to the 
AAUAAA hexaaer in the precursor aRIA. The 0 snRIP Involved was 
not 01 or 02 and was probably not 04 or 00 either.
A study in which ST40 early and adenovirus L3 precursor 
aRIAs ««ere used in a He La nuclear in vitro processing systea also 
suggested that neither 01, 02 or 04 snRIPs were necessary for 3* 
processing. In these experlaents it was first established that 
the systea would 3* process the added precursor aRIAs. Various 
extracts were then nade in which different snRIAs were 
specifically depleted using oligonucleotide directed cleavage. 
This procedure Involved adding a synthetic oligonucleotide 
coapleaentary to a specific region of the snRIA to the extract in 
the presence of RIAse H. These experlaents showed that extracts 
depleted in either 01, 02 or 04 snRIAs 3a cleaved and
polyadenylated added precursor aRIAs as efficiently as the 
original extract < Berget and Robberson, 1986 ).
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On the basis of the available evidence It would appear that 
the suggestion, made on theoretical grounds, that the U4 snBIA is 
Involved in 3‘ processing is unlikely. However it does appear 
that an Sm-preci pi table 0 snRIA is Involved. This snRIA is 
probably not one of the conon snSIAs already identified. It eay 
be a snRIA that exists at low abundance slellar to the U7 snRIA 
la sea urchin eebryos. This snRIA eight complex with proteins 
also present in other snRIPs such as the 01 snRIP.
It has been shown that in vitro the interaction between the 
conserved sequences, described previously, and the 3* processing 
machinery generates the mRIA 3' end by a 3* endonucleolytic 
cleavage. In the He La nuclear extract processing system It was 
shown that processing of adenovirus precursor aRIAs, at the L3 
site, occurs ( Moore and Sharp, 1965 >. In the absence of 
magnesium ions a small RIA species, representing the cut - off 3* 
extension from the precursor mRIA, was detected as well as the 3* 
processed RIA. This indicated that, in this system, 3* processing 
was achieved by an endonucleolytic cleavage at, or near, the mRIA 
3* end position. The same result has been obtained using 
precursors to SV40 late mRIAs in vitro ( Zarkower at al, 1966 ).
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1.5 SIAM. IUCLEAR RIAs
The small nuclear RIAs < snRJAs ) are a class of ssall R1A 
molecules found In the eukaryotic cell nucleus, they can be 
divided Into two classes based both on immunological
characteristics and the type of RIA polyserase required for 
their transcription. These two classes are the U snRIAs and the 
La or class III snRIAs ( for review see Zleve, 1951, and 
Lerner and Steitz, 1961 >, of these It Is the 0 snRIAs that 
have been the aost studied. The 0 snRIAs are the snRIAs 
Involved In sRIA processing . c*ctlons, they were so nased 
because they are rich In 0 residues. The U snRIAs range in size 
fros about 60 - 220 nucleotides. U1 and U2 snRIAs are the most 
abundant. 01 being present at about 1 z 10* copies per cell 
nucleus and 02 at about 5 z 10* copies per cell nucleus. 03 - 06 
are present at 1 - 3 z 10* copies per cell. The series also 
Includes the 07 snRIA, Implicated In histone sRIA 3' processing 
( Galll et al, 1984 ). 07 Is such less abundant than the 01 - 
06 snRIAs, being present at an abundance 1/30 - 1/50 ^  of the 
solar concentration of 01 In sea urchin eabryos < Strub at al, 
1984, DeLorenzi et al,1966 ). There are also other low
abundance snRIAs In the U RIA series. The genes coding for the 
0 snRIAs have unusual promoters with no TATA ho so logy at - 30 
and no CAAT homology at - 70, - 80 C Corden et al, 1980;
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Benoist et al, 1980 ), they arc transcribed by RIA poly »erase 
II ( Murphy at al, 1982 ) and the snRIAs node are not 
polyadenylated < Busch et al, 1982 ). The sequences and 
secondary structures of the snRIAs have been highly conserved 
In evolution. The snRIAs have an unusual 5* end In that 01 - (75 
have a trlaethylated cap structure while U6 has no Identifiable 
cap, they also have a number of modified bases at the 5' end 
the significance of which Is not know.
The 0 snRIAs are found la their active fora associated with 
proteins In particles known as small nuclear rlbonucleoproteln 
particles < snRIPs >. It Is these proteins that are the basis 
for the Immunological precipitation of snRIAs. The snRIPs 01 - 
08, are found in the cell nucleus. 03 Is localised within the 
nucleus to the nucleolus. Antibodies that precipitate 0 snRIPs 
were first obtained from patients with the autoimmune disease 
serum lupus erythroaatosus, a connective tissue disorder. One 
activity , anti - Sa. precipitates 01, 02. 04. 05, 06 and 07 
snRIPs. Other activities, anti - 01 RIP and anti - 02 RIP. 
precipitate specifically 01 and 02 snRIPs. These antibodies 
have been extremely useful In determining the structure and 
function of the 0 snRIPs. Each snRIP contains about 7 - 6  
proteins associated with one snRIA molecule. Of these proteins 
5 fora a common core In the Sa preclpltable snRIPs. The other 2 
- 3 proteins are snEIA specific and It Is on these that the 
determinants recognised by anti - 01 RIP and anti - 02 RIP are 
found ( Riaorl et al, 1964; Patterson et al, 1964 >. An
4 *
exception to this rule appears to be the 04 and 06 snRIAs which 
are found In a single particle ( Hash 1 sot o and Steltz, 1984 >.
A region near the 3* end of the snRIA Is Important In the 
binding of the snRVP proteins ( Kattaj and DeSobertls, 1985 ). 
For the 01, 02, 04 and 05 snBlAs the consensus A < 0 > n G ( 
where n 1 3 ) has been Identified for this protein binding 
sequence. 06 lacks this sequence, presumably because It 
associates with 04 In a composite snRVP particle.
Fractionation and crocs - linkage studies have shown that
01 - 06, with the exception of 03, are associated with 
heteronuclear RVA and 03 with r.lbosoeal precursor RVAs, In the 
cell nucleus. ( Blnterberger et al, 1983, Brlngennn et al, 
1983, Calvet et al, 1982 ). These associations correlate with 
evidence 1 splice ting the 0 snRIAs In aRIA splicing and 3' end 
formation.
The class III or La snRIAs have been less extensively 
studied. They range in size from 80 - 120 nucleotides and are 
not as highly conserved as the U snRIAs. They are precipitated 
*>y a class of antibodies called anti - La and they are 
transcribed by RIA polymerase III, their role within the cell 
Is not clear.
The 3* processing of snRIAs
The U series of small nuclear RIAs are transcribed by RIA 
polymerase II to produce non polyadenylated transcripts. 01 and
02 snRIAs can be detected in the cytoplasm of He La cells as
*1
short lived precursors. These precursors are 6 - 1 0  nucleotides 
longer at the 3* end than the final RIAs. Whilst la the 
cytoplasm the extra nucleotides are trioad off ( Blicelrl and 
Sayavedra, 1976, Zleve and Penmman, 1976, Madore at al, 1964 >. 
The precursors are preclpltable by anti - snRIP anti - sera so 
this final processing reaction probably takes place after the 
snRIA has at least partially asseabled into a snKVP particle. ( 
Vieben et al, 1965 >. The sequences of the 0 snRIA genes have 
revealed several interesting features around the KVA 3* end 
position. A homology 3* to to the coding region of these genes 
has been identified ( Zeller et al, 1964 ). This block consists 
of the sequence :
T T T I A A A G A  A/T
Located between positions ♦ 11 and ♦ 23 in the lenopus 01 snRIA 
gene and in a slailar location in other snRIA genes ( Zeller et 
al, 1984 ). It was suggested that this sequence is important in 
forming the 3* ends of snRIAs.
The human 02 gene contains this downstream consensus and it 
also has a terminal palindrome at the 3* end. When this gene 
was injected into Iennpus oocytes both a precursor RIA with a 
10 nucleotide 3' extension and the mature RIA were detected. 
Deletion experiments showed that the 3a terminal palindrome was
not essential for 3* end formation however the downstreas 
element was essential. < Tuo et al, 1985 >.
The husan 01 snRIA gene also contains a 3* terminal 
palindrome and the downstream conserved sequence element. Vhen 
transfected Into He La cells this gene produced precursor RIAs 
with 2 - 3  extra nucleotides at the 3* end as well as the 
mature KVA. The 3* terminal palindrome was found not to be 
required for 3a end formation but the downstream element was 
necessary ( Hernandez, 1985 >.
The lenopus 07 genes also contain a similar conserved 
downstream sequence element ( DeLorenzl et al, 1986 >.
The arrangement of the 3* ends of these genes Is similar to 
the arrangement at the 3* ends of histone genes, there la a 3* 
terminal palindrome and an essential downstream conserved 
element. Intrlgulngly the sequence of the downstreas sequence 
element has such In common with the sequence downstreas of 
histone genes ( see earlier In Introduction >. The requirement 
for these sequences for 3* processing is however slightly 
different between the two sets of genes. For histone genes the 
3* terminal palindrome Is necessary for sRVA 3' end formation 
whereas here it Is not required. Despite this it Is tempting to 
suggest that these two sets of genes might use related 
mechanisms for generating the RIA 3* end.
i.6 auras u RiA 11 aocissia duiiig ieiopps divslqpmeii ?
Oogenesis in Xenapus laevls is a long process lasting 6 
souths or aore during which the oocyte Is prepared genetically 
and physiologically for fertilisation. The process can be sub - 
divided Into 6 stages < Duaont, 1972 >. Stage 1 oocytes are the 
earliest definable stage, they are sanll and transparent with 
their chroaosoaes at the zygotene, pachytene and dlplotene stages 
of the first aeiotlc prophase. Stages 2 - 4  are vitellogenic 
stages during which the yolk Is laid down, consequently they are 
opaque. Tolk deposition Is over by stage 5. Stage 2 oocytes are 
also known as early laapbrush oocytes, stage 3 as aaxlaal 
1 aspbrush oocytes and stage 4 as late laapbrush oocytes. During 
the laapbrush stages the chroaosoaes are extended with aany 
loops, the sites of active transcription. Stage 6 oocytes are 
large fully developed oocytes with condensed chroaosoaas ready 
for the first aelotlc »etaphase. The oocytes aature In response 
to horaonal stlaull. During saturation the first aeiotlc division 
Is collated, the geralnal vesicle breaks down and the first 
polar body is expelled. The saturation response can be triggered 
in vitro by treating stage 6 oocytes with progesterone. Matured 
oocytes are laid as unfertilised eggs surrounded by a layer of 
Jelly. On fertilisation the second aelotlc division Is coapleted 
to produce a haploid pronucleus which fuses with the spera 
pronucleus. The resulting eabryo then undergoes a period of rapid 
and synchronous cleavages during which there Is no transcription 
< lewport and Kirschner, 1982a 1982b >. At the aid - blastula
stage the cleavages become less synchronous and the transcription 
of many genes is switched on. Prior to the mid - blastula stage 
the esbryo utilises a store of proteins accumulated during 
oogeneseslB. It also makes it's own proteins by translating a 
asternal sBIA store also accumulated during oogenesis.
This strategy of early development raises several important 
questions; amongst them are what if any is the contribution of 
transcripts from the lampbrush chromosomes to the stored maternal 
mRIA pool and how is this pool activated after fertilisation ? 
In discussing these questions I will concentrate on the ways in 
which changes in 3' processing of mRIAs might be Involved.
Classically the lampbrush chromosomes have been regarded as 
the site of production of the maternal mRIA pool < Davidson, 1976 
), this idea would seem reasonable as they are transcriptionally 
very active. Ve know that in the stage 6 oocyte 70% of the 
polyadenylated RIA contains repetitive sequences and these are 
not translatable ( Anderson et al, 1982, Richter et al 1984 >, 
this RIA could be precursors to the mRIAs used in early cleavage. 
The presence of repeat sequences 3* of the transcript might be 
sufficient to prevent translation, these repeat sequences could 
be removed by a 3* cleavage reaction taking place after 
fertilisation.
The provision of histone proteins to the developing embryo 
has been investigated, this is achieved via the storage of 
histone protein in the oocyte and a Increase in the translation 
of histone mRIA in the embryo compared to the oocyte. During 
oogenesis histone mRIA is translated at a low constant rate of 40
pg histone protein produced per hour to build up a protein store. 
Vhen the oocyte Matures this rate increases to about 2.5 ng per 
hour and at the Maximal rate in the blastula eabryo It is about 7 
ng per hour ( Adaason and Woodland, 1972 >. This translational 
activation is probably not due to the processing of histone 
precursor aRIAs node during the laapbrush stage. Firstly because 
histone transcripts are established at a peak level prior to the 
laapbrush stage and stay at a sort or less constant level through 
the reaainder of oogenesis ( Van Dongen et al, 1961 >. Secondly 
there is no evidence to suggest histone precursor aRIAs exist in 
the stage 6 oocyte where they ought to be very abundant. 
Experlaants described later in this thesis were perforaed to 
further investigate the latter point.
Studies have been perforaed into the accuaulatlon of aRIAs, 
other than histone aKIAs, during oogenesis. Investigations of 
the accuaulatlon of polyadenylated KIAs have been carried out by 
screening lorthern blots of different stage oocyte and eabryo 
RIAs with labelled cDIA clones froa ovary and tadpole libraries < 
Golden et al, I960, Colot and Rosbash, 1962 ). All 16 of the RIAs 
studied showed the ease co - ordinate pattern of expression, they 
reached a peak level prior to the aaxlaal laapbrush stage and 
reaalned aore or less constant after that. In addition all the 
clones hybridised to a single band on the lorthern's indicating 
that none was stored as a precursor for later processing. A sore 
recent study < Dworkln and Dworkln-Rastl, 1965 ) investigated the 
changing tltres of 90 sequences during oogenesis and saturation. 
Most were established in relative titre in pre - laapbrush
oocytes although soae Increased and several decreased during 
subsequent oogenesis. For s o w  of the sequences non - 
adenlylated transcripts longer than the corresponding adenylated 
transcripts were detected. The longer transcripts decreased in 
abundance In eggs co^wred to oocytes. These longer transcripts 
sight have represented transcripts that had not undergone 3a 
processing and had been stored in a translational ly Inactive 
state. If these transcripts really were representatives of the 
stored asternal RIA pool they probably were not transcribed off 
the laapbrush chroaosoaes because they were established in titre 
prior to the aaxlaal laapbrush stage.
An alternative way In which 3* processing sight be Involved 
In the translational activation of stored aatarnal aRIAs is 
through the control of the adenylatlon status of aSIAs. Thera Is 
considerable evidence for cosplex, sequence specific
polyadenylatlon changes during oogenesis, saturation and early 
eabryogenesls. Histone aRIAs are an Interesting exaaple of 
sequences which change polyadenylatlon status on oocyte 
saturation ( Ballantlne and Voodland, 1085 >. Oocyte histone
aRIAs have short poly - A tracts, of up to about 20 A residues 
,at their 3* end. These tracts disappear on saturation. In 
soaatlc cells histone aRIAs are non - adenylated and they are 
efficiently transcribed. De - adenylation of histone aRIA on 
aaturatlon correlates with an 1"crease In translational activity.
lore generally it has been shown that the Initial response 
of oocytes to progesterone treataant Is an Increase, of 10 - 20 
nt, In the average poly - A length of transcripts and a 5 - 10%
Increase in adenylated sequences. After germinal vesicle 
breakdown 35t or so of the adenylated sequences disappear < 
Darnborough and Ford, 1979 ).
These polyadenylatlon changes have been shorn to be sequence 
specific, some sequences show an Increase in adénylation on 
maturation whilst others show a decrease in adénylation ( Colot 
and Bosbash, 1982 >.
On the basis of the available evidence it would seem that 
the lampbrush chromosomes are probably not responsible for the 
initial production of the store of oocyte RIA which forms the 
maternal mRIA pool, however transcription from the lampbrush 
chromosomes might play a part in replacing transcripts lost from 
the initial pool due to RIA turnover. Host of the sequences 
Investigated are not stored as unprocessed precursors but this 
may happen in certain cases. Complex changes in the
polyadenylatlon status ol mRIAs occur during early development 
but these do not seem to follow any obvious rules.
IQ UY£SI1GAI£ bEAA 3J_ PROCESS 1 IQ
The stage 6 lenopus oocyte is a very large ( 1 mm or more in 
diameter ) single cell arrested in melotic prophase. The nucleus 
in the oocyte is represented by a germinal vesicle bounded by a
so
nuclear menbrane. Because of the large size of both the oocyte 
and its nucleus, components can be easily injected Into either 
nuclear or cytoplasmic compartments and transcription or 
translation analysed. Early experiments showed that Injected DIA 
can be replicated In unfertilised eggs and that mRIAs can be 
translated after injection into oocytes ( Gurdon et al, 1969; 
Gordon et al, 1971 ). It was soon established that the oocyte 
would transcribe many genes when the genes were Injected into the 
nucleus, these Included : SV40 DIA, adenovirus 5, Drosophlla 
histones and eX174 < Hertz and Gurdon, 1977 >. Unfertilised eggs 
were also shown to transcribe Injected DIAs, presumably because 
nuclear components are released on germinal vesicle breakdown. 
The amount of transcription on mlcrolnjectlon Into eggs was less 
than on mlcrolnjectlon Into the oocyte nucleus. Later work < 
DeRobertls and Hertz, 1977 > demonstrated that aRIA transcribed 
in the oocyte, from Injected, DIA was translated. As experiments 
became more sophisticated attempts were made to Investigate the 
size of the transcripts and to map their termini. This ««as done 
using the sea urchin histone gene cluster h22 < Probet et al,
1979 >. Transcripts from the H2A and H2B genes ««ere Investigated. 
Transcripts made In the oocyte, off these 2 genes, ««ere 
Indistinguishable in size from transcripts made in the sea 
urchin. This result demonstrated that the oocyte has the 
mechanisms to fora the 5* and 3* ends of certain heterologous 
mRIAs. A later investigation shotted that for the HI, H2A and H2B 
genes from h22 the levels of correct 5* and 3a termini ttere about 
the same, whereas for the H3 gene the level of correct 3* termini
was auch lower ( Hentschel at al, 1000 >. Vben Injected Into 
unfartllisad lenopus eggs sea urchin histone genes again 
produced transcripts with correct termini < Bendlg, 1061 >.
Many genes have now been Injected Into the oocyte nucleus 
and have been shown to produce transcripts with correct 3* 
termini. These genes Include the chicken H2B ( Krleg and Helton, 
1064 > and H5 ( Vlgley et al, 1065 ) genes both of which produce 
non - polyadenylated mRIAs In the oocyte. On Injection of the 
Xenopus 6 globln gene and the SV40 late transcription unit 
correctly 3' cleaved and polyadenylated mRIAs were produced < 
Nason et al, 1065, Vlckens and Gurdon, 1063 >. Other genes do not 
produce correctly 3* cleaved and adenylated transcripts after 
injection into the oocyte nucleus, these include the husan a 
globln gene and the bovine growth hormone gene < unpublished work 
cited In Conway and Vickens, 1085 ).
Vlth the development of in vitro systems to make large 
quantities of defined RIA transcripts, artificial precursor mRIAs 
have been made and used to Investigate 3* processing directly. 
This approach was used to show that the oocyte nucleus was 
capable of correctly splicing an artificial human 6 globin 
precursor RIA . It was also claimed that accurate but Inefficient 
3a processing of these precursors could occur In the oocyte 
nucleus ( Green et al, 1063 ).
Considerable success has been obtained using synthetic 
histone precursor RIAs In mlcrolnjectlon experiments. 3* 
processing has been demonstrated for a chicken H2B precursor mRIA 
< Krleg and Helton, 1084 >, a sea urchin H2A precursor mRIA and a
Xenopus H4 precursor aRIA ( Georglev et al, 1984 >. It has also 
been shown that a sea urchin H3 precursor aRIA was efficiently 3* 
processed In oocytes pre - Injected with the U7 snRIA < Georglev 
et al, 1985 >.
There have been no reports so far of artlclal precursor 
aRIAs coding for adenylated non - histone mRIAs being 3* 
processed In the oocyte nucleus, except for the husan 0 globln 
precursor already mentioned.
1.8 PROJECT IITRODUCTIQM
In this thesis experiments In which aicrolnjectlon Into 
lanopus oocytes, eggs and eabryos was used to Investigate sRIA 3' 
processing are described. The results are presented In two 
sections corresponding to two lines of work followed.
In section one histone aRIA 3' processing at different 
stages of development was Investigated. The purpose of this work 
was to see whether changes in aRIA 3* processing could be 
correlated with the observed storage of maternal aRIAs in the 
oocyte and their utilisation In the embryo. Both 3* cleavage of 
precursor mRIAs and the polyadenylatlon status of the resulting 
aRIAs were considered. In these experiments artificial histone 
precursor mRIAs were made in vitro. These artificial precursor 
mRIAs resembled genuine histone precursor mRIAs in that they had 
extra downstream histone sequences at the 3' end. After 
alcrolnjectlon of precursor mRIA Into oocytes, eggs or embryos it 
was determined whether 3* cleavage and/or polyadenylatlon
reactions ocurred. The possible existence of stored histone 
precursor sSIAs In the oocyte was also Investigated.
In section two the oocyte was used as an assay systes to 
investigate the 3a processing of a polyadenylated aRIA. The gene 
salnly used in these studies was the souse 3 < major ) globln 
gene. This gene was chosen because It possesses all the features 
of a typical polyadenylated aRIA producing gene. In souse 
erythroleukesia cells it had been shown that transcription 
terslnated downstreas of the sRIA 3* end position, an RIA 3* 
processing step was therefore likely to be necessary to fora the 
3* end of the nature sRIA ( Hofer and Darnell, 1991; Hofer et al, 
1992; Citron et al, 1994 >. Vhen linked to a Xenopus histone 
prosoter this gene was expressed in the oocyte nucleus. Cleavage 
and polyadenylatlon at the 0 globln sRIA 3* end position were 
then investigated. Artificial 0 globln precursor sRIAs were aade, 
in vitro, and used In slcroinjaction experiments with a view to 
Identifying sequences involved In 3a processing. The lenopus heat 
shock gene C hsp70A ) was used In similar experiments because 
this was a Xenopus gene known to be expressed in the oocyte < 
Bienz and Gurdon, 1992 ).
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HATEEIALS
Conon laboratory chemicals were AnalaB grade and were purchased 
fro» BDH Chemicals Ltd, the Sigma Chemical Company Ltd, Nay and 
Baker Ltd and Fisons Scientific pic.
Restriction endonucleases and D1A modification enzymes 
Restriction . endonucleases »«ere purchased from Amersham 
International pic, Bethesda Research Laboratories ( U.K. >, 
Boehrlnger - Mannheim and lew England Blolabe, all were used 
according to manufacturers Instructions.
T4 DNA ligase, T4 DBA polymerase , T4 polynucleotide kinase and 
E.coll poly A polymerase were purchased from Bethesda Research 
Laboratories.
E.coll DBA polymerase I ( Klenow fragment >, E. CQll DBA 
polymerase I < Kornberg > and Calf Intestinal alkaline 
phosphatase were purchased from Boehrlnger - Mannheim.
General enzymes
SP6 RBA polymerase and proteinase K were purchased from 
Boehringer - Mannheim.
SI nuclease, lysozymB and RB«
Chemical Company.
tre purchased from the Slgi
lucleotldes and radioisotopes
Unlabelled dVTPs and rITPs were purchased fro« Boehrlnger - 
Nannhel«. The cap analogue «7G(5‘)ppp(5‘)G as a dlsodlua salt was 
purchased fro« Pharaacla. All radioisotopes ware purchased fro« 
Aasrsha« International pic. a ” P dGTP was of specific activity 
2000 - 3000 Cl / «N at 10 uCl / ul In aqueous solution. 
a 3ZP rGTP was of specific activity 410 Cl / «M at 10 uCl / ul In 
aqueous solution.
V *ZP rATP was of specific activity > 5000 Cl / «X at 10 uCl / ul 
In aqueous solution.
Reagents for electrophoresis
Agarose ( type II > was purchased fro« Slg«a, acrylanlde was 
purchased fro« Flsons Scientific and bis - acrylaalde was 
purchased from East «an - Kodak.
Other reagents
Rnase Inhibitor was purchased fro« Boehrlnger - Nannhel«. ollgo 
dT cellulose and KS222 < ethyl N - aaino - benzoate > were 
purchased from Slgaa. Sephadez G50 was purchased fro« Pharaacla 
and nitrocellulose «anufactured by Schleicher and Schuell was 
purchased fro« Anderaan and Co Ltd.
Yonnpus laavls oocytes eggs and eabryos.
Ignnpus laavls oocytes, eggs and eabryos were provided by the 
Warwick university lenopus colony. This colony was stocked fro« 
co««ercial suppliers Including Xenopus Ltd and the African
Xenopus facility.
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2.1 AGAROSE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS 
Adapted fro« Ranlatls at al, 1902.
The D1A to be electrophoresed was mixed with with agarose gel 
loading buffer In the ratio of 4 parts DIA solution to 1 part 
loading buffer.
Agarose gal 1nadlng buffer < 10 ml )
3 al glycerol
0.037 g EDTA ( 10 aX final concentration )
Orange G or broaophenol blue ( enough to colour solution )
Made to 10 al voluane using TB buffer ( 10 aR Trls, laM EDTA, pH
8 . 0  >
2 types of flat - bed agarose gels were used :
a. Mini - agarose gels
These gels were used where quick analysis was required and for 
gel Isolation of DIA fragaents. TBE buffer was used both to make 
and run the gels .
10 x. TBE stock solution < 1 litre >
108 g Trlzaa base 
55 g boric acid
9.5 g dlsodlua EDTA
pH adjusted to 8.3 using concentrated HC1
Routinely IX gels were made using 0.5 g of agarose In 50 al 1 x 
TBE buffer. Ethldlua bromide was Included In the gel at a
concentration of lpg/al. 50 ml of solution ««as required to sake a 
gel oo on by 100 ms and about 5 mm In depth. Using a 6 ««nil gel 
comb volumnes of 20 - 25 pi could be loaded. The gel ««as run 
submerged In 1 x TBE buffer containing ethldlus bromide at a 
concentration of 1 Mg/ml. Mini - gels »«ere run at 60 mA for about 
30 minutes and DIA fragments visualised under U.V. light,
b. Large size agarose gels
These gels ««ere used for better resolution of digests «dklch 
contained many fragments of similar size and for gel isolation of 
DIA fragments from other similar sized fragments. The buffer used 
to make and run these gels ««as TAE :
20. x TAE stock solution < 1 litre > Concentrations in L x IA£ 
96.97 g Trlzmn base 40 ml
32.6 g anhydrous sodium acetate 20 ml
14.9 g dlsodlum EDTA 2 ml
pH adjusted to 6.3 »«1th glacial acetic acid.
Various concentrations of agarose ««ere used depending on the size 
of fragments to be resolved. The agarose ««as melted In 150 ml of 
1 x TAE and ethidium bromide to a concentration of 1 pg/al ««as 
added. The gel ««as poured on a glass plate 195 m  by 150 an In 
size. The gels ««ere run at 120 Volts for 2 - 3  hours. The running 
buffer ««as 1 x TAE containing ethldlua bromide. After 
electrophoresis DIA fragments ««ere visualised under U.V. light.
2.2 ISQLATIQI OF DMA FBAGMEITS FROM AflARORK GELS
Adapted from Manlatls at al, 1982.
DBA fragments Mere Isolated iron agarose gels both for cloning 
and saking pure probes for SI nuclease analysis. The required 
fragaent Mas visualised under D.V. light and a slot Mas nade 
several aa In front of the DIA band using a razor blade. Two 
thicknesses of 3 ffl filter paper the sane depth as the gel and 
wide enough to take the whole band were inserted into the slot. 
The DIA band was then electrophoresed Into the filter paper. This 
electrophoresis took 2 - 3  alnutes; the migration of the band was 
checked periodically under D.V. light. The filter paper was then 
renoved and transfered to a 0.75 b1 eppendorf tube which had a 
pin - hole In the bottom. This tube was centrifuged for 20 
seconds In a aicrofuge and the solution containing the isolated 
DIA fragaent was collected In a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube. The filter 
paper was then »«ashed a total of 3 tlaes using TE buffer ( 10 oK 
Trls, 1 ml EDTA >. The DIA solution froa each wash was collected 
In a 1.5 al eppendorf tube. After the final wash the DIA 
solutions were pooled and sodium acetate to a final concentration 
of 0.3 M was added. The DIA solution »«as extracted twice »«1th 
phenol and once trlth chloroform, after »«hlch the DIA »«as 
collected by ethanol precipitation.
St
This technique was used In a nuaber of differei 
outlined below :
Procedure type
Gel isolation of DIA fragaents 6%
for SI hybridisation probes 
or prleers
Gel isolation of DIA fragaents 6X non
for Kazan and Gilbert sequencing
SI nuclease analysis 6% / 8X
Kazan and Gilbert sequencing 6% / 20X
Analysis of labelled RIA froa 6X non
oocyte and eabryo injections standard or 
thick gel
These gels were nade and electrophoresed using 
aiztures were aade up as follows :
procedures as
conditions
denaturing
denaturing
denaturing
denaturing
denaturing
TBE buffer. Gel
••
Urea
standard 
180 g
6t
•thick*
37.8 g
8X
18.0 g
20% 
18.0 g
Acrylamide t.T S 5 «  g 3.6 g 0.0 g
bis - acrylamide 0.135 g 0.27 g 0.18 g 0.45 g
10 x TBE 4.5 ml 0.0 al 4.5 al 4.5 ml
Final volunne 44.5 ml 80.0 al 44.5 al 44.5 ml
(. made up with 
distilled water : 
To polymerise : 
101 ammonium
•
300 pi 600 pl 300 pl 300 pl
persulphate
TEXED 36 pi 72 pl 36 pl 36 pl
Standard gels were poured using plates 385 ma by 200 ma with 0.4 
mm thick spacers. Thick gels were poured In the same size gel 
plates using 1 ma thick spacers. Ion- denaturing gels were made 
as above but urea was not Included In the aix. Saaples were 
resuspended In 2 - 3 pi of acrylamide gel loading buffer for 
standard gels and up to 15 pi of loading buffer for thick gels. 
fcr^ ryl »i< de gel 1 nartlng buffer 
1 z TBE buffer 
201 glycerol
Broaophenol - blue ( sufficient to colour solution )
Saaples for denaturing gels were heated to 95*C for 5 minutes 
Immediately prior to loading. Samples for non - denaturing gels
were not heated. Electrophoresis was carried out in a vertical 
gel tank. TBB buffer was used In the upper and lower reservoirs. 
Standard gels were electrophoresed at 22mA, thick gels were 
electrophoresed at 18 nA.
After electrophoresis standard gels were covered with "cling" 
film and autoradlographed at -70*C with an Intensifying screen. 
Thick gels were fixed In 10» glacial acetic acid for 30 alnutes 
and dried down onto 3 NX filter paper before autoradiography.
2.4 ISOLATION OF DMA FRAGMENTS FROM GELS
Based on Kazan and Gilbert, 1980.
Isolation of radloactlvely labelled DMA fragments fro* acrylamide 
gels was used both In the production of pure SI probes, where 2 
DMA fragments were too similar In size to be separated on an 
agarose gel, and In the preparation of DMA for Kaxam and Gilbert 
sequencing. The method used worked efficiently for fragments 
under about 800 nt In size.
The DMA restletion fragments were radloactively labelled and 
electrophoresed on a denaturing or non - denaturing acrylamide 
gel, depending on the future use of the Isolated fragment. After 
electrophoresis the gel was covered with "cling" film and 2 
strips of 3 KM filter paper were taped on top. Radioactive ink
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spots were then applied to the 3 mi paper In an asymétrie 
pattern, these spots were used later to orientate the 
autoradiograph. The gel was autoradlographed for 5 - 1 0  ainutes 
at rooa tenperature. The autoradiograph was developed and the DIA 
band to be Isolated was located on the X - ray £11«. The band was 
cut out of the X - ray ilia to provide a template for cutting the 
band out of the acrylaalde. The X - ray flla was positioned on 
the gel and orientated using the radioactive Ink spots. The 
acrylamide gel slice was then cut from the gel. The cut gel slice 
was transfered to a 1.5 ml eppendorf containing 330 pi of 
polyacrylaalde gel elution buffer, this was Incubated overnight 
at 37*C. The gel slice was then removed from the buffer and the 
DIA solution was phenol extracted twice. The labelled DIA was 
recovered by ethanol precipitation.
Pnl yacr-yl »nl rig gel elution buffer 
0.5 I amoDlua acetate 
0.01 N aagneslua acetate 
0.1 X SDS
0.1 d  EDTA
• 3
2.5 r.I.OMI MG IX SP6 PLASMIDS
For a detailed description of the SP6 sub - clones sade see 
Materials and sethods sections 2.26 and 2.27. Described here are 
the general sethods used In Baking SP6 sub - clones. The SP6 
plasmids pSP64 and pSP65 ( Melton et al, 1084 ) contain the SP6 
promoter followed by a polylInker sequence. The polylinker 
sequence Is In opposite orientations in the 2 plasmids ( see 
figure 1 ). To be used for in vitro transcription the target 
sequence needs to be cloned into the polylinker downstream of the 
SP6 promoter. The orientation of the insert determines whether 
the transcripts made are sense or anti - sense,
a. Preparation of vector DMA
I ug of SP6 plasmid DMA was restricted with one or more of the 
polylinker enzymes. Half of the digest was electrophoresed on an 
agarose gel to check that the digest was complete. The remainder 
of the digest was phenol extracted, the DMA recovered by ethanol 
precipitation and resuspended in 20 pi sterile water. The 
linearised vector DMA was then treated with calf intestinal 
alkaline phosphatase i CIP ) to remove 5* phosphate groups.
Vector DMA solution 20.0 pi
10 X SDS 0.5 pi
II Tris pH 8 1.0 pi
CIP 2.0 pi < 1 unit )
26.5 piWater
• 4
The reaction m bs Incubated at 3f*C for 30 elautes, a further 2.0 
Ml O f CIP MBS then added and the reaction Incubated for a further 
30 Minutes at 3fC. 4 ul of 10 t SDS m s  added and the reaction 
■lx heated at 66*C for 15 alnutes. 6 ul of 31 sodlun acetate m bs 
added and the reaction alz m bs phenol extracted once, chloroform 
extracted once and ether extracted once. The vector DIA mbs 
recovered by ethanol precipitation and resuspended In 20 pi of 
sterile Mater.
b. Preparation of target DIA
This was usually prepared by restriction enzyne digestion 
followed by Isolation of the required fragaant iron an agarose 
gel. In so bb  cases this was not possible and a mixture of 
fragments were cloned, clones containing the required fragaent 
were Identified at a later stage. The target DIA Mas ethanol 
precipitated and resuspended in eater to give about 10 ng DIA /
c. Ligations
These were set up as folloes :
Linear, CIPed pSP64 or pSP65 DIA 1 ul < about 20 ng ) 
Target DIA 5 ul < about 50 ng )
10 b N ATP 1 ul
10 x C buffer 
T4 DIA llgase
1 ul
1 ul ( 2 - 4  units )
sterile water 1 ul
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As controls ligations were also sat up containing CIPed vector 
alone and target DIA alone. The ligations were incubated 
overnight at 4"C.
U t C  bull ex 
500 nK Trls / Cl pH 7.6 
100 alt magnesium chloride 
200 bN dlthlothreltol
d. Transforaatlons
For Transforaation an active plate of E. coll strain DH1 was 
required. This strain is anpicillin sensitive. The SP6 plasaid 
confers a^>lclllln resistance so this was the selectable Barker 
used. kx. aspiclllln sensitive colony of DH1 was picked and grown 
in a 10 al allqout of L broth for 3 - 5  hours until the 0. D. at 
590 nn reached 0.3. Competent cells were then prepared. The 10 
al culture was centrifuged in a USE bench centrifuge at top speed 
for 10 Blnutes. The pelleted cells were resuspended in 5 al of 
ice cold 0. 1 H magnesium chloride. The cells were recentrifuged 
and resuspended in 5 al of ice cold 0. 1 I calcium chloride. The 
cells were recentrifuged and resuspended in 500 ul of ice cold
0.1 II calclua chloride, they were then Incubated on ice for 90 
Blnutes. The competent cells were divided Into 5 x 100 ul 
aliquots. One 100 ul aliquot was required for each transforaation 
so 1 x 10 b1 culture of DH1 gave sufficient cells for 5 
transforaatlons. The ligation six was added to the 100 ul aliquot 
of coapetent cells, they were then left on Ice for 30 ainutes for 
transformation to occur. The transformed cells were heat shocked
••
An anplclllln stock solution at a concentration of 10 sg/sl 
a spiel 11 In was sade. 5.0 si of this stock was than added to 500 
■1 of autoclaved L agar. This gave a final anplclllln 
concentration of 100 ug / al. plates were then poured In the 
usual way. Both L agar and asplclllin plates were dried for about 
30 sinutes before use.
e. Screening transforsants
This was done by Baking snail scale plasnid preparations < »lnl - 
preps ) from a number of colonies and carrying out digests on the
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plasmid DBAs. The «athod used for these mini - preparations was 
based on the alkaline lysis sat hod < Birnbols and Dolby, 1979 ) 
and Is outlined below :
Initially 8 colonies were picked fros the transforsed plate. Bach 
was grown up In L broth containing asplclllin ( 100 ug/sl ) for 5 
- 6 hours. The bacteria were then pelleted by centrifugation and 
each pellet »«as resuspended In 1 si of the L broth supernatant. 
At this point glycerol stocks of the bacteria ««ere sade. To sake 
the stock 200 ul of the resuspended bacteria »«ere sized with an 
equal volusne of sterile glycerol. The glycerol stocks ««ere 
stored at - 20*C. The resalnlng 800 ul of each culture »«as 
transfered to a 1.5 si eppendorf tube and centrifuged for 3 
minutes In an eppendorf mlcrofuge. The supernatant ««as poured 
off and each pellet ««as resuspended In 120 ul of the follo««lng 
solution :
25 sN Trls / Cl pH 8 
10 sK EDTA 
15 X sucrose 
2 ag / si lysozyme
The cells ««ere Incubated on Ice for 10 minutes then 240 ul of the 
follo«rlng solution ««as added :
0.2 aM sodium hydroxide 
1 X SDS
The DBA preparations »«ere then left on ice for a further 5 
minutes. 150 ul of 3B sodium acetate pH 4.8 »«as then added and 
the preparations left on Ice for a further 5 minutes. The 
preparations »«ere then centrifuged for 5 minutes in a alcrofuge
and the supernatants containing the plasald DIA were removed. The 
supernatants were phenol extracted twice and chloroform extracted 
once before ethanol precipitation. Each DIA pellet was
resuspended In 20 ul of water and used In restriction enzyme 
digests. Each mini - preparation yielded enough plasaid DIA for 4 
- 5 digests. Because the preparations were not particularly pure 
an excess of restriction enzyme was used in these digests. The 
preparations also contained large amounts of RIA, for this reason 
2 ul of RIase A ( 20 mg / ml stock ) was added to each 20 ul 
restriction digest at the end of the digest time. The
preparations were Incubated for a further 10 minutes at 37*C in 
the presence of RIase. For most sub - clones it was possible to 
tell which preparations contained the required insert in the 
required orientation from 1 or 2 restriction digests.
2 . 6  LARGE SC A L E  PLA SI1D  PSEPA&AI1QI
A 10 ml culture of L broth containing ampicillln ( 100 ug / ml ) 
was lnnoculated with 50 ul of bacterial glycerol stock from the 
mini - preparation. This 10 ml culture was grown overnight with 
shaking at 37*C. The 10 ml culture was then used to innoculate 
500 ml of L broth containing amplclllln < 100 ug / ml ). The 500 
ml culture was grown, shaking at 37*C, until the O.D. 540 nm 
reached 0.8, this took about 4 hours. 50 mg of chloramphenicol ( 
final concentration 100 ug / ml > was added and the culture 
grown, shaking overnight at 37*C. The bacteria were pelleted by 
centrifugation at 6000 RPN for 15 minutes at 4*C using an USE 
HS18 centrifuge. The 500 ml culture was centrifuged in 2 x 250 ml 
bottles so 2 bacterial pellets were obtained from one culture.
Each pellet was resuspended in 12 si of lOt sucrose ; 50 aM Trls 
pH 8.0. The bacteria were transfered to a 50 el tube and 2.5 si 
of a 10 ag / si 1 ysozyee solution was added. The tube m s  then 
Incubated on Ice for 10 alnutes. 2.5 al of 0.4 N EDTA pH 8.0 was 
then added and tbe tube Incubated on Ice for a further 10 
alnutes. 20 al of triton lysis solution was added and after 
alKing the tube was incubated on Ice for 5 alnutes.
Triton lysis solution 
50 aN EDTA pH 0.0
50 aN Trls / Cl pH 8.0
0.1 X Triton X - 100
The bacterial lysate was cleared by centrifugation at 16000 EPN 
for 60 alnutes at 4*C. After centrifugation the supernatant was 
poured off and divided between 2 X 50 al tubes. The DVA solution 
was phenol extracted 2 X, chloroform extracted 1 X and dialysed 
for 2 x 2  hours, each dialysis was against 2 litres of TE buffer 
and was performed at 4*C. The volume of the DIA solution after 
dialysis was measured and sodium chloride was added to 0.3 N. The 
DIA was then precipitated. The DIA precipitate was collected by 
centrifugation at 5000 EPN for 30 minutes at 4*C. The ethanol was 
drained off and each pellet was resuspended In 10 al of 1/10 th 
SSC buffer.
L X SSC. Buffer
0. 15 N sodium chloride
0.015 N sodium citrate
30 ul of Blase A < 20 ag / ml stock ) m s  added to each 10 ml of 
plasmid DIA. The plasmid DIA m s  treated with Blase for 1 hour at
37*C. The DIA was then phenol extracted, chlorofora extracted and 
ethanol precipitated. The precipitate was collected by
centrifugation at 10000 RPM for 20 alnutes. The ethanol was 
drained and the DIA pellet dried. The total yield of DIA fro* one 
500 al culture was resuspended in 10 al 1/10 th SSC for loading 
on a caeslua chloride gradient. Caesiua gradients were set up in 
Beckman heat seal centrifuge tubes. 52 g of caeslua chloride was 
dissolved In 40 al 1 / 10 th SSC. 25 al of this solution was put 
into each of 2 tubes. 5 al of the plasald DIA and 1 al of 
ethldiua bromide < 10 ng / al stock ) were also added. The tubes 
were balanced and the gradients covered with liquid paraffin 
before the tubes were sealed. Centrifugation was at 45000 RPX and 
16*C in the TT1 50 rotor in a Beckaan L6 centrifuge. The 
gradients were centrifuged for 16 hours or greater before 
extraction of the supercoiled plasmid DIA band. The plasald DIA 
froa the gradients was extracted with Iso amyl alcohol to remove 
the ethldiua broaide. 5 or 6 extractions with an equal volume of 
lsoaayl alcohol were necessary. The lsoaayl alcohol was removed 
by dialysing the DIA solution against 2 x 2  litres of TE buffer, 
at 4*C, for a total of about 24 hours. The DIA solution was node 
0.3 X with sodlua chloride and the DIA was recovered by ethanol 
precipitation. The final pellet was resuspended in sterile water. 
A saaple was reaoved and diluted to allow the DIA concentration 
of the preparation to be calculated froa the absorbance at 260 
na. The plasald DIA solution was diluted to a convenient working 
concentration about 1 ag / al.
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2.7 RPft TBAXSTBIPTIM OF CLQMED DIAs 
Adapted fro« Green et a1,1983.
Plasmids containing an insert downstream fro» the SP6 promoter 
were linearised using a restriction enzyme that cut in the SP6 
polylinker downstrea« of the Insert. On transcription with SP6 
polymerase, in the presence of a radloactively labelled 
nucleotide, run - off transcripts of high specific radioactivity 
were generated for aicro inject ion experiments. 2 ug of SP6 
plasmid D1A was digested with the required restriction enzyme. 
The digest was stopped by phenol extraction and the linear DIA 
was recovered by ethanol precipitation. The DIA was resuspended 
in 2 ul of sterile water. 1 ul was electrophoresed on an agarose 
«ini - gel to check that the digest was complete. The remining 1 
ug of DIA was used in the SP6 transcription reaction. The SP6 
transcription «ix was set up at roo« temperature by the addition 
of components in the following order:
Linear DIA 1 ul < 1 ug >
low ( G 1 5 x rITP mix 4 ul
a **P rGTP 2 ul c 20 uCl >
200 ml dTT 1 ul
RIase inhibitor 1 ul < 30 units >
5 aX cap analogue 4 ul
5 x transcription
buffer 4 ul
1 mg / ml BSA 2 ul
SP6 polymerase 1 ul { 10 units >
7*
Loie L fi. L 5 x. rUf mix 5. x buffar
25 mX rCTP 25 ul 200 aK Tri« / Cl pH 7.5
25 aX rATP 25 ul 30 aM magnesium chloride
25 mX rOTP 25 ul 10 aX spermidine
25 mX rGTP 1 ul
174 ul
The final concentration of tha 3 unlabel lad rITPe In the 
transcription six was 500 uM, the final concentration of rGTP was 
20 uM. The cap analogue b 7G<5* )ppp<5* >G as a dlsodlum salt ««as 
Included in the alx to ensure that the transcripts were 
predominantly capped. The transcription ««as carried out at 41*C 
for 1 hour. After Incubation the reaction alx ««as treated ««1th 
RIase - free DIase 1 for 10 minutas at 37*C. The final 
concentration of DIase I used ««as 20 ug / al. At this point a 
sample from the transcription ««as taken and dotted onto DEfll 
paper. This saaple ««as used, along ««1th a second sample taken 
later, to calculate the percentage Incorporation of labelled 
nucleotide and the yield of SP5 RIA. 2 ul of 0.4 X EDTA, 2 ul of 
1 ug / ul carrier tRIA and 50 ul of water ««ere added to the mix. 
The solution ««as phenol extracted t«rlce and chloroform extracted 
once before being aaaonlum acetate precipitated t«rlce. Ammonium 
acetate precipitation ««as used to recover the SP6 RIA because 
this precipitation is more efficient than standard salt / ethanol 
precipitations at separating the SP6 RIA froa unincorporated 
nucleotides. Ammonium acetate was added to 0.7 X follo««ed by 3 
volumes of ethanol. Precipitation ««as either on dry ice or ns -
20*C. The SP6 RIA was dried under vacuus and resuspended In water 
for injection. The amount of water used depended on the yield of 
SP6 RIA. For a typical reaction the volume was 4 - 6 ul which 
gave an RIA concentration of about 100 ug / si.
Calculation of yield from SP6 transcription
To calculate the yield of SP6 RIA from a transcription it was 
necessary to work out the percentage incorporation of labelled 
rGTP. This was done by comparing the total counts in the 
transcription alx with the counts incorporated into SP6 RIA. To 
obtain total counts a 0.5 ul sample from the reaction mixture 
after treatment with RIase was taken < total volume 21 ul >. 
This aliquot was diluted 1 + 9 and 0.5 ul aliquots of the diluted 
sample were spotted onto 4 identical squares of DE81 paper. These 
squares were counted directly. To obtain incorporated counts the 
SP6 RIA after the first ammonium acetate precipitation was 
resuspended in 20.5 ul of water. 0.5 ul of this was removed, 
diluted 1 + 9  and spotted onto 4 squares of DE81 paper. The 4 
squares of DE81 paper for the incorporated counts were washed 5 
times. Bach wash was for 2 minutes in 200 ml of laaHPO« ( H20 )it 
at a concentration of 50g / litre. After a final rinse in tap 
water the squares were dried and counted. The 4 readings of total 
counts and the 4 readings of incorporated counts were averaged 
and used to calculate the percentage incorporation of labelled 
nucleotide. The incorporation was usually about 75%. The yield 
of RIA from the SP6 transcription was then calculated by 
multiplying the percentage incorporation of labelled nucleotide
by the maximum theoretical yield iron the transcription. Under 
the conditions used for transcription it was calculated that 75* 
incorporation of labelled nucleotide indicated that about 430 ng 
of SP6 RIA had been produced. In the alcroinjectlon experiment 2 
ng RIA in 20 nl of solution was injected. The RIA was therefore 
required at a concentration of 100 ug / ml. To achieve this the 
430 ng of SP6 RIA was resuspended in about 4.3 ul of water for 
injectlon
2.8 MAIAM AID GILBERT DIA SEOUEICIIG
Based on the method described in Kaxan and Gilbert, 1980.
About 1 ug of DIA was restricted at the restriction site fros 
where the sequence was required . The DIA was then radioactively 
end - labelled using either Klenow polymerase and a  **P dGTP or 
T4 Kinase and X **P ATP depending on the sequence of the 
restriction site. After labelling and removal of the modification 
enzyme the labelled DIA was restricted a second time in order to 
generate a DIA fragment labelled only at one end for sequencing. 
This labelled fragment was isolated from an acrylamide gel and 
the DIA eluted overnight at 37*C. The sequencing reactions were 
then performed. The Isolated labelled DIA fragment was ethanol 
precipitated from the polyacrylamide gel elution buffer after the 
addition of 5 ug of carrier tRIA. The DIA was resuspended in 90 
pi of water and 10 pi of 3 M sodium acetate was added. 20 pi of 
this solution was put into each of 5 x 1.5 ml eppendorf tubes 
and the DIA re - precipitated. Each DIA pellet was washed 3 times
with 601 ethanol to remove salt. Tha pallets ware then dried 
under vacuua.
a. G reaction
The DIA pallet was dissolved In 200 ul of 50 mM sodiua 
cacodyl ate, 1 mM BDTA pH 8.0. 1 ul of dlaethyl sulphate was added 
and after nixing the reaction was Incubated at room temperature 
for 2 * minutes. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 50 
ul of G stop solution.
G. stop solution
1.5 N sodiua acetate pH 7
1.0 X 0 aercaptoethanol 
100 ug / al B.coll tRIA
750 ul of ethanol was added and tha DIA was precipitated. The 
pellet was resuspended in 200 ul of water, after the addition of 
sodlua acetate to 0.3 X it was reprecipitated. The pellet was 
washed with SOX ethanol and dried under vacuua.
b. A > C reaction
The DIA was dissolved In 100 ul of 1.2 X sodiua hydroxide, 1 aK 
BDTA and incubated at 90*C for 9 minutes. The reaction was 
stopped by the addition of 150 ul 1 X acetic acid. 5 ug of 
carrier th7\ was added and the DBA recovered by ethanol 
precipitation as in the G reaction.
c. C reaction
The DIA was dissolved In 5 ul of water and 15 ul of 5X sodium 
chloride followed by 30 ul of hydrazine were added. The reaction 
was Incubated at room temperature for 7X minutes then stopped by 
the addition of 200 ul of C stop solution.
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t  stop solution 
0.3 N sodium acetate 
0.1 ml BDTA
25 ug / ml carrier tBIA
The DIA was recovered by ethanol precipitation as previously 
described.
d. C ♦ T reaction
The DIA was dissolved In 20 ul of water. 30 ul of hydrazine was 
then added and the reaction Incubated at rooa temperature for 7b 
minutes. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 200 ul C 
stop solution and the DIA recovered by ethanol precipitation as 
previously described.
e. A ♦ G reaction
The DIA was dissolved In 6 ul of water. 25 ul of forslc acid was 
added and the reaction Incubated at rooa temperature for 4 
minutes. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 200 ul of 1
K sodium acetate containing 5 ug / ml carrier tKIA. The DIA was
recovered by ethanol precipitation as described above.
The cleavage reaction was then carried out on the base - modified 
DIA. A piperidine stock was diluted 1 ♦ 9 with water to sake it 
approximately a l l  solution. Each washed and dried DIA pellet 
was resuspended In 100 ul of 1 K piperidine. The reactions were 
then Incubated at 90*C for 30 minutes. At the end of the
Incut ¿tlon each reaction mix was frozen using dry ice and the
piperidine removed by freeze drying the samples for about 3 
hours. The dried samples were resuspended In 100 ul of water and
freeze dried again, this tlse overnight. Finally these dried 
sasples were resuspended In 20 ul of water and freeze dried for a 
further 2 hours. The sasples were resuspended In 4 ul acrylaside 
gel loading buffer and spilt Into 2 x 2 ul aliquots. These 
sasples were heated to 95*C for 5 slnutes before loading onto an 
acrylaslde sequencing gel. The gel was either 8% or 201 depending 
on the nusber of bases to be resolved. 2 runs of different tise 
length were carried out on a single acrylaslde gel using 1 x 2 ul 
aliquot of DIA fros each reaction for each run. The sasples were 
loaded in the following order s
G A ♦ G A > C C C ♦ T
After running at 26 nA the gel was covered with "cling*' fils and 
autoradlographed at - 70*C.
2.9 EIR - LABELLIMG DIA. FBAGME1IS
End - labelled DIA probes were required for SI nuclease analysis. 
In this technique it was possible to use a sized probe containing 
a number of labelled DIA fragsents, however it was preferable to 
use a pure probe consisting of only one end - labelled DIA 
fragsent. The fragsent to be labelled was isolated fros an 
agarose gel and one of the following labelling sethods was used : 
3* end labelled probes were used to sap the 3' ends of 
transcripts. 2 set hods were used to sake these probes,
a. 3* end - labelling using Klenow polyserase 
Adapted fros Hanlatls et al, 1962.
100 - 500 ng of DIA was ethanol precipitated and after drying it 
was resuspended In 10 ul of Klenow buffer.
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Klenow buffer
10 ml Iris / Cl pH 7.4 
50 aM sodium chloride 
10 mN magnesium chloride
Klenow polymerase was used to fill in 5* overhangs, A labelled 
nucleotide was Included in the reaction mix to be incorporated 
opposite a complementary nucleotide in the template strand, a ” P 
dGTP was usually used as the label. For some restriction sites 
where dGTP was not the first nucleotide to be filled in 
unlabelled nucleotides were also Included in the reaction. 
Reaction mixture :
DIA 10 ul ( In Klenow buffer >
2 ml dVTP 1 ul < Included if necessary )
a »*P dGTP 2 ul
Klenow polymerase 2 ul ( 2 - 4  units >
The reaction was incubated for 40 minutes at room temperature 
then stopped by phenol extraction. The mixture was run down a 
sephadex G50 column and the excluded peak collected. Carrier tRVA 
was added and the sample phenol extracted twice and chloroform 
extracted once before ethanol precipitation,
b. 3* end labelling using T4 polymerase 
Adapted from Nanlatls et al, 1902.
Certain restriction enzyme sites cannot be 3' end - labelled 
using Klenow polymerase and labelled dGTP, for these restriction 
sites an alternative method of labelling using T4 DIA polymerase 
was used. T4 polymerase has a 3* to 5* exonuclease activity in 
addition to a 5* to 3* polymerase activity. If T4 polymerase is
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added to a DIA fragment, la the presence of u M  labelled 
auclaotlda, the enzyme will degrade the DIA strands la the 3* to 
5* direction uatll It reaches a nucleotide ldeatlcal to the 
labelled aucleotlde, It will thea continually remove and replace 
this nucleotide. In this way the labelled aucleotlde Is 
Incorporated Into the DIA. Approximately 500 ng of DIA was 
resuspended la 10 ul TA buffer. 2 ul of a **P dGTP and 1 ul of T4 
DIA polymerase ( containing about 0.25 units > was added. The 
reaction m bs incubated at 37*C for 40 minutes. The reaction was 
stopped by phenol extraction and the labelled DIA was separated 
from the unincorporated nucleotides using a Sephadex G50 column. 
1Q.X.1A. buffer 
0.33 N Trie acetate pH 7.9 
0.66 I potassium acetate 
0.1 I magnesium acetate 
1 ag / ml bovine serum albumin 
5 ml dithlothreitol
c. 5' end - labelling using T4 polynucleotide kinase 
Adapted from laniatls at al, 1982.
100 - 500 ng of the DIA fragment to be labelled was prepared by 
gel isolation from an agarose gel, this DIA was resuspended in 10 
ul of water. The DIA was then treated with calf Intestinal 
alkaline phosphatase ( CIP ) to remove the 5* phosphate groups.
10 ul DIA < 100 - 500 ng >
5 ul 10 x CIP buffer 
4 ul CIP ( 2 units >
31 ul sterile water
The reaction was Incubated at 37 *C for 30 minutes, a further 4 ul 
of C1P < 2 units > was then added and the reaction Incubated for 
a further 30 minutes. 5 ul of 10X SDS, 35 ul of water and 10 ul 
of 3 X sodium acetate were added and the reaction Incubated at 
6»*C for 15 minutes to destroy the CIP. The CIPed DBA was phenol 
extracted 2 z, chloroform extracted 1 x and ether extracted 1 x. 
It was then recovered by ethanol precipitation. The DBA pellet 
was resuspended in 10 ul of water and added to the following 
reaction :
10 ul CIPed DBA 
2 ul 10 x kinase buffer 
0.5 ul IN dlthlothreitol 
4 ul t **P ATP
2 ul T4 polynucleotide kinase ( 1 0 - 1 5  units >
1.5 ul totter
0.7 M Trie / Cl pH 7.6 
100 mN magnesium chloride 
50 mN dlthlothreitol
The reaction was incubated at 37’C for 30 - 45 minutes. 2 ul of 
0.4 N BDTA was then added and the reaction phenol extracted. The 
aqueous phase from the phenol extraction was passed down a 
sephadex G50 column to separate the labelled DBA from 
unincorporated nucleotides. The fractions containing the labelled 
DBA were phenol extracted 2 x, chloroform extracted 1 x and the 
labelled DBA was recovered by ethanol precipitation.
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2.10 LABBLLIIG DBA BY I1CI - TBAISLATIQI 
Based on Rigby et el, 1077.
This e e tb o d  of labelling DIA mbs used to sake hybridisation 
probes for use on lorthern blots.
The DIA fragaant to be labelled was prepared by gel isolation 
froa an agarose gel. Approxiaately 100 ng of DIA was resuspended 
in 0 ill water, this solution was added to the following six t 
4 jil 5 x nick translation buffer 
1 pi 0.2 si dATP 
1 pi 0.2 ■! dTTP
1 pi 0.2 sK dCTP
2 pi a **P dGTP
1 pi DBase I < final concentration 20 ng / si >
0 pi DIA solution
This six was Incubated at 37*C for 15 sinutes to introduce nicks 
into the DIA. 1.5 pi < 2 - 5  units > of B.coll DIA polyserase I 
< Cornberg > was added and the sixture Incubated at 16*C for 3 
hours. The reaction was stopped by phenol extraction. The 
reaction slxture was then run down a sephadex G50 coluan to 
separate the labelled DIA 
nucleotides. The labelled
precipitation.
fragaant from the unincorporated 
DIA *«as collected by ethanol
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5. X. nick translatl on buffer
0.25 ■ Tris / Cl pH 7.2
0.05 N magnesium sulphate
0.5 mN dlthlothreltol
250 ug / ml bovine serum albumin
( stored In allqouts at - 20*C )
2. 11 Ptninir.TlVRl.T LABELLED DMA SIZE MABÏERS
Radloact 1 vely labelled DMA fragments of known size were used as 
size markers for polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. These were 
made by labelling restriction enzyme digests of pBS322 ( Bolivar 
et al. 1077 > or pAT153 < Twlgg and Sherratt. 1080 ) using a ” P
dGTP. The restriction digests used to make markers and the sizes 
( In nucleotides > of the DMA fragments generated are detailed 
below :
pAT153 HlnF I pBB322 HlnF I pBR322 Hpa 11
1631 1631 622 160
517 517 527 160
306 506 404 147
206 306 300 122
221 344 242 110
220 206 238 00
154 221 217 76
145 220 201 67
75 154 100 34
75 26
15
0
13
The DIA fragments were briefly treated with T4 DIA polymerase I 
la the absence of added nucleotides. During this period the 
exonuclease activity of the enzyme "nibbled back" In the 3* to 5' 
direction. A mix containing all 4 dITPs, including 1 labelled 
nucleotide, was then added allotring the polymerase activity of 
the enzyme to polymerise In a 5' to 3* direction Incorporating 
the labelled nucleotide. 1 ug of DIA was restricted with the 
required enzyme. Half of the digest was electrophoresed on a It 
agarose mini - gel to check for complete digestion. The remainder 
was ethanol precipitated and resuspended in 10 pi of TA buffer.
10 x TA buffer
0.33 X Tris acetate pH 7.9
0.66 X potassium acetate
0.1 K magnesium acetate
1 mg / ml bovine serum albumin
5 mX dlthlothreitol
1 unit of T4 DIA polymerase was added and the reaction incubated 
at 37*C for 3 minutes. 4 pi of a mix containing all 4 dITPs. 
Including a radloactiveiy labelled dITP, was then added and the 
reaction Incubated for a further 40 minutes at 37*C. 
dITP six 
1 pi 2 mX dATP 
1 pi 2 mX dTTP 
1 pi 2 mX dCTP 
1 pi a 32P dGTP
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The reaction n s  etopped bjr phenol extractlon and thè reaction 
alxture Mas put down a se p ha de x G50 coluen. The excluded peak 
contalnlng thè labelled DIA fragaents was collected. The earker 
was ethanol precipitated and resuspended in 50 - 100 pi of water. 
Before use on acrylaalde gels 0.5 - 1.0 pi of aarker was added to 
3 pi of acrylaalde gel loadlng buffer and heated to 95*C for 5 
alnutes.
•s
2. 12 SI MOCLEASE AIALTS IS 
Based on Berk and Sharp, 1077.
This technique was used to aap the 3' ends of transcripts aade In 
oocytes froa Injected genes, A 3* end - labelled DIA probe was 
prepared by labelling a gel Isolated DIA fragaent. Klenow 
polymerase was usually the enzyme of choice for this end - 
labelling reaction. The amount of probe used per SI hybridisation 
depended on the specific radioactivity of the probe. Typically 
about 200 ng of the DIA fragment was labelled and used for about 
10 SI hybridisations. The amount of probe used per SI reaction 
was not critical as long as the probe was la excess over the 
transcript to be sapped. The probe was resuspended in SI 
hybridisation buffer at a voluane of 5 ul of buffer for each SI 
hybridisation. The 8IA iron Injected and control oocytes was 
resuspended in SI hybridisation buffer using 5 ul of buffer per 
oocyte equivalent of BIA.
S I  h y b r i d ! « » !  nn b u f f e r
40.0 aM PIPES pH «.4
1.0 aM BDTA 
0.4 N sodlua chloride 
80 X foraaalde
pH adjusted to 6.4 with concentrated sodlua hydroxide.
Buffer stored at - 20*C
SI hybridisations were set up in 1.5 al eppendorf tubes using 10 
ul of KIA and 5 ul of probe. After alxlng each hybridisation mix
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was run Into a dram glass capillary, these were then sealed. The 
capillary tubes were heated at 80‘C for 7 minutes to denature the 
probe, they were then quickly transfered to the required 
hybridisation temperature. For soma experiments the optimum 
hybridisation temperature was determined by using a range of 
different hybridisation temperatures In a series of test 
reactions. In other experiments a temperature of 55*C was used as 
this was found to be a satisfactory working temperature for most 
probes. Hybridisations were usually left for 3 hours but 
occalsonally overnight hybridisations were carried out with no 
loss of sensitivity. After hybridisation each mix was expelled 
Into 150 ul of Ice cold SI nuclease buffer containing 225 units 
of SI nuclease. The hybrids were treated with SI nuclease for 40 
minutes at 37’C. Each SI nuclease reaction was then stopped by 
the addition of 3 ul of 0.4 M EDTA followed by phenol extraction. 
The hybrids were recovered by ethanol precipitation and dried 
before being resuspended in 2 ul of polyacrylamide gel loading 
buffer.
SI nuclease buffer 
0.28 K sodium chloride 
0.05 N sodium acetate
4.5 mK zinc sulphate
20 ug / ml sonicated denatured salmon sperm DBA 
pH adjusted to 4.5 using glacial acetic acid
The samples were heated to 95 'C for 5 minutes before 
electrophoresis on a 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The gel 
was run at a current of 22mA for a length of time dependent on
the size of probe and on the size of protected fragaant expected. 
After electrophoresis the gel m s  autoradlographed overnight at -
ro*c.
2. 13 SI WCLEASE AMALTSIS Qf RADIOACTIVE RIA US1IG At 
OBT.ARELLED D1A gJMBl
la several experiaents It was necessary to atteapt to localise 
the 3* ends of radioactive precursor aRIAs, this was done using a 
aodlflcatlon of the standard SI nuclease analysis. An unlabelled 
DIA probe was hybridised to the radioactive RIA and after SI 
nuclease treataant the protected RIA fragaant was analysed by 
polyacrylaalde gel electrophoresis. This procedure was 
straightforward as long as the RIA to be analysed was labelled to 
a high specific activity and a large excess of the unlabelled DIA 
fragment m s  included. It m s  necessary to perfora a series of 
test reactions to establish the optlaua hybridisation 
taaperature. Because the radioactivity detected in this procedure 
m s  la RIA rather than in DIA the saaple in polyacrylaaide gel 
loading buffer m s  only heated to SO'C prior to loading. The gel 
m s  electrophoresed and autoradlograped in the standard my.
2 . 1 4  A I A L T S 1 S  Q £  R A D IO A C T IV E  PBEC IIPfiO R « B I A s  B 1
PQLTACBYLA1 1DE GEL BI.RGTKQPHOBES IS 
Where radioactive precursor aRIAs were Injected it m s  possible 
to analyse the results directly by electrophoresis of RIA 
saaples. By coaparlng the size of the labelled RIA in the saaple 
laaedlately after injection with the size of labelled RIA in the
sample taken after Incubation of the injected oocytes it Mas 
possible to visualise directly whether cleavage of the precursor 
a£IA had occured. The success of this technique depended on the 
size of the precursor mBIA initially injected, this Mas because 
BIAs greater than about 1 kb ran on the acrylaside gels la the 
ease position as the endogenous oocyte rlbososal BIAs, when this 
happened the labelled B1A appeared as a ssear rather than as a 
discrete band, making analysis difficult. BIAs smaller than about 
1 kb were very easy to analyse and large amounts of BIA, 1 - 2  
oocytes worth, could be loaded onto a single gel track. For the 
larger BIAs 0.25 - 0.5 oocytes Morth of BIA Mas the maximum that 
could be loaded per track to prevent smearing, consequently 
longer exposure times Mere necessary. Equivalent oocytes-worth of 
BIA from the samples to be compared were recovered by ethanol 
precipitation, vacuum dried and resuspended la 10 ul of 
polyacrylamide gel loading buffer, this amount of BIA was then 
loaded onto a "thick" 6t polyacrylamide gel without prior 
heating. After electrophoresis the gel was fixed in 10% glacial 
acetic acid and dried down before autoradiography. Vhere 1 - 2  
oocytes worth of BIA was analysed a result was obtained in about 
6 hours, for smaller amounts of BIA an exposure of longer than 48 
hours was usually necessary.
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2 .  15  QLIGQ d l  CELLULOSE BIID IH G  ASSAY
Based on a sathod adapted froa Ranlatls at al, 1052, by K.V.Old. 
Oil go dT cellulose was used to Isolate poladenylated RIAs from 
the bulk of the oocyte or eabryo non - polyadenylated R1A. The 
ollgo dT binding assay »«as used In 2 t#ays :
1. To fractionate RIA from oocytes injected with DIA into 
adenylated and non - adenylated fractions to determine if 
transcripts froa the injected gene »«ere adenylated or not.
2. To fractionate RIA froa oocytes and embryos injected »«1th 
labelled precursor aRIAs to investigate the adenylatlon status of 
the injected RIA.
For these experiments a large nuaber of samples »«ere fractionated 
therefore a batch binding procedure »«as used, this »«as auch 
quicker and aore convenient than colum binding procedures. The 
RIA to be fractionated »ns dissolved in 10 - 20 ul of »«ater. 
About 5 oocyte equivalents of RIA »«ere used in each batch binding 
assay, it »«as aore convenient to dissolve this amount of RIA in 
»«ater rather than in ollgo - dT loading buffer. The ollgo - dT 
»«as equlllberated in ollgo - dT loading buffer. 
l.oertl ng buffer Elution buffer
20 w* Trls / Cl pH 7.0 10 dl Trls /Cl pH 7.0
0.5 H sodlua chloride
1 a! EDTA 1 bM EDTA
0.1 X SDS 0.051 SDS
Sufficient, ollgo - dT cellulose to occupy a volume of about 300 
ul was dispensed into a 1.5 ml eppendcrf tube. The tube was 
centrifuged for 30 seconds to loosely pellet the ollgo - dT. The 
loading buffer was removed to be replaced by 400 -ul of fresh 
loading buffer. The RIA to be fractionated was then added and 
after mixing the tube was left at room temperature for 15 minutes 
with intermittent shaking. As a control for efficient binding 
radioactive RIA previously polyadenylated in vitro was used. This 
was bound in a parallel experiment and confirmed that the oligo - 
dT assay worked correctly. After binding of the RIA the' tube was 
centrifuged for 30 seconds to pellet the ollgo - dT cellulose and 
the bound RIA. The loading buffer containing unbound RIA was 
removed and stored until later. The ollgo - dT cellulose was then 
washed 5 x with loading buffer to remove any non - adenylated RIA 
still remaining, it was centrifuged and the old loading buffer 
discarded after each wash. The polyadenylated RIA was then 
obtained by washing the ollgo - dT cellulose with 2 x 500 ul 
aliquots of elution buffer, pre - warmed to 55*C. After the 
e)"+lon buffer was added the ollgo - dt was thoroughly shaken and 
incubated at room temperature for about 5 minutes. The Tubes were 
then centrifuged and the bound fraction collected. Virtually all 
of the polyadenylated RIA came off in the first 2 fractions.
This method generated a 400 ul non - adenylated fraction and a 1 
ml adneylated fraction containing equal oocyte equivalents of 
RIA. These fractions were briefly centrifuged to remove any ollgo 
- dT and 10 ug of E.coll tRIA carrier was added to the adenylated 
fractions. RIA from each fraction was then recovered by ethanol
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precipitation and resuspended for analysis. In ezperlsants where 
the adénylation status of mRIA transcribed fros injected genes 
was investigated both fractions were resuspended la SI 
hybridisation buffer at a concentration of 5ul per oocyte 
equivalent of fractionated RIA. For ezperlsants where the 
adénylation status of Injected labelled RIAs were under 
investigation each fraction was resuspended in the sane volume 
of polyacrylamide gel loading buffar for electrophoresis. The 
volume chosen depended on the specific radioactivity of the 
injected RIA.
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2.16 PRIMER EXTEMSIQI ANALYSIS
This technique was used to nap the 5* ends of endogenous oocyte 
transcripts. A 5* end - labelled single stranded DIA priser 
complementary to a region of the transcript to be sapped was 
prepared. The gene coding for the transcript to be sapped was 
linearised within the coding region. A restriction enzyse was 
choosen that produced 5' overhangs. The 5* overhanging ends were 
labelled using the T4 kinase set hod. The labelled DIA was then 
restricted again with an enzyse that cut in the coding region of 
the gene, closer to the 5* end of the gene than the original 
enzyse and which generated 3* overhanging ends. The DIA fragsents 
generated were electrophoresed on a denaturing acrylaside gel . 
The labelled strand of the priser fragsent was separated fros its 
unlabelled cosplesentary strand on the basis of the size 
difference generated by the choice of restiction enzymes. The 
single stranded 5* end - labelled priser was eluted fros an 
acrylaslde gel slice and recovered by ethanol precipitation. For 
the sapping of endogenous oocyte transcripts 10 ug of RIA ( 2 
oocyte equivalents > was used, this was resuspended in 5 ul of 
sterile water. The priser, also in sterile water, and 2 ul of 5 z 
hybridisation buffer were added to sake a final vo.'usne of J.O ul. 
This six was run into a drawn glass capillary.
5. x hybridisation buliflT.
2 M sodium chloride
50 sM PIPES pH 6.4
The capillary was Incubated at 70*C for 3 hours to allow 
hybridisation to occur. The choice of the hybridisation 
temperature depended on the primer sequence and was determined by 
experiment. After hybridisation the mix was quickly cooled using 
Iced water then expelled Into 30 ul of Ice cold primer extension
0.5 nM dGTP, dCTP, dTTP and dATP 
10 mX dlthlothreltol 
25 ug / ml actinomycln D 
100 mM Trls / Cl pH 8 
12 mX magne slum chloride
10 units of AX? reverse transcriptase were added and after mixing 
the reaction was incubated at 42*C for 1 hour. At the end of the 
reaction the template RIA was removed by the addition of 10 ul of 
1 X sodium hydroxide and heating at 100*C for 5 minutes. 10 ul of 
1 X HC1 was then added to neutralise the alkali and after phenol 
extraction the extended primer was recovered by ethanol 
precipitation. The result was a mixture both of primer molecules 
that had not hybridised to the transcript and molecules that had 
hybridised and had been extended to the 5' end of the transcript. 
To analyse the extension products they were resuspended In 3 ul 
of polyacrylamide gel loading buffer and heated to 95 *C for 5 
minutes before electrophoresis on a 6% denaturing acrylamide gel. 
After electrophoresis the gel was autoradiographed at - 70*C.
• 4
2.17 ■OBTHER1 BLOTS
Based on Thonas, 1980.
a.) Formaldehyde agarose gel
This was poured on a standard size flat - bed gel plate set up In 
a fume hood. A 150 ml volume of 1.5* gel mix was sade using 2.25 
g of agarose, 112.5 ml of water and 15 ml of 10 x HOPS buffer. 
The mix was boiled to dissolve the agarose and allowed to cool to 
about 60*C. 22.5 ml of formaldehyde was then added and after 
mixing the gel was poured. Before use the formaldehyde was 
filtered through Vhatman number 1 filter paper.
IQ. x HOPS buffer
0.2 M 3 - < I - morpholino ) propanesulfonic acid ( MOPS )
0.05 H anhydrous sodium acetate 
0.01 K EDTA
Adjusted to pH 7 with sodium hydroxide.
The gel m s  run in a standard flat bed gel tank under 1 x HOPS 
buffer. The R*A samples were resuspended in water to give 2 
oocyte equivalents ( 10 ug ) RIA in 5 ul of water. The RIA was 
denatured prior to loading. The denaturing solution was made up 
by mixing 500 ul of deionised forsamide with 100 ul of 10 x HOPS 
buffer and 150 ul of filtered formaldehyde. 15 ul of denaturing 
solution was added to the 5 ul of RIA. This mix was heated at 
60*C for 5 minutes then quick cooled in iced water. 2 ul of RIA 
gel loading mix was added and the sample loaded onto the gel. The 
gel was electrophoresed at 100 V for about 5 hours.
RMA gel 1 rmdlng ni»
• 5
50% glycerol
0.2% bromophenol blue
After electrophoresis the gel was soaked in 250 nl of 10% glycine 
for 20 Minutes. 100 ul of 10 ag / al ethldlua bromide was added 
and the gel stained for 10 Minutes. The gel was then rinsed in 
water for 2 z 15 Minutes. The gel was photographed under U.V. 
light, to 6how the positions of the ribosomal RIA bands, before 
it was blotted.
The gel was soaked in 20 x SSC buffer for 20 Minutes, the 
nitrocellulose for the blot was also soaked, first in water and 
then in 20 x SSC. The blot was then set up. The glass gel plate 
was supported on top of 2 plastic petrie dish lids in a small 
tray. The plate was covered with 4 thicknesses of 3 MM filter 
paper soaked in 20 x SSC, these overlapped the edges of the glass 
plate and were bent over to touch the bottoM of the tray. 20 x 
SSC was put into the tray to fill it to a depth about % way up 
the petrie dish supports. The gel was placed on top of the 3 MM 
paper and the nitrocellulose was carefully positioned on top of 
the gel. 2 thicknesses of 3 MM paper were put over the 
nitrocellulose followed by a large number of paper tissues to act 
as a wick. These tissues «rare covered with a second glass plate 
and weighed down. The areas between the edges of the gel and the 
edges of the tray were covered with "cling" film to prevent 
evaporation of the buffer. The gel was left overnight to blot. 
After blotting the nitrocellulose filter was baked for 2 hours at 
80*C under vacuua and then stored at rooM teaperature prior to 
probing.
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Prehybridisation of the filter was carried out in a sealed 
polythene bag. The filter was placed in the bag along with about 
15 ml of pre - hybridisation buffer. The bag was sealed and 
Incubated at 42 *C overnight.
1_ x
50% deionised formamide 
5 x SSC
50 mX sodium phosphate buffer pH 6.5 
200 ug / ml sonicated salmon sperm DIA 
1 x Denhardt's solution
0.02% w/v BSA 
0.02% polyvlnylpyrolldone
0.02% flcoll
Made as 50 x stock 
and stored frozen at
- 20 *C
The pre - hybridisation buffer was removed and replaced with an 
identical solution containing a labelled denatured DIA probe. The 
probe m s  prepared by nick - translation and then resuspended in 
sterile water. The probe was heated at 100*C for 5 minutes then 
quickly cooled using iced water. The denatured probe was added to 
cold hybridisation solution. 8 ml of hybridisation solution plus 
probe was added to each filter. The bag was resealed and the 
filter hybridised overnight at 42*C, this was done in a water 
bath with the bag held flat using a glass plate. After 
hybridisation the filter was removed from the bag and washed 4 
times each time with 250 ml 2x SSC, 0.1 % SDS at room 
temperature. The filter was then washed twice with 250 ml of 0. 1 
x SSC, 0.1% SDS for 15 minutes per wash at 50*C. After washing 
the filter m s  covered with •cling" film and autoradlographed at
70*C.
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2. 18 ADDITIOl QE PQLY A. IQ PRECURSOR iRlA 11 VITRO 
Based on suppliers instructions < B.R. L. >.
This Method added poly A tails of heterogeneous lengths to the 
precursor mRIAs, after poly A addition these RIAs ran as shears 
on acrylamide gel electrophoresis rather than as discrete bands.
The SP6 RIA to be adenylated ««as aade by the standard 
■ethod, after the final aMMoniua acetate precipitation it was 
resuspended in 06 ul of sterile water. The method ««as suitable 
for any amount of RVA up to about 2 ug. The RIA in »«ater was then 
added to the follo««lng reaction :
RIA 06 ul
2 * poly A mix 100 ul
100 nM Manganese chloride 2 ul
poly A polymerase 2 ul < about 7 units of enzyme )
2. & poly L mix
100 mR Trie / Cl pH 8
200 uM rATP
20 nM magnesium chloride 
100 ug / ml BSA 
0.5 M sodium chloride
The reaction was Incubated at 37 *C for 2 hours then stopped by 
the addition of BDTA to a final concentration of 20 mM. These 
reaction times could be varied along ««1th the concentration of 
poly A polymerase to control the average poly A tail length. The 
polyadenylated RIA ««as phenol extracted, chloroform extracted and 
recovered by ethanol precipitation.
U2 .  1 9  MOUSE GLQBIM mRMA PREPARATIQ1
RIA rich ln bous* globin mRIA m s  prepared fro* mouse red 
blood cells and used as a control for the SI nuclease analysis of 
RIA from pAV103 Injected oocytes. Blood m s  obtained from 2 mice 
by heart puncture and stored ln cold PBS containing heparin at a 
concentration of 3 mg / ml.
EK
140 mM sodium chloride 
2.7 mM potassium chloride
8.1 iX laaHPO«
1.5 mX EHaPO«
pH 7.4
The blood m s  centrifuged for 4 minutes ln a USE bench centrifuge 
at medium speed to pellet the red blood cells. The supernatant 
m s  removed leaving about 0.5 ml volumne of cells. The cells were 
mshed twice with cold PBS, between washes the cells were 
repelleted by gentle centrifugation. After mshlng the cells were 
lysed by the addition of 1 ml of water . The lysate was divided 
between 5 x 1.5 ni eppendorf tubes. 400 ul of Kressmans buffer 
containing proteinase K and SDS to 2% final m s  added to each 
tube. The tubes were incubated for 30 minutes at room 
temperature. The RIA preparation m s  then phenol extracted 2x, 
chloroform extracted 1 x and ether extracted 1 x before being 
recovered by ethanol precipitation. The amount of RIA obtained 
from 2 mice m s  resuspended ln 500 ul of SI hybridisation buffer, 
10 ul of which m s  used per SI nuclease analysis.
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2.20 HODIFIED BABTHS' SAL IBE
This m s  a balanced salt solution used to stors oocytes, eggs and 
eabryos of lenopus laevls. Usually 1 litre of solution was 
prepared using dechlorlnated water. Vhere eabryos were to be kept 
past gastrulatlon It was necessary to transfer then to a solution 
of 1/10 th strength prior to gastrulatlon. Modified Barths saline 
( M.B.S. ) was routinely aade up iron 25 x stock solutions of 
M.B.S. A and M.B.S. B stored at - 20*C. After the M. B.8. was 
prepared the pH was tested, this m s  routinely around 7.0. Benzyl 
penicillin and streptoaycln sulphate both at a concentration of 10 
ag / litre were added to the M.B.S. solution when oocytes or 
eabryos were to be Incubated for long periods < sore than 24 hours 
>.
1 X M.B.S.
88.0 aN MaCl
1.0 bN MCI 1
2.4 aM MaHCOa
15.0 aN HEPES - BaOH pH 7.4
0.3 bH CaMOa.4HzO
0.41 aM CaCla-6H2O M.B.S. B
0.82
t ie
2.21 SURGICAL REMDVAL OF OOCYTES
This procedure was carried out by a holder of a home office animal 
experiment licence. Oocytes for injection were routinely obtained 
by surgically removing a small amount of Xenopus laevls ovary. The 
frog was anaesthetised using MS222 < 0.15% ), it was then laid on 
its back on a bed of ice. A small incision was made in the abdomen 
through both the outer skin and the abdomen wall at the position 
of the ovary. 2 - 3  lobes of ovary were removed by extracting them 
through the incision. The incision was repaired by 2 - 3 stitches 
in both the inner abdomen wall and the skin. The frog was 
transfered to recovery buffer < 0.5 % sodium chloride ) and left 
overnight to recover. The oocytes were quickly split into small 
clumps of 10 - 20, this was essential for their long term 
survival. Individual oocytes were separated manually from these 
small clumps and stored overnight prior to injection, this allowed 
oocytes damaged in the isolation procedure to be Identified and 
discarded.
2.22 MATURAT1Q1 OF OOCYTES II VITRO
Where matured oocytes were required stage 6 oocytes were obtained 
and separated as described, they were then immediately Incubated 
for about 16 hours in a solution of N. B.S. containing 20 ug / ml 
of progesterone. The progesterone was made up as a 2 mg / ml stock 
in ethanol and added to the K.B.S.. Katured oocytes were selected 
on the basis of a white spot on the animal hemisphere. Usually 
about 70% of the selected oocytes matured, those which did not 
were probably not genuine stage 6 oocytes. The matured oocytes
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were transferee! to a solution of M. B.S. without progesterone prior 
to Injection.
2 . 2 3 1M VITRO FEBT1L1SATIQM Q £ IE 10P U S EGGS
Unfertilised eggs laid by hormonally Induced females and these 
were fertilised In vitro. To Induce the females to lay the 
following hormones were injected :
50 - 100 units of serus gonadotrophin B < FSH > 3 - 7  days prior 
to laying
500 - 600 units of human chorionic gonadotrophin 1 day prior to 
laying
The eggs »«ere laid Into dechlorlnated water and collected for 
fertilisation. A sale Xenopus was killed by injection of 0.5 si of 
euthetal ( sodium barbltone >, the testis was removed and stored 
in a small amount of K. B.S. on Ice. The testis was teased apart to 
release sperm before use. The eggs to be fertilised were 
transfered to a small dish using the wide end of a 10 ml pipette. 
Host of the liquid was removed and the testis was rubbed over the 
eggs for about one minute. 1 ml of water was then added to the 
dish to activate the sperm. The eggs were left about 1 minute for 
fertilisation to occur and then the dish was flooded with water. 
After about 15 minutes the fertilised eggs rotated with the black 
animal pole upwards. After rotation the jelly was removed from the 
fertilised eggs, this was done by swirling the eggs gently In a 
solution of IX cysteine HC1 < adjusted to pH 8 with laOH > for 
about 15 minutes. Once the Jelly was removed the embryos were
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thoroughly rinsed and stored In K. B. S. ready for injection. The 
embryos were injected as soon as the first cleavage furrow was 
detected. Unfertilised eggs were sonetlses required for injection, 
these were obtained froa hormonally Induced feaales and the Jelly 
was removed using cysteine before they were injected.
2.24 aiCSQUJECIlQI TBCHHQBIS
For microinjection of oocytes 5 - 1 0  oocytes were transfered to a 
glass microscope slide, each oocyte in its own drop of liquid. The 
oocytes were Injected using a glass needle controlled by a 
paraffin oil filled syringe, operated by a micrometer. Injection 
was carried out under a binocular microscope. For nuclear 
injections the oocytes were positioned at an angle on the 
microscope slide with the animal pole facing the alcrolnjaction 
needle. The needle was then inserted into the centre of the animal 
pole Just below the surface. A drop of liquid about 20 nl in 
volumne was injected into the nucleus. The needle was then removed 
and the next oocyte injected. For cytoplasmic injections the 
needle was Inserted into the vegetal pole well away from the 
nucleus. After injection the oocytes were kept in M. B.S. on ice 
for about 10 minutes which improved their survival, they were then 
Incubated at 20 *C for the duration of the experiment.
Matured oocytes were injected in a similar way but here there was 
no germinal vesicle to aim for. For some experiments matured 
oocytes were injected in the animal pole and for others they were 
injected in the vegetal pole.
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Enbryos and unfertilised eggs were slightly «ore difficult to 
Inject. Generally the techniques used were the sane as for 
oocytes. For most experiments embryo Injections were Into 1 cell 
of an early 2 cell embryo. After Injection the embryos were put 
immediately Into K. B.S. at 20*C.
Klcrolnjectlon needles were made by pulling hard glass capillaries 
over a micro - bunsen burner and then pulling them further into a 
fine point using a needle puller. Before use In RIA injection 
experiments the needles were heat treated at 225*C for 2 hours.
0.5 ul of the DIA or RIA sample, for Injection, was spotted onto a 
square of "lescoflll* and used to fill the Injection needle. The 
remaining sample was kept on ice and used to refill the needle.
DIA Injection experiments
DIA Injections Into the oocyte nucleus were performed in order to 
investigate the 3* processing of mRIA made In vivo. In these 
experiments circular plasmid DIA at a concentration of 500 ug / ml 
in water was used. About 20 nl of DIA solution was injected Into 
each oocyte nucleus. After injection the oocytes were Incubated at 
20*C for approximately 20 hours for transcription to occur. In 
each Individual injection experiment about 20 - 30 oocytes were 
injected. After incubation the injected oocytes were homogenised 
and RIA prepared for analysis.
RIA Injection experiments
Many experiments were carried out where radloactively labelled 
precursor mRIAs were injected Into oocytes, matured oocytes, eggs
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and embryos. The principle behind all these experiments was very 
similar. A batch of oocytes or embryos were Injected with the 
precursor mRIA. A sample of Injected oocytes or embryos was 
homogenised Immediately after injection and other samples were 
taken at further times after injection. By comparing the later 
samples with the Initial sample changes In size of the precursor 
mSIA were followed. In practice the first time point sample was 
taken after some of the oocytes in the batch had been injected for 
about 20 minutes whereas others had only just been injected. It 
was therefore sometimes possible to detect a small amount of 
processed RIA In the first time point sample, a 32P - SP6 RIA was 
resuspended in water at a concentration of 100 ug / ml, 
approximately 20 nl of this solution was Injected into each 
oocyte, egg or embryo.
Oocyte nuclear and cytoplasmic Injections were performed as 
described for the DVA Injection experiments. RIA samples from the 
injected oocytes were prepared from Immediately after injection 
and from 3 or 5 hours after injection.
Injections Into matured oocytes and unfertilised eggs were also 
carried out using the same procedure and RIA samples were prepared 
from the same times after injection. Matured oocytes and eggs were 
activated by injection and began a series of abortive cleavages. 
The majority of Injected matured oocytes remained healthy, as 
judged by their external appearance, for the course of these 
experiments. Only healthy injected matured oocytes and eggs were
ilected to be homogenised.
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Embryos were injected into 1 cell of the 2 cell embryo. Samples 
were taken from Immediately after injection and from 7 hours after 
injection.
2 . 2 5  PREPABATIOM OF KVA SAMPLES FROM OOCYTES. EGGS AWT) EMBRYOS 
This method »«as based on Probst et al, 1079.
Samples usually of 10 oocytes or embryos were taken in the same 
»«ay in each DIA and KVA injection experiment, these samples »«ere 
used to prepare total R1A for analysis. The 10 oocytes to be 
homogenised were transfered to a 1.5 al eppendorf tube. Any X. B.S. 
»«as removed and 500 ul of Kressaann's buffer containing 2X SDS »«as 
added. Homogenisation was achieved by pipetting the oocytes up and 
do»«n a blue "Gilson“ tip several times. The sample »«as then 
incubated at room temperature for 45 minutes.
trpssinn' g buffer
10.0 aX Tris / Cl pH 7.4 
1.5 aX magnesium chloride
10.0 mK sodium chloride 
1 mg / ml proteinase K
After treatment t«lth Kressaann's buffer the sample »«as phenol 
extracted ttrice, chloroform extracted t»«lce and ether extracted. 
The KVA »«as then recovered by ethanol precipitation. For 
experiments »«here DIA had been injected and KVA »«as to be analysed 
by SI nuclease analysis the precipitated KVA »«as resuspended at 1 
mg / ml in SI hybridisation buffer. For experiments where 
radioactive precursor mRIAs had been injected amounts of RIA from 
equal numbers of injected oocytes were altfays compared.
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Sub - clones In pSP64 and pSP65
Sub - clones, froa several genes, were made in SP6 plasaids in 
order that they could be used to nake precursor aSIAs la vitro. 
Details of these sub - clones are shown below :
2.26 SUB - CLQ1ES QF THE MOUSE B ( MAJOR ) CI-OBIl GKRE 
2 sub - clones of regions of this gene were made In the plasmid 
pSP64 ( see figure 1 >. The source of the globin sequences was a 
hybrid gene, pAV103, consisting of the promoter and 5a end of a 
Xeanpus histone H3 gene Joined to the 3* end of the nouse 0 
globin gene ( Vi Ison, 1986 ». A nap of pAV103 is shown in figure 
2A with the positions of various restiction enzyae sites narked. 
Figure 2. B shows a portion of the globin sequence in pAV103 
including the globin nRIA 3* end position. The 2 sub - clones 
containing globin sequences were called pSP64.MGl and pSP64.MG2. 
Details of pSP64.XGl are shown in figure 3. To construct 
pSP64. MGl a 392 nt Sau 3A fragment, spanning the globin mRIA 3* 
end position, was Isolated from pAV103. This Sau 3A fragment was 
then cloned into the Baa HI site of the pSP64 polylinker. The 
Insert in pSP64.XGl contained 246 nt of sequence upstream of the 
globin mRIA 3' end position and 146 nt of sequence froa 
downstream of the aRlA 3' end position. The orientation of the 
Insert relative to the SP6 promoter was confirmed using an 
asymmetric Rsa I site in the globin sequence as the basis for a 
dlsgnostic digest < see figure 4 >. The pSP64 plasmid contained 3 
Rsa I sites and when digested with this enzyae gave rise to 3 DIA 
fragments. The Sau 3A globin fragment cloned in pSP64.HGl 
contained a single Rsa 1 site, this site was 106 nt downstream
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fro* the Sau 3A site la the coding region of the globln gene ( 
figure 4a ). The Rsa I site In pSP64 closest to the SP6 promoter 
was 112 nt upstream fro* the Bam HI site In the SP6 polylinker ( 
figure 4b ). If the globln Insert m s  in the required orientation 
a Rsa I digest of the pSP64. MG1 sub - clone m s  expected to 
generate an extra Rsa I fragment over the pSP64 Rsa I digest. The 
extra fragment would have been 218 nt In length < figure 4c ). If 
the globin Insert m s  in the opposite, unmnted, orientation a 
Rsa I digest of the sub - clone In pSP64 would have generated an 
additional DIA fragment 306 nt In length < figure 4d ». The 
results of Rsa I digests of pSP64.MGl and pSP64 alone are shown 
In figure 4e. The pSP64.HGl sub - clone m s  shown to generate an 
extra fragment approximately 220 nt In length when digested with 
Rsa I. The size of this fragment m s  obtained by comparison with 
the migration of DIA markers of known sizes. The extra Rsa I 
fragment m s  clearly not 396 nt In length. It m s  concluded that 
the Sau 3A globin fragment cloned In pSP64.NGl m s  In the 
orientation shown in figure 4c and would generate mRIA - like 
transcripts on transcription. A number of other restriction 
digests were also performed which supported this conclusion < 
data not shown ). In the pSP64.NGl Rsa I digest .shown In figure 
4e, the remainder of the globln sequence from the Rsa I site in 
the Insert to the next Rsa I site in pSP64 downstream of the 
polylinker m s  added onto the largest vector fragment In the 
pSP64 digest. Hence this large fragment migrated more slowly In 
the Rsa I digest of pSP64.NGl. Figure 4e also shows the results 
of a Hind III / Ava I double digest of pSP64.NGl, both of these
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enzymes did not cut in the Sau 3A globin fragment. Hind III cut 
in the SP6 polylinker upstream of the insert and Ava I cut in the 
SP6 polylinker downstream of the Insert. The double digest in 
effect removed the globin sequence cloned in the Bam HI site of 
the polylinker. The size of this fragment was about 410 nt as 
expected. Further confirmation that the pSP64.MGl clone did 
contain the required globin fragment was obtained from the fact 
that it could be used to make a 3' end - labelled probe for SI 
nuclease analysis. A Sau 3A 3' end - labelled probe, made from 
the pSP64.MGl sub - clone, generated a protected fragment of the 
expected size when hybridised to authentic mouse globin 
transcripts < see section 3.5 ).
Details of the pSP64.MG2 sub - clone are given in figure 5. A 1.3 
kb Hind III / Xba I fragment from pAV103 was cloned into the Hind 
III and Xba I sites of pSP64. In theory this fragment was very 
likely to be cloned in the required orientation. Figure 6a shows 
the Hind III and Xba I sites in pAV103, figure 6b shows the 
globin fragment cloned in pSP64.HG2. The orientation of this 
clone was confirmed by the restriction enzyme digests shown in 
figure 6 c. A Pst I site located 387 nt downstream from the Hind 
III site in the globin sequence was used. Pst I and other 
restriction enzymes that cut in the SP6 polylinker either 
upstream or downstream of the Insert were used in double 
restriction digests. Hind III cut at the first restriction site 
in the SP6 polylinker downstream from the SP6 promoter. A Hind 
III / Pst I double digest generated a 387 nt fragment from the 
globin gene and a long fragment consisting of pSP64 vector
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sequence plus the regaining 920 nt fro* the globln Insert. Xba I 
nnd Bco 81 both cut In the SP6 poly linker downstream of the 
globln insert. Pst I / Xba I and Pst I / Eco 81 double digests 
both generated fragments of similar size. Both digests produced a 
fragment of approximately 920 nt and a long vector fragment. The 
920 nt fragment in each case was the size of the distance between 
the Pst I mite in the globln insert and either the Xba I site or 
the Eco 81 site downstream of the insert. The vector fragment 
from these digests contained the SP6 vector sequence plus the 
remainder of the globln sequence not In the Pst I / Xba I or Pst 
I / Eco 81 fragments. These digests confirmed that the globin 
hind III / Xba I fragment was cloned In pSP64 In the correct 
orientation to produce isRVA - like transcripts. Figure 6 also 
shows the results of Hind III / Xba I double digests of both 
pSP64.KG2 and pAV103, these digests demonstrated that the Insert 
in pSP64. MG2 did correspond in size to the required Hind III / 
Xba I fragment from pAV103.
2.27 SUB - CLQ1ES OF THE XEkQPUS hsp70A GE1K IM pSPfifS 
A sub - clone of a region from the Xenopus hsp 70A gene < Bienz, 
1964 >, spanning the mRVA 3‘ end position, was made in pSP65. 
This hsp 70A sub - clone was called pSP65.HSl. The hsp 70A gene 
had been cloned in the plasmid pUC 12. A 1.16 kb Sst I / Pst I 
fragment containing the required region was Isolated from the pUC 
12 hsp 70A plasmid ( see figures 7 and 6 ). The Sst I / Pst I 
fragment m s  then cloned downstream of the SP6 promoter In the 
Sst I and Pst I sites of the pSP65 polylinker < figure l.B ). The
cloned fragment contained about 600 nt of sequence upstreaa of 
the hsp 70A mRIA 3* end position and about 560 nt of sequence 
froa downstreaa of this position. As a consequence of the cloning 
strategy used It mbs very likely that the fragaent would have 
been cloned In the required orientation, that Is with the Sst I 
end closest to the SP6 proaoter. Restriction digests, shown In 
figure 9, were perforaed to conflra the orientation of the Insert 
In pSP65.HSl. The heat shock fragaent contained a single Pvu II 
site. This Pvu II site was located 270 nt downstreaa of the Sst I 
site and approzlaately 690 nt upstreaa froa the Pst I site C 
figure 9a ). The Pvu II site was used in coablnatlon with a 
unique Pvu II site in the pSP65 vector sequence located 
downstreaa of the polylInker. If the hsp 70A fragaent was cloned 
in the required orientation a Pvu II digest was expected to 
generate 2 fragaents. One fragaent would have been approxlaately 
970 nt in length, the size being the distance between the Pvu II 
site in the heat shock insert to the Pvu II site downstreaa of 
the SP6 polylinker. The second larger fragaent would have 
consisted of the SP6 vector plus part of the heat shock Insert. 
If the bsp 70A Insert had been cloned in the opposite orientation 
the sanllest insert fragaent would have been only about 350 nt in 
length because the Pvu II site In the heat shock insert would 
have been closer to the Pvu II site downstreaa of the SP6 
polylinker. The second fragaent would have coaprlsed of the 
vector sequence plus the reaalnder of the heat shock Insert. The 
result of a Pvu II digest of pSP65.HSl is shown In figure 9b. 
This digest produced 2 fragaents, one of which was approxlaately
I l l
970 nt long and the other of which was greater than 3 kb long. 
This result confirmed that the insert in pSP65.HSl was in the 
orientation required to produce aRIA - like transcripts. Purther 
restriction enzyme digests were also performed on pSP65.HSl. A 
Sst I / Pst 1 double digest cut out the insert from the SP6 
polylinker. Other restriction enzymes which cut only once in the 
pSP65 vector and did not cut in the cloned heat shock sequence 
each linearised the pSP65.HSl sub - clone as was expected, these 
enzymes Included Sst I, Pst I and Hind III.
Figl
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Figure 1. SP6 vectors pSP64 and pRPft*5 < Melton et al, 1984 ).
These vectors are about 3.0 kb in length and contain a polylinker 
sequence ( PL ) cloned downstream of the SP6 promoter ( SP6 >. 
DIA fragments cloned into the polylinker sites can be transcribed 
in rttro using SP6 polymerase. Both vectors also contain the 
ampicillin resistance gene ( amp*' > as a selectable marker. The 
vectors differ in the orientation of the polyllnker sequence with 
respect to the SP6 promoter. Figure l.A shorn the order of 
restriction enzyme sites in pSP64 and figure l.B shows the order 
of restriction enzyme sites in pSP65.
Key to restriction enzyme abbreviations :
H = Hind III P * Pst I SI - Sal I Ac * Acc
He > Hlnc II X * Iba I B = Bam HI Sm = Sma
Av = Ava I St * Sst I E ■ Eco 81
Fig. 2 
A.
pA W 103
X t n o p m  __________m o m «  fi g l o b i n _________ ________pA T 1 53
0 0  5 15 2 2 5
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Figure 2. Restriction enzyae map oi. pAV!Q2
Figure 2.A. The entire pAV103 clone < Wilson, per», co». > with 
the ipnnpus histone sequences, the aouse globin sequences and the 
pAT153 vector sequences aarked.
Figure 2.B. A portion of the aouse globin gene, froa pAV103, 
including the globin aEIA 3' end position.
The blacked - out portion of the globin gene represents an intron 
sequence.
T = Transcription teraination region < Citron et al, 1984 ). 
pA = Site of polyadenylated 3' terainus of aouse globin aRIA.
Key to restriction enzyae abbreviations :
B » Baa HI X * Iba I St = Sst I H * Hind III
K = Kpn I E = Eco El S = Sau 3A
Fig. 3
A.  392 bp S f ragment  f r o m p A W 1 0 3
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Figure 3. The mouse glnbin DMA fragaent cloned la. pfiP64. Hfil
Figure 3. A The 392 Seu 3A fragment spanning the souse 0 globln 
nRMA 3* end position ( pA ). This fragment contained 246 nt of 
sequence froa upstreaa of the globln mRIA 3* end position and 146 
nt of sequence froa downstream of this position.
Figure 3.B The 392 nt Sau 3A fragaant cloned into the Baa HI site 
of pSP64. When linearised with Bco RI and transcribed with SP6 
polymerase this sub - clone generated a 444 nt full length 
precursor mRIA. The precursor aSIA comprised of the globln 
sequence plus small amounts of SP6 polylinker sequence.
SP6 = SP6 promoter.
Key to restriction enzyae abbreviations :
H = Hind III S = Sau 3A E = Eco RI
All sizes marked are in nucleotides.

Figure 4. The orientation of the globin Insert in. pSP64.MGl
Figure 4. A. The 392 nt Sau 3A fragment from pAV103.
Figure 4. B. The position of the Esa I restriction enzyme sites 
upstream and downstreas of the polylinker in the pSP64 vector.
Figure 4.C. The 392 nt Sau 3A fragment cloned in pSP64 in the 
required orientation, note this generates an extra Rsa I fragment 
218 nt in length.
Figure 4.D. The 392 nt Sau 3A fragment cloned in pSP64 in the 
opposite, unwanted, orientation, note this generates an extra Rsa 
I fragment 396 nt in length.
Abbreviations of restriction enzyme sites :
S = Sau 3A E = Rsa I
Figure 4.E. An agarose gel showing test digests on pSP64.!IGl DMA 
to confirm the orientation is as shown in figure 4.C.
N = pAT153 marker digest.
Rsa I / SP6 = Rsa I digest of pSP64 vector.
Rsa I / KG 1 * Rsa I digest of pSP64. MG1.
H / A Hind III / Ava I double digest of pSP64.HGl
1 307 bp H / X  f r a g m e n t  f r o m  p A W l 0 3
B. C l o n e d  in p S P 6 4
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Figure 5. The globln CIA. fragment cloned in. pSP64. HG2
Figure 5. A. The 1307 nt Hind III / Xba I fragment iron pAV103 
spanning the globin aRIA 3* end position ( pA ).
Figure 5.B. The Hind III / Xba I globln fragment cloned in the 
Hind III and Xba I sites of pSPG4.
The blacked out area of the globln gene represents an intron 
sequence.
SPG = SPG promoter.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyae sites :
H = Hind III X = Xba I E = Eco El
1 3 0 7 -
A. p A  W103
5'
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Figure 6. The orientation □! the globln Insert In. pSP64. HG2
Figure 6. A. pAV103 with Hind III and Zba I restriction enzyae 
sites labelled.
Figure 6.B. pSP64.HG2. the SP6 vector with the globin Hind III / 
Xba I fragment cloned into the Hind III and Xba I sites.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyae sites :
X = Xba I H * Hind III P * Pst I B = Bas HI
Sa = Saa I E = Eco 81
H » pAV103 Hind III / Xba I digest.
HG2 H/X = pSP64.HG2 Hind III / Xba 1 digest.
HG2 H/P = pSP64.HG2 Hind III / Pst I digest.
HG2 P/E = pSP64. HG2 Pst I / Eco 81 digest.
HG2 P/X = pSP64.HG2 Pst I / Xba I digest.
X e n o p u s  heat  shock g e n e  h s p 7 0 A
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Figura 7. The ïennpus heat ahnrk gene hsp70A i B1 enz. 1984 L
pA * aRIA 3* end position.
Kay to abbreviations of restriction enzyae sites :
Ih = Iho I Pv * Pvu II H *  Hind III B * Eco RI
st * Sst I P * Pst I
Fig. 8
A.  T h «  3 end of  t h «  X e n o p u s  h s p 7 0 A  gene
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Figure 8. The hsp70A DMA frayent c 1 aned In pRPfW WR1
Figure 8. A. The Set I / Pet I restriction enzyme fragment 
spanning the nRIA 3* end position ( pA ) of the le nopus hsp70A 
gene.
Figure 8.B. The 1160 nt Set I / Pst I hsp70A fragment cloned in 
the Set I and Pst I restriction sites of pSP65, this made the sub 
- clone pSP65.HSl.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyme sites :
St « Sst I P - Pst I E * Eco RI H ■ Hind III
All sizes shown are in nucleotides.
Fig. 9
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Figure 9. The orientation oi the hsp7QA D1A fragiaent jn pRPft«S HS1
Figure 9. A. The Set I / Pst I fragment from the hsp70A gene 
cloned in pSP65.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyme sites :
St * Sst I Pv « Pvu II P * Pst I H ■ Hind III
Figure 9.B. An agarose gel showing restriction enzyme test 
digests of pSP65.HSl.
N = pAT153 Hlnf I Barker digest.
Pv = pSP65.HSl Pvu II digest.
St/P = pSP65.HS1 Sst I / Pst I digest.
St = pSP65.HSl Sst I digest.
Lower gel :
H « pSP€5.HSl Hind III digest.
P = pSP65. HS1 Pst I digest.
If * linearised pSP65.HSl.
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2. 28 SUB - CLOBES Q£ IE1QPUS iH AMD HI HISTQ1B GEIES H  pSP64 
These sub - clones were nade by D. Jackson as part of a Ph.D. 
project ( Jackson, pars. con. >. 2 sub - clones , one containing 
a lenopus HI gene and one containing a Xenopus H4 gene were sade 
in pSP64. These histone sub - clones »rare named pSP64.XlHl and 
pSP64.X1H4 respectively. pSP64.XlHl contained a 1065 nt Taq I / 
Pst I fragment from the histone gene cluster pXIHVS ( Old et al, 
1962 >, see figure 10. This fragment was Isolated and the ends of 
the fragment were end-filled. Hind 111 linkers were then added 
and a Hind III / Pst I double digest was performed. This had the
affect of creating a Hind III end at the Taq I end of the
fragment. The hind III / Pst I fragment containing the HI gene
was then inserted into the Hind III and Pst I sites in pSP64 (
see figure 11 >, this generated a clone in the correct
orientation to produce aRIA - like transcripts.
pSP64. X1H4 contained a 714 nt Sal I / Pst I H4 fragment from the 
histone gene cluster pXlHV23 ( Old et al, 1962 >. The location of 
the Sal I / Pst I fragment in pXlHV23 is shown in figure 10. The
ends of the Sal I / Pst I fragment were blunted and Hind III
linkers were added. The Hind III linked fragment was digested 
with Hind III and Pst I and cloned in the Hind III and Pst I 
sites of the pSP64 polylinker ( see figure 12 >, this generated a 
clone in the correct orientation to produce mRIA - like
transcripts.
Both clones were extensively tested by restriction enzyme digests 
( Jackson, pers coma and other data not shorn ). In addition it
Fig.10
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Figure 10. Hie. leaopus histone gene, clusters pUHVfl and pX!HV23 
i aid el aL. 19C2 L
Figure 10.A. The pXIHVe histone gene cluster.
1640 H/P = 1640 nt Hind III / Pst I fragaent containing the HI 
histone gene.
1085 T/P = 1085 nt Taq I / Pst I fragaent containing the HI gene 
to be cloned in pSP64.XlHl.
Figure 10. B. The pXlHV23 histone gene cluster.
714 Sl/P = 714 nt Sal I / Pst I fragaent containing the H4 gene 
to be cloned in pSP64.XlH4.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyae sites :
P = Pst I H = Hind III T = Taq I SI = Sal I
Fig.11 
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Figure 11. The Xenopus HI histone fragænt cloned in pSP6* ¥1 HI
Figure 11.A. The 1085 nt Taq I / Pst I fragment containing the HI 
gene Isolated fros pXlHV8.
Figure 11.B. The HI fragment cloned in pSP64 to generate the sub 
- clone pSP64.XIHI.
SP6 = SP6 promoter 3* end = HI mRIA 3' end position.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyme sites :
T = Taq 1 P = Pst I H * Hind III E = Eco RI.
All sizes shown are in nucleotides
pX I H W 2 3
Fig. 12
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Figure 12. Hie. lanopus histone H4 f ragaent cloned In pSP6*. Ti Hd
Figure 12. A. The 714 nt Sal I / Pet I fragment containing the H4 
gene Isolated froa pXlHV23.
Figure 12. B. The H4 fragaent cloned in pSP64 to generate the sub 
- clone pSP64.X1H4.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyae sites :
SI « Sal I P * Pst I H = Hind III E = Bco RI
SP6 = SP6 promoter 3* end = H4 aRIA 3* end position.
All sizes shown are in nucleotides.
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was shown that the H4 sub - clone could be used to sake a 
radioactive prlaer which was extended as expected when hybridised 
to authentic oocyte H4 transcripts ( see section 3.1 >.
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transcripts B and C terminated before the globln mRIA 3* end 
position.
Figure 14 shows the transcription products fros the pSP64.NG2 sub 
- clone. This sub - clone generated 3 sajor transcripts labelled
a, b and c. a Mas the full length transcript and b and c were 
presumably caused by premature transcription termination by the 
SP6 polymerase < see appendix >. The sizes of b and c were 
calculated graphically but this was not very accurate because of 
the lack of markers of known size in this region of the gel. The 
size of RIA b was more accurately estimated from figure 41 
where pSP64.XlH4 and pSP64.NG2 RIAs were run on the same gel. RIA 
b was shown to be considerably longer than the full length 
pSP64. X1H4 transcript. RIA b was therefore about SOOnt or longer 
in length. The distance from the 5' end of pSP64.NG2 transcripts 
to the globln mRIA3‘ end position was about 714 nt, therefore RIA
b, as well as RIA a, contained an extension downstream of the 
globln mRIA 3' end position. RIA c terminated upstream of the 
globln mRIA 3* end position ( see appendix >. Greater than 50% of 
the transcription products from pSP64.MG2 were therefore 
potential substrates for an RIA 3' end processing reaction.

Figure 13. SPG products iron pSP64.X1H4 and.
pSP64. MG 1
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of total transcription 
products fro« SPG sub - clones.
JtGl Av = Transcription products fro« pSPG4.HGl linearised with 
Ava I.
MG1 E = Transcription products iron pSP64.MGl linearised with 
Eco HI.
H4 = Transcription products iron pSP64.X!H4 linearised with
Eco HI.
K = pBR322 Hinf 1 size marker.
A = Full length MG1 transcripts, B and C - shorter MG1 
transcripts.
X = Full length H4 transcripts, Y = shorter H4 transcripts.
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Figure 14. products o l  the pSF64. HG2 suit -
pSP64.MG2 was linearised with Eco SI and transcribed with SP6 
polymerase. The total transcription products were analysed by 
polyacrylaside gel electrophoresis.
R1A = Products of pSP64.NG2 transcription.
K « pBR322 Hinf I size Barker.
a * Full length NG2 transcript, b and c = shorter HG2
transcripts.

3.1 31 CLEAVAGE A M  I [ Q£ HISTQIE PRECURSOR
mRIAs U. Iii£ IE1QPUS OOCYTE
a. Introduction
The fully grown ienopus oocyte < stage 6 > has been widely 
used as an assay system to investigate histone aRIA 3a end 
formation, this work Includes ezperiaents in which artificial 
precursor RIAs were shown to undergo cleavage at the mRIA 3* end 
position after microlnj action into the oocyte nucleus. This 
cleavage reaction has been deaonstrated for precursors to the sea 
urchin H2A mRIA < Birchaler et al, 1984 > and the chicken H2B 
nRIA < Krleg and Helton. 1984 >. Later work has shown that 
Xenopus H4 precursor aRIAs undergo 3* cleavage in the oocyte 
nucleus < Georgiev et al. 1984 > and that sea urchin H3 precursor 
aRIAs undergo 3* cleavage in oocytes preinjected with the U7 
snRIA < Georgiev and Blrnstlel, 1985 ).
In this chapter experiments using Xenopus H4 and HI genes to 
nake artificial precursor aRIAs for oocyte injection experiments 
are described. These precursor aRIAs were tested for 3' cleavage 
in both the nucleus and cytoplasa of stage 6 oocytes. An 
investigation was also aade into the polyadenylatlon states of 
precursor and 3' cleaved RIAs after injection into the oocyte. It 
has been reported that endogenous Ienopus oocyte H4 aRIAs possess 
short < 0 - 20 A* s > poly A tracts at their 3' ends < Turner and 
Voodland, 1982, Ballantine and Voodland, 1985 ), this was
reinvestigated using the saae ollgo - dT cellulose binding assay
1)0
as m ss used to determine the polyadenylatlon status of ths 
injected histone RIAs. this m s  a necessary control to confirm 
that the ollgo dT assay was sensitive enough to distinguish RIAs 
with short A tracts froa non - polyadenylated RIAs.
b. Results
The plasmids pSP64.XlH4 and pSP64.XlHl were used to make 
artificial precursor RIAs. These plasmids are described in detail 
in the materials and methods section. pSP64.XlH4 contains a 714 
nt fragment from a lenopus H4 gene cloned downstream from the SP6 
promoter, this fragment Includes 434 nt of sequence from the H4 
gene up to nRIA 3* end position and 280 nt of sequence from past 
this position < see figure 12 >. pSP64.XlH4 was linearised with 
Eco R1 and transcribed using SP6 polymerase. A cap analogue and a 
labelled nucleotide were Included in the mixture. The result was 
an artificial precursor mRIA that was radloactlvely labelled and 
had a cap structure at the 5 a end. This RIA was 762 nt long due 
to the presence of SP6 poly linker sequences at the 5' and 3* 
ends. PSP64.X1H1 contains a 1085 nt fragment from a le nopus HI 
gene, this fragment Includes 781 nt of sequence up to the mRIA 3* 
end position and 304 nt of sequence from past this position < see 
figure 11 >. When linearised and transcribed with SP6 polymerase 
this plasmid produced a precursor mRIA 1133 nt long.
These labelled precursor sRIAs were tested for 3' cleavage 
in the oocyte nucleus and cytoplasm. Each RIA was injected into 
the required compartment of about 20 oocytes. Immediately after 
Injection half of the Injected oocytes were homogenised and total
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RIA, incuding the injected labelled KIA, was prepared. The 
remaining oocytes were Incubated for 3 hours then homogenised and 
total RIA was prepared. These RIA samples were analysed directly 
by acrylamide gel electrophoresis. In these experiments, although 
total RIA was loaded onto the gels, only the Injected precursor 
aRIA and it's derivatives were labelled so only these RIAs were 
detected by autoradiography of the gels. For each experiment the 
samples loaded onto the gels contained RIA from an equal number 
of injected oocytes so they could be compared. The results of 
this experiment are shown in figure 15.
Both the H4 and HI precursor nRIAs underwent 3' cleavage in 
the oocyte nucleus to produce RIAs of a size consistent with that 
cleavage being at the aRIA 3' end position. For the H4 RIA this 
involved conversion of the 762 nt precursor aRIA to a 446 nt 3‘ 
cleaved RIA. For the< HI RIA the precursor aRIA was 1133 nt and 
the 3' cleaved RIA was 793 nt. In both cases approximately 50% of 
the Injected precursor RIA was 3* cleaved. The result of 
injection of the H4 precursor mRIA into the oocyte cytoplasm is 
also shown in this figure. In the cytoplasm the RIA was 
relatively stable but did not undergo the 3* cleavage reaction.
The RIA samples obtained from this experiment were then used 
in an oligo - dT cellulose binding assay to determine whether the 
3* cleaved RIAs »»ere polyadenylated and whether the precursor 
nRIAs acted as substrates for polyadenylatlon activity. Each RIA 
sample was bound to oligo - dT cellulose using a batch binding 
method and adenylated and non - adenylated fractions were 
obtained. Amounts of each fraction from equivalent numbers of
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Injected oocytes were then analysed by acrylamide gel 
electrophoresis, followed by autoradiography. As a control, to 
show that the oligo - dT assay had worked, a snail amount of 
unlnjected H4 precursor nRIA was adenylated in vitro using polyA 
polynerase. This adenylated H4 RJA was used in a parallel batch 
binding assay under identical conditions to the injected RIA 
samples. A small amount of unlnjected H4 RIA, known to be non - 
adenylated, was also used in a control assay. The results of this 
experiment are shown in figure 16.
In the nuclear injection experiments both H4 and HI 
precursor mRlAs were non - adenylated on injection and remained 
non - adenylated after 3 hours in the oocyte. The 3* cleaved H4 
and HI RIAs were also non - adenylated.
The H4 precursor mRIA injected into the oocyte cytoplasm was 
non - adenylated and remained non - adenylated after 3 hours in 
the oocyte. The control assays showed that the oligo - dT binding 
assay had worked. The majority of the artificially adenylated H4 
precursor mRIA was in the polyadenylated fraction whereas none of 
the non - adenylated H4 RIA was in this fraction.
This experiment demonstrated that neither precursor or 3' 
cleaved H4 or HI RIAs were polyadenylated as defined by the oligo 
- dT assay. However the possibility remained that the RIAs had 
short poly - A tails similar to those found on the 3* ends of 
endogenous oocyte histone mRIAs. The binding assay might not have 
been sensitive enough to fractionate on the basis of these short 
A tails. To Investigate this, endogenous oocyte and matured 
oocyte RIAs were fractionated using the same oligo - dT assay.
Fig. 15
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Figure 15. Inlectlon of H4 and HI precursor nRMAs latQ tHfi.
nucleus and cytoplasm of stage 6. XeUQpUS PQCytfiS
Radioactively labelled H4 and HI precursor RIAs were Injected 
into either the nucleus or cytoplasm of stage 6 lenopus oocytes. 
RIA samples were prepared from oocytes Immediately after 
injection C 1 ) and from oocytes 3 hours after Injection < 2 ». 
RIA samples from equal numbers of oocytes were analysed by 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
■ucleus H4 = RIA samples from H4 precursor mRIA nuclear 
Injections.
lucleus HI = RIA samples from HI precursor mRIA nuclear 
injections.
Cytoplasm H4 = RIA samples from H4 precursor mRIA cytoplasmic 
injections.
All sizes marked are in nucleotides.
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Figure 16. on go dl cellulose blading assays aL ILL and HI
prgrursnr mRlis after Injection into the stage fi. 
oocyte
Radloactlvely labelled H4 and HI precursor mRIAs were injected 
into the nucleus or cytoplass of stage 6 oocytes. RIA saspies 
were prepared froa oocytes lmaediately after Injection < 1 > and 
froa oocytes 3 hours after Injection ( 2 >. The RIA saaples were 
fractionated into adenylated ( A* ) and non - adenylated ( A- > 
fractions using and oligo dT cellulose binding assay. The 
fractionated RIA saaples were then analysed by acrylaaide gel 
electrophoresis.
H4 = RIA saaples froa H4 precursor aRIA nuclear injections.
HI * RIA saaples froa HI precursor nRIA nuclear injections.
H4 cyt * RIA saaples froa H4 precursor aRIA cytoplasaic 
injections.
Control I * Saaples froa an oligo dT cellulose binding assay 
using artificially adenylated H4 precursor aRIA.
Control T = Saaples froa an oligo dT cellulose binding assay 
using unlnjected, non - adenylated, H4 precursor aRIA.
1133 nt * Size of HI precursor aRIA.
793 nt * Size of 3* cleaved HI RIA.
762 nt = Size of H4 precursor aRIA.
446 nt = Size of 3' cleaved H4 RIA
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Figure 17. Priler extension analysis of oocyte and Matured oocyte 
adenylated and non - adenylated HI transcripts
R1A samples prepared from stage 6 oocytes ( oocyte > and froa 
matured oocytes ( aat oocyte ) were fractionated into adenylated 
< A* ) and non - adenylated ( I- > fractions using an ollgo dT 
cellulose batch binding assay. RIA fractions fros stage 6 oocytes 
and duplicate RIA fractions froa aatured oocytes Mere then 
subJecfJLto a prlaer extension analysis using a prlaer prepared 
froa the H4 gene in pSP64.XlH4.
N = pAT153 Hint I size Barker.
Oocyte A- , oocyte A* = Primer extension analysis on fractionated 
RIAs from stage 6 oocytes.
Mat oocyte A-, aat oocyte At ( 4 gel tracks, duplicate saaples ) 
* Primer extension analysis on fractionated RIAs froa matured 
oocytes.
69 nt = Size of unextended priaer.
226 nt = Size of prlaer extended to 5* end of H4 transcripts.
All sizes labelled are in nucleotides.
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The location of tha H4 histone bRIAs was deteralned using a 
prlaer extension assay. Tha priaer was a 69 nt Hha I / Ava I 
fragaent iron tha H4 gene in pSP64.XlH4. Extension of this prlaer 
to the 5* end of H4 transcripts gave extension products about 226 
nt In length. Previous work ( Ballantlne and Woodland, 1965 > has 
shown that the oocyte contains H4 transcripts with short poly - A 
tails whereas the Matured oocyte does not contain these 
adenylated H4 transcripts. The result of the prlser extension 
assay shown in figure 17 Is consistent with these results. In 
the stage 6 oocyte, although the Majority of H4 transcripts were 
found In the non - adenylated fraction, an easily detectable 
level of H4 transcripts »«ere In the adenylated fraction. In the 
antured oocyte sanples all the H4 transcripts we re In the non - 
adenylated fraction, nothing was detected In the adenylated 
fraction. These results Indicated that the ollgo - dT assay was 
sufficiently sensitive to fractionate at least soae of the H4 
transcripts with short poly - A tails.
c. Discussion
The results presented in this chapter have confirmed that 
precursor bRIAs aade froa Xenopus H4 and HI genes undergo size 
changes when Injected into the nucleus of the oocyte. These size 
changes are consistent with then being the result of a cleavage 
reaction at the aBIA 3* end position. Each precursor h RIA had a 
cap at the 5' end and a saall anount of polylinker sequence froa 
the SP6 plasald at the laaedlate 5* and 3* ends. The latter fact 
did not prevent the cleavage of the precursor aRIAs, this is
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consistent with the finding that only the conserved sequences 
around the mRIA 3' end position and a certain amount of spacer 
sequence must be present in the precursor mRIA for processing to 
occur < Blrchmier et al, 1982, 1983, 1984 ». The oocyte 3* 
processes the injected precursor mRIAs with high efficiency. The 
results suggest that approximately 50* of each precursor mRIA was 
3* processed In the 3 hours of the experiment. However some of 
the remaining unprocessed R1A seen in these experiments was 
undoubtedly the result of injections that failed to hit the 
nucleus. The remaining precursor mRIA may not have been processed 
because some component of the processing machinery was limiting 
or because it was transported out of the nucleus before 
processing could occur. In these experiments approximately 2ng of 
precursor mRIA was injected per oocyte. Assuming that 50* of this 
was processed over the course of the experiment it indicates that 
the oocyte has the capacity to 3' process about lng of precursor 
mRIA in 3 hours. The stage 6 oocyte contains a steady state level 
of 130 pg of histone H3 mRIA ( Van Dongen et al, 1981
>. Assuming that the other histone mRIAs are present at about the 
same abundance then each oocyte contains about 650 pg of histone 
mRIA, this is approximately the same amount of mRIA that would 
result from the amount of artificial precursor mRIA 31 processed 
in 3 hours. Each oocyte therefore has the ability to 3' process, 
what to it is a relatively large amount of histone precursor 
mRIA, in a short time. This result is fairly suprising because it 
has been shown that stage 6 Xenopus oocytes are relatively 
deficient in Sm precipltable U - snRIPs < Zeller et al, 1983 >.
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This work suggested that the oocyte stockpiles the protein 
components of U snRMPs in the cytoplasm, these are then used by 
the embryo to complex with newly transcribed snRIAs later In 
development. This work also showed that the 01 and 02 snRIAs 
reach a maximal level early In oogenesis and decrease to about 
20% of this value In the stage 6 oocyte. It has been shown that 
the sea urchin H3 3' processing requires the Sm preclpltable 07 
snRIP. If the oocyte histone processing snRVP ( 07 equivalent ) 
followed the general pattern established for the other 0 snRIPs 
then the oocyte might be expected to be relatively poor at 3* 
processing histone precursor mRIAs.
The results have also confirmed that H4 precursor mRIA 
Injected Into the oocyte cytoplasm is stable but does not undergo 
any 3* processing; In the oocyte the processing machinery Is 
restricted to the nucleus.
The investigation of the polyadenylatlon status of the 
artificial RIAs showed that neither the precursors or the 3* 
cleaved RIAs became polyadenylated In either the nucleus or the 
cytoplasm of the stage 6 oocyte. The investigation of the 
polyadenylatlon status of the oocytes own histone H4 transcripts 
was In agreement with previously published work ( Ballantine and 
Voodland, 1985 >. Polyadenylated H4 transcripts were detectable 
In the oocyte and were absent from the matured oocyte. The 
percentage of H4 transcripts that bound to ollgo - dT cellulose 
In ay experiments was less than previously reported, this may be 
due to some variation between Individual animals or It may be a 
reflection on the oligo - dT cellulose binding procedures used.
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The A tracts on the oocyte histone transcripts are very short yet 
the binding assay was sensitive enough to detect then. If the 
mRIA 3* ends generated fros the artificial precursor aRlAs had 
shown the same pattern of polyadenylatlon as the endogenous 
histone mRIAs then at least a detectable proportion of thee would 
have bound to ollgo - dT cellulose. Previous workers have found 
that although the stage 6 oocyte contains adenylated histone 
transcripts it does not polyadenylate histone aRIA 3' ends made 
from Injected DIAs, this was shown for the sea urchin H2A and H2B 
genes ( Probst et al, 1979 ), the chicken H2B gene ( Krieg and 
Melton, 1984 > and the chicken H5 gene ( Vigley et al, 1985 >. 
The results presented in this chapter have shown that the same Is 
true for a lenopus H4 mRIA 3' end made from an artificial 
precursor mBlA, where that precursor was made from a gene known 
to contribute polyadenylated transcripts to the oocyte. This is a 
reflection on the way in which the oocyte makes polyadenylated 
histone transcripts. These transcripts are probably made from 
precursor mSlAs by a 3* cleavage reaction in the usual way. 
Polyadenylation is not linked to 3' cleavage but occurs after the 
mRVA 3* end has been formed. "The polyadenylatlon activity
polyadenylated histone transcripts made earlier in oogenesis 
persist.
been lost by the time the oocyte reaches stage 6 but
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3.2 H  CI.BAVAGB QF HISTQBE PRECURSOR nRMAs JJ| MATURED OOCYTES.
EGGS AMD EMBRYOS
a. Introduction
These experiments were carried out to discover whether 
stages In lenopus development between the stage 6 oocyte and the 
mid - blastula embryo were able to 3* cleave histone precursor 
mRIAs. Any model that Invokes 3* cleavage of stored histone 
precursor mRMAs, leading to their translation In the early 
embryo, would require the presence of 3' processing mechanisms in 
these stages. On the other hand there Is no new transcription In 
the early embryo until the mid - blastula transition ( MBT ] ( 
lewport and Klrschner, 1982a; 1982b > so It Is possible that the 
early embryo does not possess mRIA 3' processing mechanisms 
until the MBT.
A histone H4 precursor nRIA, previously shown to be 3a 
cleaved In the oocyte nucleus, was tested for cleavage In matured 
oocytes, eggs and embryos.
b. Results
A H4 precursor mRIA was transcribed In vitro from the 
pSP64.XlH4 sub - clone. A cap analogue and a labelled nucleotide 
were Included In the mix to produce a capped and labelled 
precursor mRlA. This precursor mRIA was Injected Into either 
matured oocytes, eggs or early embryos. Nature oocytes were 
obtained by treating stage 6 oocytes with progesterone. On
M l
maturation the germinal vesicle breaks down and a white spot 
appears at the animal pole. Only oocytes with a clearly visible 
white spot were regarded as completely matured and suitable for 
injection. Unfertilised eggs were obtained from hormonally 
stimulated females. The eggs were treated with cysteine to remove 
the jelly layer prior to injection. Embryos were obtained by 
fertilising eggs la vitro, they were allowed to develop to the 
first cleavage stage before injection. One cell of each two cell 
embryo ras injected. Approximately 30 eggs or embryos were 
injected in the animal hemisphere ( unless stated otherwise >. 
Samples were taken Immediately after Injection and at two further 
time points. For the embryo Injections the time points were 0, 3 
and 6 hours after Injection. The last time point was selected to 
be approximately 2 hours after the KBT so that any processing 
changes at this transition could be detected. The sane time 
points were used in the matured oocyte and egg injections so they 
were comparable. On injection both matured oocytes and 
unfertilised eggs were activated, they began a series of abortive 
cleavages which would eventually lead to death. Over the 
incubation periods used In these experiments the majority of 
injected matured oocytes and eggs remained healthy, as judged by 
their external appearance. Only healthy matured oocytes or eggs 
were used to prepare RIA samples. The RIA samples from the 
different time points rare analysed directly by acrylamide gel 
electrophoresis. In each case RIA from an equal number of oocytes 
or embryos was loaded onto each track of the gel.
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Figure 10. Injection oi H4 precursor »RMA Into ntnrert oocytes 
and unfert111sed eggs
Radloactlvely labelled H4 precursor nRIA was Injected either into 
natured oocytes or unfertilised eggs. RIA sasples were prepared 
fros oocytes or eggs lnaedlately after injection < 1 >, 3 hours 
after injection ( 2 ) and 6 hours after injection ( 3 >. These 
RIA sanples were analysed by acrylanide gel electrophoresis.
Figure 16.A. Injection of H4 precursor nRIA into aatured oocytes. 
Matured oocytes were injected into either the anlnal pole < an ) 
or vegetal pole < veg >. RIA sanples froa the 3 tine points 
described above were analysed by acrylaaide gel electrophoresis.
R = pBR322 Hlnf 7 digest size Barker.
762 nt * Size of H4 precursor aRIA.
446 nt * Size of 3* cleaved H4 RIA.
Figure 18.B. Injection of H4 precursor nRIA into unfertilised 
eggs. RIA sanples fron the 3 tine points described above were 
analysed by acrylanide gel electrophoresis
762 nt = Size of H4 precursor aRIA.
446 nt = Size of 3* cleaved H4 RIA.
Fig. 19
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Figure 19. Injection at HA precursor mRIA into Xenopus embryos
Kadloactively labelled H4 and NG1 precursor sRIAs were injected 
into Xenopus esbryos at the first cleavage stage. RIA sasples 
were prepared fros esbryos Immediately after Injection ( 1 ), 3 
hours after injection ( 2 ) and 6 hours after injection < 3 ). 
These RIA samples were analysed by acrylamide gel
electrophoresis. 3 h o u r s  a f t e r  i n j e c t i o n «  st. 7 
6  h o u r s  a f t e r  i n j e c  i o n  = st. 9 
K = pBR322 Hlnf T digest size marker.
H4 1, 2. 3 = Sasples from esbryos Injected with H4 precursor
aRIA.
NGl 1, 2, 3 * Sasples fros embryos Injected with MGl precursor 
aRVA.
762 nt = Size of H4 precursor sRIA. 
446 nt = Size of 3' cleaved H4 RIA. 
444 nt = Size of XG1 precursor sRIA. 
280 nt = Size of 3a cleaved NG1 RIA.
All sizes sarked are in nucleotides.
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Figure 18 shows the results of the natured oocyte and egg 
injections. Figure 18 A is the satured oocyte result, here 
injections were either into the anlsal pole or the vegetal pole 
of the natured oocyte. On injection into the anlnal pole 2 
effects were seen. The first effect was that over the course of 
the experlnent a snail anount of the 762 nt precursor nRIA was 
cleaved at the sEIA 3' end position to produce the 446 nt RIA. 
The 3' cleavage reaction was inefficient conpared to the same 
reaction in the oocyte nucleus. The najority of the H4 precursor 
mRIA did not undergo 3* cleavage. The second effect Involved the 
unprocessed H4 precursoi nRIA. The precursor RIA band broadened 
considerably over the course of the experinent due to the 
conversion of the precursor nRIA to a slower migrating forn. On 
Injection into the vegetal pole the sane two effects were seen.
Figure 18 B Shows the result of injections into unfertilised 
eggs, these showed the sane results as the natured oocyte 
injections. 3* cleavage of the precursor nRIA ocurred but this 
was inefficient. Conversion of the precursor nRIA to a slower 
nlgrating form also ocurred.
Figure 19 shows the result of the enbryo injections. 
Although the loadings on this gel were not quite right it 
demonstrates clearly that 3* cleavage of Injected H4 precursor 
nRIA occured in the lenopus enbryo. The faint band at 446 nt was 
caused by histone RIA cleaved at the nornal 3' end position. This 
3a cleavage reaction was relatively inefficient. The 446 nt band 
is about the sane intensity in the 2nd and 3rd tine point 
sanples, this indicates that nost of the 3' cleavage that could
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occur took place relatively quickly after injection. There Mere 
no draaatic changes in RIA processing after the MBT. The second 
effect observed fro* the matured oocyte and egg Injections was 
also observed here. The unprocessed H4 precursor aRIA underwent 
conversion to a slower migrating fore. The other 3 tracks on this 
gel show the result of the same experiment using a mouse globln 
precursor mRIA transcribed from pSP64.MGl ( see figure 3 ). This
precursor mRIA did not undergo 3' cleavage in the embryo and 
neither did it undergo conversion to a slower migrating form.
c. Discussion
The results have shown that a H4 precursor mRIA 
mlcrolnjected into matured oocytes, eggs or embryos underwent 
inefficient but accurate 3* cleavage. Matured oocytes have 
undergone germinal vesicle breakdown with the result that there 
is no defined nucleus. The 3* cleavage observed in these 
injections is therefore a non - nuclear processing reaction. By 
comparison in the stage 6 oocyte the histone mRIA 3* cleavage 
activity is restricted to the nucleus. Two sites of injection: 
the animal pole and the vegetal pole were used in these 
Injections. This was to counter the argument that the small 
amount of 3a cleavage detected was the result of inadvertent 
nuclear injection of a non matured oocyte. By injecting into the 
vegetal pole it would have been very difficult accidentally to 
hit the nucleus if the oocyte was not properly matured. Although 
the processing reaction is non - nuclear it is probably still 
mediated by components of the nuclear RIA processing machinery.
distributed around the cell after gerainal vesicle breakdown. 
However the possibility that a new cytoplasmic RIA processing 
activity was involved cannot be completely ruled out.
Unfertilised eggs gave the same result as the matured 
oocytes, this was not suprising because a stage 6 oocyte matured 
in vitro and an unfertilised egg can be regarded as largely 
equivalent to each other.
It is impossible to be certain as to the location of the 3* 
cleavage activity detected in the early embryos. Some of the 
embryos might have been injected in a cell nucleus or precursor 
mRIA might have been incorporated into the embryonic nuclei 
during the rapid early cleavages of embryogenesis. Alternatively 
3* cleavage might have been entirely cytoplasmic.
The fact that these early developmental stages have the 
ability to 3' cleave injected histone precursor mRIAs does not 
necessarily mean that it is physiologically significant. As 
already suggested it is possible that the activity is merely the 
result of germinal vesicle breakdown distributing the nuclear 
contents around the matured oocyte or unfertilised egg. However 
the detection of the activity, in a situation where it would not 
be needed to process newly transcribed histone precursor nRKAs, 
means that the model which Involves storage of precursor mRIAs in 
the oocyte followed by their 3* processing and translation on 
fertilisation could operate.
To investigate further such a possibility experiments were 
carried out to determine whether histone precursor mRIAs could be 
detected in the oocyte < see below ).
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The results also show a previously undescribed effect. Much 
of the injected precursor aRVA did not undergo 3' cleavage, it 
was converted to a fora which migrated more slowly on 
electrophoresis. This effect was seen in aicroinjected matured 
oocytes, eggs and embryos but was absent over similar Incubation 
times in the nucleus or cytoplasm of the stage 6 oocyte < see 
section 3.1 >. One possible explanation for the effect was that 
the uncleaved R1A became polyadenylated, this made it increase in 
length and so it migrated more slowly on electrophoresis. This 
idea was tested as described later ( see section 3.3 >. After 
injection of the precursor mRIA most of the 3* cleavage that 
occured took place soon after injection whereas the conversion to 
the slower migrating form took longer. The possibility that the 
conversion of the precursor to this different form inhibited 3' 
processing was tested as described later ( see section 3.3 ).
Do histone precursor mKIAs exist in the oocyte ?
Having established that aicroinjected eggs and embryos can 
3' cleave histone precursor nRIAs an attempt was made to identify 
such precursors in the stage 6 oocyte and the egg. If the 
processing activity was present for the reasons suggested then 
large amounts of histone precursor mRIAs should be stored in the 
oocyte.
Total KVA m s  prepared from stage 6 oocytes and from eggs. 
Samples of each were were electrophoresed on an agarose gel. The 
gel m s  photographed to show the position of the rlbosoaal KVA
US
bands and was then blotted onto nitrocellulose using the lorthern 
blotting procedure. The nitrocellulose filter was probed with a 
nick - translated DIA probe. The probe consisted of the H4 
sequence from pSP64.XlH4, this was the H4 gene for which a 3* 
cleavage activity had been demonstrated in eggs and enbryos. The 
probed filter was washed and autoradiographed to give the result 
shown in figure 20. The thick band at about 362 nt was caused by 
hybridisation of the probe to H4 transcripts fron a number of H4 
genes, this band was similar in size and intensity in both oocyte 
and egg samples. In neither case was it possible to detect an RIA 
band larger in size than the mature H4 mRIA. A similar experiment 
has been carried out using a Xenopus H3 histone gene probe ( Old, 
personal communication ), again histone transcripts that night 
have been precursor nRKAs were not detected.
Histone precursor nRIAs, of any size appreciably longer than 
mature H4 mRIAs, could not be detected in the stage 6 oocyte or 
in the egg. The 3* cleavage activity detected in microinjected 
eggs and early embryos would not therefore be required for the 
processing of a significant amount of stored precursor mRIA. The 
activation of the histone nRIA store is probably not achieved by 
the mechanism of 3* cleavage of unprocessed precursor mRIAs. 
Other mechanisms such as the sequestration of histone mRIA in the 
oocyte and its avallabllty in the early embryo, modifications to 
the cap structure or the change in polyadenylation status of 
histone mRIAs are likely to be involved.
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Figure 20. lorthern analysis at RIA iron oocytes and eggs 
iis1 ng a histone H4 probe
Total RIA prepared iron lenopus oocytes and unfertilised eggs was 
electropboresed on an agarose gel. The RIA samples were blotted 
onto nitrocellulose using the lorthern blotting procedure. The 
nitrocellulose was then probed with a radioactively labelled 
histone H4 DIA probe.
Figure 20. A. The pSP64.XlH4 sub - clone used to prepare the 
radioactive probe. The Sal T / Pst I fragment underlined was 
isolated and radioactively labelled then used to probe the 
nitrocellulose filter.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyme sites :
SI = Sal I P = Pst I E * Eco RI
3* end = Histone H4 nRIA 3* end position.
Figure 20.B. Autoradiograph of the nitrocellulose filter probed 
with the H4 probe.
E = Sample of RIA prepared from unfertilised eggs.
O = Sample of RIA prepared from oocytes.
362 nt = Size of H4 nRIA.
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3.3 L ACTIVITY U  MATURED OOCYTES. EGGS Alfi
EMBRYOS
a. Introduction
It was observed that an H4 precursor aRIA aicroinjected into 
aatured oocytes, eggs and eabryos was Inefficiently 3* cleaved. 
The regaining precursor aRIA was subject to a second reaction 
which converted it to a for» that migrated sore slowly on 
acrylanide gel electrophoresis. One obvious explanation for this 
effect was that the RIA was polyadenylated in these stages, this 
would have aade it larger in size and hence decreased its 
electrophoretic mobility. In this chapter experiments to test 
this explanation are described.
It was also observed that in these alcroinjectlon 
experiments 3* cleavage occured soon after injection whereas the 
conversion of the RIA form occured more slowly, this gave rise to 
the suggestion that the conversion of the precursor mRIA, to the 
slower migrating form, inhibited 3* cleavage. Experiments to test 
this idea are also described.
b. Results
A capped and labelled H4 precursor mRIA was aade from 
pSP64. X1H4 < see figure 12 ) and injected into matured oocytes 
as previously described. RIA samples from injected aatured 
oocytes were prepared from aatured oocytes immediately after 
injection and from aatured oocytes three hours after injection.
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RIA samples from an equal number of matured oocytes, from the two 
time points, were bound to oligo - dT cellulose. Adenylated and 
non - adenylated RIA fractions from each time point sample were 
obtained. These fractions were then anslysed directly by 
acrylamide gel electrophoresis followed by autoradiography. Each 
sample loaded onto the gel contained an amount of adenylated or 
non - adenylated RIA from an equal number of oocytes. By 
autoradiography of the gel the polyadenylation status of the 
labelled H4 RIAs was determined. A similar experiment was carried 
out using a labelled HI precursor nRIA transcribed from 
pSP64.X1H1 ( see figure 11 >.
Figure 21. A shows 2 duplicate assays for the H4 injection 
experiment. Tracks 1 and 2 contained adenylated and non - 
adenylated RIA from the sample taken immediately after injection. 
The 762 nt precursor mRIA band is only in the non - adenylated 
fraction, this was expected because the precursor mRIA was not 
poladenylated prior to injection. Tracks 3 and 4 contained 
adenylated and non - adenylated RIA from the sample taken 3 hours 
after injection. In this case the non - adenylated fraction 
contains some of the uncleaved precursor mRIA and all of the 
shorter < 446 nt ) RIA produced as a result of 3* cleavage. low 
however the adenylated fraction also clearly contains some of the 
precursor mRIA. The precursor mRIA in the adenylated fraction has 
migrated more slowly on electrophoresis than the equivalent RIA 
in the non - adenylated fraction, this was due to the addition of 
the poly - A tail increasing the length of the precursor mRIA. 
These results have shown that the conversion of the H4 precursor
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mRIA to a slower Migrating fora ( described in section 3.2 ) was 
due to a polyadenylation activity using the precursor mRIA as a 
substrate. Approximately 50% of the injected H4 precursor bRIA 
was polyadenylated over the 3 hours of the experiment.
Figure 21. B shows the result from the HI injection 
experiment. The HI bands are faint on this autoradiograph, this 
was because the size of the HI precursor mRIA caused it to run in 
approximately the same position as the oocyte rlbosomal R1A on 
electrophoresis. For this reason if anything other than a very 
small amount of RIA, from injected oocytes, was loaded the HI 
band smeared. Because the HI bands are faint it is not possible 
to see the small amount of 3' cleaved HI RIA on this photograph.
It does however demonstrate that the HI precursor mRIA was also 
polyadenylated after injection into matured oocytes. In this case 
virtually all of the injected HI precursor mRIA was 
polyadenylated, this was probably due to the batch of matured 
oocytes used being particularly efficient at polyadenylation. In 
these oocytes virtually all of the injected H4 precursor mRIA was 
polyadenylated.
This oligo - dT binding assay was only used for samples from 
injected matured oocytes. It was assumed that in injected eggs 
and embryos, where the same effect was observed, the same 
polyadenylation activity was responsible.
Having established that the slower migrating RIA fora in 
these experiments was due to polyadenylation of the precursor 
mRIA,experiments were carried out to determine if polyadenylation 
of precursor bRIA inhibited 3' cleavage, this was in order to see
whether the polyadenylation activity, observed in injected 
matured oocytes, was responsible for the low cleavage efficiency. 
Capped, labelled H4 precursor mRIA transcribed froa pSP64.XlH4 
was polyadenylated in vitro using E.coli poly - A polymerase. 
This enzyme adds A tracts of various lengths to the 3' ends of 
RIA molecules. The average length of the A tract added depends on 
the reaction time. The polyadenylated H4 precursor mRIA was 
tested for 3' cleavage in the nucleus of the stage 6 oocyte. The 
results are shown in figure 22. The tracks on the left of the gel 
show the adenylated and the non - adenylated precursor mRlAs 
prior to injection. Poly - A polymerase treatment has converted 
the sharp H4 RIA band to a smear by adding poly A tails of 
disparate lengths. On injection into the oocyte nucleus the 
polyadenylated H4 precursor mRIA was 3' cleaved as efficiently as 
the non - adenylated precursor, both were converted to the 446 nt 
RIA consistent with cleavage at the mRNA 3* end position. It was 
concluded that in the oocyte nucleus the presence of a 3* poly - 
A tall does not prevent cleavage of a precursor mRIA
c. Discussion
The results presented in this section have shown that 
microinjected matured oocytes, eggs and early embryos of Xenapus 
laevls contain a polyadenylation activity. This activity is not 
present in the nucleus or the cytoplasm of the stage 6 oocyte C 
see figure 16 for example ). Both microinjected H4 and HI 
precursors mRIAs act as a substrate for this activity. It could 
possibly work in two ways: either the poly - A tract could be
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added directly to the end of the precursor aRIA or there could be 
a 3* cleavage near to the end of the precursor aRSA followed by 
the addition of a long poly - A tract causing a nett increase in 
size. Vhichever the correct explanation the polyadenylatlon 
reaction is controlled, the A tails added are all of a similar 
length because the polyadenylated precursor aRIAs run as a tight 
band rather than as a smear on gel electrophoresis < see figure 
21 >■ Because of the controlled nature of the polyadenylatlon 
reaction the possibility that the H4 and HI precursor aRIAs 
contain sequences located near their 3* ends which direct the 
activity was considered. Both precursor aRIAs contain 36 nt of 
SP6 polylinker directly at the 3' end. The sequence adjoining 
this was not available for the H4 gene. The HI sequence was 
exaslned < see figure 23 ). It was observed that the
polyadenylatlon hexaaer AATAAA was located 24 nt upstreas iron 
the Pst I site at the end of the HI fragaent in pSP64.XlHl, this 
put the hexaaer at a position about 60 nt upstreaa froa the 3' 
end of the precursor aRIA. It was considered possible that this 
sequence directed the polyadenylatlon of the precursor in certain 
clrcuastances. At present the precise role of the AATAAA sequence 
in polyadenylatlon is not clear. It is known to be of prise 
laportance in directing the 3' cleavage reaction which is 
noraally followed by polyadenylation. However there is evidence 
that it also directs polyadenylatlon in the absence of 3' 
cleavage < Hanley, 1983, Hanley et al.1985, Zarkower et al, 1966 
>. A more detailed investigation of the polyadenylatlon activity 
was carried out as described in section 3.4.
pS P64.X I H 1
Repeat of _j_ 2
H4 analysis T A A A A
1 1 3 3
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Figura 21. Oli go di cellulosa binding «smy qa HI and HI
precursor »RIAs after Injection Into Matured oocytes
Radloactlvely labelled H4 and HI precursor mRIAs were Injected 
into matured lenopus oocytes. RIA samples were prepared from 
oocytes immediately after injection < 1 ) and from oocytes 3 
hours after Injection ( 2 )■ These RIA samples were fractionated 
into adenylated ( At > and non - adenylated ( A- ) fractions 
using an oligo dT cellulose batch binding assay. The RIA 
fractions were then analysed directly by acrylamide gel 
electrophoresis.
Figure 21. A. Analysis of H4 precursor mRIA injections. This gel 
shows 2 duplicate analyses.
Figure 21. B. Analysis of HI precursor mRIA injections.
1 A- and 1 At = Adenylated and non - adenylated RIA samples from 
oocytes immediately after Injection.
2 A- and 2 At = Adenylated and non - adenylated RIA samples from 
oocytes 3 hours after injection.
C A- and C At = Adenylated and non - adenylated RIA samples from 
a control assay using adenylated H4 precursor mRIA.
762 nt = Size of H4 precursor mRIA 446 nt = Size of 3* cleaved 
H4 RIA. 1133 nt - Size of HI precursor mRIA.

1 5 6
Figure 22. 21. cleavage oi_ polyadenylated H4 precursor mRMA 
Injected Into the oocyte nucleus
Radloactlvely labelled H4 precursor aRIA was polyadenylated in 
vitro. Polyadenylated H4 precursor aRIA was then Injected into 
the oocyte nucleus and RIA saaples were prepared fros oocytes 
inaedlately after injection ( 1 > and iron oocytes 3 hours after 
injection ( 2 ). The RIA sanples were analysed by acrylaside gel 
electrophoresis.
N = pAT153 Hlnf I size Barker.
H4 1 and H4 2 * RIA sanples froa oocytes injected with non - 
adenylated H4 precursor nRIA.
H4A* 1 and H4A+ 2 = RIA sanples fron oocytes injected with H4 
precursor nRIA adenylated in vitro prior to injection.
762 nt * size of H4 precursor nRIA < before addition of the A 
tail >.
446 nt * size of 3* cleaved H4 RIA.
All sizes labelled are in nucleotides.
Fig. 23
CCTCCGCTAA GAAAGTTCAG TCTAATAGCC GCGTTTCAAC TATTCATTTA AGGGCCGATT
TTGCCGATGT AATAAAGAGT TTCTATTTAA CCACTTCAAC TGCAGGTCGA CTCTAGAGGA
TCCCGGGGCG AGCTCG AATT C
Eco RI
( Sequence iron Turner et al, 1983 )
SP6 HI
3end P E
Sequence 
shown above
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Figure 23. DMA sequence of the 3' end of the HI fr»g»>nt cloned
La. i— U M l
The DIA sequence was obtained froa Turner et al, 1903. The 
sequence represents the 3' 100 nt of the HI histone fragment 
cloned in pSP64.XlHl. The 3' end of this fragaent was at a Pst I 
restriction enzyae site ( Pst I >. The sequence downstreaa of 
this site to the Eco SI < Eco SI > site, used to linearise the 
clone for SP6 transcription, is also shown as this extra 
polylinker sequence was present in HI SP6 precursor aKIA.
The AATAAA sequence ( underlined > is located approxiaately 20 nt 
upstreaa iron the 3' end of the HI fragaent and was located 
approxiaately 60 nt upstreaa iron the 3' end of HI precursor 
aRIA.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyne sites :
P = Pst I E = Eco 81
3* end = HI aKIA 3* end position.
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The 3' cleaved H4 RIA produced in Matured oocytes was not 
polyadenylated, this sight have been because the cleavage 
reaction resoved downstream sequences which in the precursor sRVA 
directed polyadenylatlon. Alternatively the 3* cleaved H4 RIA say 
have been Inaccessible to the polyadenylatlon activity, for 
example It say have reaained associated with the 3* cleavage 
snRIPs.
It was also shown that a polyadenylated H4 precursor aRVA 
was 3a cleaved when Injected into the oocyte nucleus. This 3* 
cleavage was as efficient as when a non - adenylated precursor 
mRIA was Injected. It has already been shown that histone 
precursor aRIAs can be 3' cleaved as long as the sequences around 
the sRIA 3' end position and a certain amount of spacer sequence 
are present ( Blrchsier et al, 1902, 1903, 1904 ). The length of 
extension at the 3' end does not seem to be Important as long as 
these sequences are Included. Adding an A tall Involves, in 
effect, increasing the length of the 3' extension by adding A 
residues. Based on available evidence It was not suprising that 
this did not inhibit 3a cleavage. One possibility was that adding 
the A tall to the precursor mRIA might have caused it to be 
exported from the nucleus before 3a cleavage could occur. This 
does not seem to have been the case. The finding that in the 
oocyte nucleus poladenylation does not inhibit 3a cleavage 
suggests that in matured oocytes the conversion of the precursor 
to the adenylated form was not responsible for the Inefficient 3' 
cleavage observed.
3.4 FURTHER ;
UL MATURED OOCYTES
a. Introduction
It has been demonstrated that artificial H4 and HI precursor 
mRIAs are polyadenylated when micro!njected into matured oocytes 
of Xenopus laevls. Experiments were carried out to investigate 
further this previously undescribed polyadenylation activity. 
Both the mechanism of the activity and the developmental stage at 
which it appears were studied.
It was considered likely that the activity worked in one of 
two ways : either the poly - A tall was added directly to the end 
of the precursor mRIA or there was a 3* cleavage close to the end 
of the precursor aRIA prior to polyadenylation. Xicroinjection 
experiments .using a HI precursor aRIA, were carried out to 
distinguish between these two possibilities.
From the histone precursor mRKA injection experiments it 
appeared that the activity was controlled, adding poly - A tails 
of a relatively constant length to each precursor aRIA molecule C 
see section 3.3, figure 21 ). The HI precursor mRIA, shown to be 
a substrate for the activity, contained a copy of the 
polyadenylation hexamer AAUAAA 60 nt upstream from the 3* end of 
the precursor aRIA. This observation gave rise to the suggestion 
that this hexamer controlled the polyadenylation activity. The 
sequence of the H4 gene near to the 3* end of the precursor mRJA
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was obtained. Tbs H4 downstream sequence was then examined to see 
If the Hi precursor mRIA also contained a copy of the AAUAAA 
hexamer, If it did the idea that this sequence was Involved In 
controlling the polyadenylatlon activity would have gained some 
support. To investigate further the possible sequence 
requirements of the activity 2 more precursor mRIAs were made 
from non - histone genes. These precursor mRIAs were then tested 
for polyadenylatlon in mlcrolnjected matured oocytes. If the 
activity was found to be general, using all injected RIAs as 
substrates, then It would be unlikely to be controlled by a 
specific sequence. Alternatively if the activity was found to 
polyadenylate certain RIAs and not others then a controlling 
sequence, such as the AAUAAA hexamer would be a possibility.
Finally the significance of the activity In relation to 
Xenopus early development was considered. The polyadenylatlon 
activity was shown to exist In mlcrolnjected matured oocytes but 
not in stage 6 oocytes < compare figure 21 with figure 16 ), this 
suggested that the activity was switched on when the oocyte 
matured into an egg. However on injection matured oocytes are 
activated, they begin a series of cleavages as if they had been 
fertilised, which eventually lead to the death of the oocyte. 
Therefore the possibility existed that the activity appeared as a 
result of activation and would not have been present In a non - 
activated matured oocyte. This was considered an Important point 
for speculations as to the significance of the activity. After 
fertilisation of la no pus eggs there is a rapid Increase in the 
concentration of calcium Ions in the egg cytoplasm < Belanger and
Scheutz, 1975, Scbroeder and Strickland, 1974 ). This increase is 
an essential step in the activation of the egg. The increase in 
free calclua ions can be prevented, in mlcroinjected matured 
oocytes or eggs, by injecting EGTA along with the required 
sample. The EGTA chelates calcium ions and prevents activation. 
Experlnents were carried out in which H4 precursor mRIA and EGTA 
were coinjected into matured oocytes to determine whether 
blocking activation blocked the polyadenylation activity. The 
analysis was slightly complicated because it was thought that 
removing calcium ions as well as preventing activation might have 
Inhibited the enzyme responsible for the polyadenylation 
activity. As a control for this the experiment was repeated in 
early embryos. If the activity appeared as a result of activation 
and did not require calcium ions as an essential cofactor it was 
expected that coinjecting EGTA into matured oocytes would inhibit 
polyadenylation whereas coinjecting EGTA into embryos would have 
no affect. Alternatively if the EGTA blocked polyadenylation by 
removing a cofactor, in this case calcium ions, it would be 
equally inhibitory in matured oocytes and early embryos. 
Klcroinjectlon experiments were performed to investigate this 
point.
b. Results
1. Mechanism of polyadenylation
A capped, labelled HI precursor mRIA, previously shown to be 
a substrate for the polyadenylation activity in matured oocytes.
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was synthesised by transcription of pSP64.XlHl < see figure 11 >. 
The HI precursor aRIA was alcrolnjacted Into aatured oocytes as 
previously described. RIA saaples were prepared froa oocytes 
laaediately after injection and froa oocytes five hours after 
Injection. Both RIA saaples were fractionated into adenylated and 
non - adenylated fractions using ollgo - dT cellulose. The 
position of the 3* end of the precursor aRIA in each fraction was 
then deteralned, in order to see whether the HI precursor aRIA in 
the adenylated fraction was 3* cleaved prior to polyadenylatlon. 
To Bap the precursor aRIA 3* end an unlabelled DIA probe 
hoaologous to the RIA sequence, but not to any poly - A tall 
added, was used In a SI nuclease protection assay. The probe used 
was a 603 nt Bgl I / Pvu II fragaent prepared froa pSP64.XlHl < 
see figure 24.B >. This probe contained 431 nt of sequence up to 
the Eco R1 site where the plasald was linearised for 
transcription and which was the end of the precursor aRIA. The 
unlabelled probe also contained 172 nt of sequence past this 
position. On hybridisation to untreated HI precursor aRIA, 
followed by SI nuclease treataent, this probe gave a protected 
fragaent of 431 nt. Hybridisation to a 3' cleaved HI precursor 
aRIA would have given a shorter protected fragaent than this, the 
length dependent on the distance between the Bgl I site at the 5* 
end of the probe and the site of cleavage of the precursor aRIA. 
The results of a series of test hybridisations are shown in 
figure 24.A. The substrate used was unlnjected HI precursor aRIA, 
1133 nt in length. The hybridisations were carried out at 3 
different teaperatures and at two SI nuclease concentrations per
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temperature. Each Analysis contained an equal amount of RIA. 
After SI nuclease treatment the protected RIA fragments Mere 
analysed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The SI nuclease 
concentrations used Mere not critical but there Mere differences 
betueen the 3 temperatures. At 40*C and 50*C the labelled 1133 nt 
precursor mRIA gave a protected fragment of 431 nt Mhen the probe 
m b s  present, this was the size of protected fragment expected. At 
60*C no protected fragments were seen, this temperature was too 
high for the probe to form stable hybrids with the RIA, so none 
of the RIA was protected from SI nuclease treatment. Two controls 
were carried out, both at 50 *C. When no probe was Included none 
of the HI precursor mRIA was protected from SI nuclease 
digestion. Vhen there was no probe and no SI nuclease treatment 
the HI precursor mRIA survived Intact at a size of 1133 nt.
The probe »«as then used on t.he fractionated RIA from the HI 
matured oocyte injections. A temperature of 50*C »«as chosen for 
the hybridisations which each contained an amount of adenylated 
or non - adenylated RIA from an equal number of injected matured 
oocytes. The results are shown in figure 24. B. Track C »«as a 
control using unlnjected HI RIA. this gave the 431 nt protected 
fragment. The 2 tracks tfhich contained the non - adenylated RIAs 
from the 2 time points both contained the same 431 nt band 
caused by protection of full length HI precursor mRIA, this band 
»«as fainter in the 5 hour sample because some of the RIA had been 
converted to the adenylated form. At the first time point no 
protected band »«as visible in the adenylated RIA fraction, 
obviously because immediately after injection all the HI RIA »«as
non - adenylated. At the second tiae point a strong band Mas u a n  
In tha adenylated fraction, this was dua to tha conversion of tha 
HI pracursor aRIA to tha polyadanylatad fora. The size of this 
band was the saae as the size of tha non - polyadanylatad RMA 
bands, within tha Halt of resolution of tha gal. Tha 2 aarker 
tracks give soae Idea of tha Halt of resolution In this region 
of tha gal. Although one of tha Barkers Is faint it Is possible 
to see a clear difference between tha 527 /517 and tha 404 /396 
bands. Therefore within 5 - 10 nt the polyadenylated HI 3* end is 
In the saae position as tha 3* end of the non - adenylated 
pracursor aRIA, this strongly suggests that 3' cleavage prior to 
polyadenylatlon does not occur.
2. Sequence specificity ?
Tha H4 gene In pSP64.XlH4 was partially sequenced In order 
to obtain the sequence prozlaal to the H4 precursor aRIA 3' end. 
This sequence was then ezaalned for the presence of the AATAAA 
hexaaer and coapared with the sequence of the 3' end of the HI 
precursor aRIA. The sequencing strategy used Is shown in figure 
25. The pSP64.XlH4 plasald was linearised using Baa HI and then 
end - labelled using Klenow poly «erase and a M P dGTP. The Baa HI 
site is located just upstreaa of the Eco Rl site used when the 
plasald was linearised for SP6 transcription < see figure 1 >. 
The labelled fragaent was further digested using Ava I to give a 
450 nt fragaent labelled at one end only for sequencing. This 
fragaent t«as treated to the Kaxaa and Gilbert sequencing 
reactions and the products ««ere analysed on 8X and 20X
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polyacrylamide gels ( figure 26 ). In this way the sequence from 
the labelled Bas HI site In the SP6 polylinker Into the 
downstream sequence of the H4 gene was obtained ( Figure 27 > . 
120 nt of sequence from the 3* end of the H4 precursor mRNA is 
shown, this comprises 100 nt of sequence from the H4 gene and 20 
nt of SP6 polylinker sequence. lo exact Mtch to the AATAAA 
hexamer was found, however the sequence AATAGA was identified 
about 05 nt upstream of the precursor mRIA 3' end position and 
the sequence AGTAAA was identified about 115 nt upstream of the 
precursor mRIA 3' end position ( see discussion ).
To investigate whether the activity would use any Injected 
precursor mRJA as a substrate or whether it would only use 
certain KIAs, two non - histone precursor mRIAs were aade and 
tested for polyadenylatlon in matured oocytes. The sub - clones 
pSP64. MG1 and pSP65.HSl ( see figures 26 and 29 ) were linearised 
with Eco RI and Hind III respectively. pSP64.XGl contained a 302 
nt fragment spanning the mRIA 31 end position of the mouse 6 
globin gene. On transcription it gave a 444 nt precursor mRIA. It 
also gave rise to 2 smaller RIAs of about 250 and 220 nt, 
presumably as a result of premature transcription termination by 
the SP6 polymerase ( see figure 13 ). pSP65.HSl contained a 1160 
nt fragment spanning the aRIA 3* end position of the lenopus heat 
shock gene hsp70A < Blenz, 1084 ». On transcription pSP65.HSl 
gave rise to a 1180 nt precursor mRVA and to 2 other shorter 
transcripts, again caused by premature transcription termination 
by the SP6 polymerase.
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Transcription products from pSP64.NGl and pSP65.HSl were 
used in matured oocyte mlcroinjectlon experiments. A parallel 
Injection experiment was carried out using the H4 precursor mRIA 
as a polyadenylation activity control. Following microlnjaction 
RIA sables were taken after 0 and 5 hours Incubation of the 
matured oocytes. Each sample was separated into adenylated and 
non - adenylated fractions using oligo - dT cellulose, as 
previously described. Amounts of each fraction, containing RIA 
from an equal number of oocytes, were then analysed directly by 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The result is shown in figure 
30. The control experiment using the H4 precursor mRHA confirmed 
that the polyadenylation activity was present in the matured 
oocytes and that the oligo - dT binding assay had worked 
correctly. Vhen the pSP65.HSl transcription products were 
injected all 3 of the transcripts became polyadenylated, they 
bound to oligo - dT cellulose and migrated more slowly on 
acrylamide gel electrophoresis because of the addition of the 
poly ~ A tall. The experiment using pSP64.HGl RVA gave an 
interesting result and confirmed a previous observation. It had 
previously been noticed that the full length pSP64.HGl transcript 
did not show a decrease in mobility when injected into embryos, a 
situation in which the H4 precursor mRIA showed a marked mobility 
shift < see figure 19 >. This suggested that the pSP64.NGl 
transcript was not a substrate for the polyadenylation activity 
in embryos. The results of the oligo - dT cellulose binding assay 
described above have shown that in micro!njected matured oocytes
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the full length pSP64.NGl transcript does not become 
polyadenylated.
These results suggested that the polyadenylatlon activity 
detected In satured oocytes ««as not a general effect, there ««as a 
certain degree of sequence specificity. To confirm this a further 
experiment ««as carried out in which a mixture of pSP64.XlH4 and 
pSP64.MGl transcription products ««ere coinjected into matured 
oocytes and the fates of the 2 shorter KG1 transcripts as ««ell as 
the fates of the full length RIAs ««ere determined. The result of 
this experiment are shown in figure 31. Immediately after 
injection all the RIAs ««ere non - polyadenylated and they ««ere 
all found in the non — polyadenylated fraction, these included 
the 762 nt full length H4 precursor aRIA, the 444 nt full length 
KG1 precursor mRIA and the 2 shorter NG1 transcripts. After 5 
hours in the oocyte a proportion of the H4 precursor mRIA had 
been polyadenylated and ««as found to be located in this fraction, 
lone of the other RIAs became polyadenylated. The 444 nt full 
length NG1 transcript remained non - adenylated, this band ««as 
slightly broader 5 hours after injection because a small amount 
of the B4 precursor aRIA ««as 3* cleaved to produce a non - 
adenylated 446 nt RIA which ran in about the same position as the 
444 nt RIA. The shorter MG1 transcripts ««ere unstable in matured 
oocytes, ho««ever the small amount of the 220 nt transcript still 
remaining after 5 hours was not polyadenylated.
These results have sho««n that when pSP64.XlH4 and pSP64.NGl 
precursor mRIAs ««ere microlnjected into the same matured oocytes
the H4 RIA became polyadenylated whereas the NG1 transcripts did
Ill
not. The polyadenylation activity la specific in that H4, 111 and 
HS1 transcripts are substrates but MG1 transcripts are not.The 
basis of this specificity probably does not reside in sequences 
close to the 3* end of the precursor aRIA as even the preaaturely 
terminated HS1 transcripts became polyadenylated. however the 
slight possibility that all the HS1 transcripts fortuitously 
contained the controlling sequence, close to their 3* ends, 
cannot be formally ruled out.
B.
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Figure 24. SI nuclease analysl s on radioactive precursor »»BMA 
using AA unlabelled DMA probe
SI nuclease analysis m s  performed on radioactive precursor mRIAs 
using an unlabelled DMA probe. The fragments of the precursor 
mRIAs protected by the probe were analysed by acrylamide gel 
electrophoresis.
Figure 24.A. Optimisation of assay conditions. The probe used in 
these analyses was a 510 nt Bgl I / Pvu II fragment isolated from 
pSP64. X1H1. This probe contained 431 nt of sequence upstream of 
the precursor mPIA 3' end and approximately 80 nt of sequence 
downstream of the precursor mRIA 3* end. The probe was hybridised 
to HI precursor mRIA at 3 hybridisation temperatures. 2 
concentrations of SI nuclease were used for each hybridisation 
temperature < a = 225 units SI nuclease / reaction, b = 450 units 
SI nuclease / reaction ). K = pBK322 Hpa II size marker, - probe 
= analysis without the addition of the DIA probe, - probe/Sl = 
analysis without the addition of the probe and without SI 
nuclease treatment. 1133 nt = original size of HI precursor mRIA, 
431 nt = size of RIA protected by probe.
Figure 24. B. SI nuclease analysis on adenylated < A+ > and non - 
adenylated ( A- > RIA fractions from matured oocytes Injected 
with HI precursor mRIA. 1 = RIA from oocytes immediately after 
injection. 2 = RIA from oocytes 3 hours after injection. Ml = 
pBR322 Hpa II marker, K2 * pAT153 Hinf I marker, C = Uninjected 
HI precursor mRIA. 431 nt = protection by probe to 3' end of HI 
precursor mRIA.
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Figure 25. DMA sequencing strategy for the 2J_ end Qi the HI.
fragment In. pSP64.11H4
pSP64. XIH4 was linearised with Baa HI and the Baa HI ends were 
radloactlvely labelled. After labelling the linear pSP64.XlH4 DIA 
was digested with Ava I. This generated a DIA fragment < b ) 
consisting of SP6 polylinker sequence and about 450 nt of H4 
sequence which was isolated and sequenced. The sequence obtained 
in this way consisted of the SP6 polylinker sequence leading into 
the sequence of the 3* end of the H4 fragment.
Key to abbreviations of restictlon enzyme sites :
H = Hind III P = Pst I B = Baa HI E = Eco RI
Av = Ava I
SP6 = SP6 promoter
o
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Figure 26. Maxam and Gilbert DMA sequencing ol_ the 1!_ end qL the 
HA f ragaent in. pSP64.X1H4
Polyacrylaside gels showing Maxam and Gilbert sequencing of the 
3* end of the H4 fragment in pSP64.XlH4.
1. = 201 Acrylamide gel showing the sequence from the labelled 
restriction site in the SP6 polylinker into the H4 fragment. A 
sample of sequence froa the SP6 polylinker is shown, also narked 
are the positions where the polylinker sequence ends and the H4 
sequence starts and the position where the sequence overlaps the 
sequence on gel 2.
2. = 8% Acrylamide gel showing more of the sequence of the 3' end 
of the H4 fragment in pSP64.XlH4.
27Fig.
5. 3'
TGTGCCCCCT GÎCCAGTAAA TGGCCCTGCC TTCCTAGAAT AGATTGTGTC GCTGGGCATC
5* 3*
TCTCACGATA CAGCCAATTT GTTTGGAGAC TTTCACGCAA GCTTGCAGGT CGACTCTAGA
Se quence  
shown abo ve
172
F igu re  27. Ihe. DJIA, sequence o f  th e and. Ql_ th e  E4. fragm ent in.
psm.iim
The sequence shown represents the 3* 100 nt from the H4 fragment 
in pSP64. X1H4. The 3* end of this fragment was the Pst I 
restriction enzyme site < P >. This site was altered during the 
cloning and was not regenerated. The remaining 20 nt of sequence 
shown Is SP6 polylinker sequence < underlined >.
2 sequences with 5 out of 6 bases homologous to the AATAAA 
polyadenylation hexamer are also underlined.
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Figure 28. The ■ » " «  globln DMA f rngit»nt cloned in pSP6A. MG 1
Figure 28. A The 392 Sau 3A fragment spanning the aouse 0 globln 
bRIA 3' end position ( pA >. This fragaent contained 246 nt of 
sequence froa upstreaa of the globln bRIA 3* end position and 146 
nt of sequence froa downstream of this position.
Figure 28. B The 392 nt Sau 3A fragaent cloned into the Baa HI 
site of pSP64. When linearised with Eco RI and transcribed with 
SP6 polymerase thlfc sub - clone generated a 444 nt full length 
precursor bRIA. The precursor aRIA comprised of the globln 
sequence plus small amounts of SP6 polylinker sequence.
SP6 = SP6 promoter.
Key to restriction enzyae abbreviations :
H = Hind III S = Sau 3A E * Eco RI
All sizes marked are in nucleotides.
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Figure 29 . The hsp70A D1A fragment clotted itt. pSP65.HS1
Figure 29. A. The Sst I / Pet I restriction enzyme fragment 
spanning the sKIA 3* end position < pA ) of the lenopus hsp70A 
gene.
Figure 29. B. The 1160 nt Sst I / Pst I hsp70A fragment cloned in 
the Sst I and Pst I restriction sites of pSP65, this made the sub 
- clone pSP65.HSl.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyae sites :
St = Sst I P = Pst I E = Eco RI H « Hind III
All sizes shown are in nucleotides.
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Figure 30. Qllgo dT cellulose binding »c m y of H4. HS1 and WG1 
precursor Ac after Injection into — tnrad oocytes
Radloactleely labelled H4. HS1 and MCI precursor mRIAs were 
injected Into matured Xenopus oocytes. R*A sasples were prepared 
fros matured oocytes immediately after injection < 1 ) and fros 
matured oocytes 5 hours after injection < 2 >. These R1A samples 
were fractionated into adenylated ( At ) and non - adenylated ( 
A- > RIA fractions using an ollgo dT cellulose batch - binding 
assay. The RIA fractions were analysed directly by acrylamide gel 
electrophoresis.
K = pAT153 Hlnf 1 marker.
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Figure 31. on go dl cellulose blading assay on an EAZJKLL
precursor mRIA ml yture after Injection Into mutureri 
oocytes
Radloactively labelled H4 and NG1 precursor mRIAs were nixed and 
the Mixture Injected into Matured oocytes. RIA sanples were 
prepared fron Matured oocytes lanedlately after injection < 1 > 
and Iron Matured oocytes 5 hours after injection < 2 ). The RIA 
sanples were fractionated into adenylated ( At ) and non - 
adenylated < A- ) fractions using an oligo dT cellulose batch 
binding assay. The RIA fractions were analysed directly by 
acrylanlde gel electrophoresis.
1 A- and 1 A+ = Ion - adenylated and adenylated fractions fron 
Matured oocytes immediately after injection.
2 A- and 2 A+ = Ion - adenylated and adenylated fractions fron 
Matured oocytes 5 hours after injection.
C = Adenylated RIA fraction fron an oligo dT cellulose binding 
assay using in vitro adenylated H4 precursor nRIA.
762 nt = Size of H4 precursor nRIA.
444 nt = Size of MG1 precursor nRIA.
220 nt = Size of prenaturely terninated NGl transcript.
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3. The polyadenylation activity and early XflUQpus development
H4 precursor mRIA microinjected Into matured oocytes and 
unfertilised eggs becomes polyadenylated. however It was not 
known whether this was a consequence of alcrolnjection causing 
activation of the eggs or whether the polyadenylation activity 
was present in non - activated matured oocytes and eggs. 
Experiments were carried out to investigate this point. 
Activation of Xenopus eggs is dependent on free calclua ions ( 
Belanger and Scheutz, 1975; Schroeder and Strickland, 1974 >. 
KlcrolnJ action can be prevented from causing activation by 
coinjecting BGTA along with the required sample in order to 
chelate calciua ions. A mixture containing H4 precursor aRIA and 
10 aM EGTA was prepared. This mixture was then injected into 
matured oocytes and early embryos. The embryos were injected as 
soon as possible after the first cleavage furrow was formed. RIA 
samples were prepared from immediately after injection and from 5 
hours after injection. Parallel experiments were carried out 
using H4 precursor mRBA without EGTA. RIA samples from matured 
oocytes and embryos were analysed directly by acrylamide gel 
electrophoresis. The presence or absence of the polyadenylation 
activity was Judged on whether the H4 precursor mRIA underwent 
the mobility shift characteristic of polyadenylation.
The results of these experiments are shown in figures 32 and 
33. In matured oocytes the presence of EGTA was observed to 
prevent the abortive cleavages associated with activation. EGTA
1 7 •
had no affect on the small amount of 3' cleavage of the histone 
precursor mRIA that occurs In matured oocytes, however It did 
Inhibit the polyadenylation activity. 2 exposures of the Matured 
oocyte injection experiment autoradiograph are shown, on both, in 
the absence of EGTA, the H4 precursor mRIA clearly shows a shift 
in electrophoretic mobility. In the presence of EGTA no mobility 
shift was detected.
In embryos the H4 precursor mRIA without EGTA underwent both 
inefficient 3' cleavage and polyadenylation. In the presence of 
EGTA the same two effects were observed, therefore in embryos 
EGTA did not inhibit polyadenylation whereas, in matured oocytes 
it did. The sample from the second time point in the presence of 
EGTA contains only faint bands, this was a reproducible effect 
and was assumed to be the result of EGTA having a deleterious 
Affect on the embryo which in turn led to degradation of the H4 
precursor mRIA.
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Figure 32. The effect of EGTA q a 31 cleavage and polyadenylatlcn 
of HA precursor «B1A In matured oocytes
Radloactlvely labelled H4 precursor nRIA was conijected with 10 
bH EGTA into matured lenopus oocytes. RIA samples were prepared 
fros matured oocytes Immediately after injection ( 1 ) and from 
matured oocytes 5 hours after injection < 2 >. These RIA samples 
were analysed directly by acrylamide gel electrophoresis.
Figure 1. A. H4 = RIA samples from matured oocytes injected with 
H4 precursor mRIA.
H4 ♦ EGTA * RIA samples from matured oocytes Injected with H4 
precursor mRIA ♦ 10 ml EGTA.
762 nt * Size of H4 precursor aRIA.
446 nt = Size of 3* cleaved H4 RIA.
Figure l.B. Shorter exposure of autoradiograph shown in figure
1. A.

1 8 0
Figure 33. Tha affect at EGIA QU 31 cleavage and polyadenylatlon 
of H4 precursor »RIA In emhryns
Radioactively labelled H4 precursor aRIA was colnjected with 10 
ml EGTA Into lenopus eebryos at the 2 cell stage. RIA sasples 
were prepared fros embryos immediately after Injection < 1 ) and 
from embryos 5 hours after Injection C 2 ). The RIA samples were 
analysed directly by acrylamide gel electrophoresis.
H4 1 and H4 2 * RIA samples from embryos injected with H4 
precursor mRIA.
H4 ♦ EGTA 1 and H4 ♦ EGTA 2 = RIA samples from embryos Injected 
with H4 precursor aRIA ♦ 10 ml EGTA.
762 nt = Size of H4 precursor aRIA.
446 nt = Size of 3* cleaved H4 RIA.
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c. Discussion
The results presented in the first part of this chapter 
demonstrated that, to within 5 - 10 nt, the 3* end of HI
precursor aKIA polyadenylated in the matured oocyte was in the 
same position as the 3' end of non - adenylated HI precursor 
mSIA. This result suggested that polyadenylatlon of the HI
precursor mRlA m s  not linked to a 3* cleavage reaction, unless 
the reaction removed only a very small amount of sequence from 
the 3a end of the precursor mRIA. This left 2 possibilities as to 
the site of action of the activity : either it add?d a poly - A
tail directly to the 5* end of the precursor mRIA or it added a
poly - A tall dlredtly to the 3' end of the precursor mRIA. The
5* end of the RIA was capped prior to injection and any activity
that added a poly - A tail to a capped RIA 5* end would be very 
unusual, this possibility m s  considered unlikely. It m s  
therefore concluded that the activity added the A tall directly 
to the 3* end of the precursor mRIA. Based on the fact that there
was no 3* cleavage of the precursor prior to polyadenylatlon the
length of the A tall added m s  calculated. The shift in mobility 
of the HI precursor mRIA on acrylamide gel electrophoresis was a 
reflection of the length of the A tall added. This mobility shift 
m s  measured and used to calculate the A tall length. For the HI 
precursor mRIA the average length of A tall added m s  about 60 - 
70 A residues. This A tall length is shorter than the average 
length of A tails on cellular mRIAs which is about 200 - 300 A 
residues, however perhaps more significantly the average A tall 
length on the prominent population of transcripts in the lenopus
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oocyte is about 60 A residues ( Cabada at al, 1077 ). As already 
pointed out the A tall added to mlcrolnjected HI precursor sRIA 
Is the result of a controlled polyadenylatlon activity which adds 
a relatively constant number of A residues to each RIA Molecule. 
This is In contrast to purified poly - A polymerase enzyaes iron 
a number of sources which add A tails of varying lengths when 
used la vitro < for review see Edmonds, 1962 >.
Two explanations for the apparent control of the
polyadenylatlon activity were considered. It was thought possible 
that a specific sequence within the precursor mRIAs could be 
Involved both in causing polyadenylatlon to occur and In
determining the length of A tract added. Alternatively It was 
thought possible that the polyadenylatlon activity was a general 
effect reflecting a change In the overall balance between
polyadenylation and poly - A degradation In favour of poly - A 
synthesis, in this case the aclvlty was expected to use any
Injected precursor mRIA as a substrate. I will discuss each of 
these possibilities In turn.
The best candidate for a sequence controlling the 
polyadenylatlon activity was the hexaaer AAUAAA. This hexamer has 
been shown to be necessary for the 3' cleavage of precursor mRIAs 
which usually preceeds polyadenylatlon In the nucleus ( see 
Introduction ). In addition considerable evidence has now 
accumulated that the hexamer can also direct polyadenylation in 
the absence of 3* cleavage. A He La cell extract was used to 
Investigate the polyadenylatlon reaction in vitro ( Hanley, 1983 
), In this system it was shown that when SV40 precursor mRIAs
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were added they acted as substrates for a controlled 
polyadenylation activity. This activity was Independent of any 
cleavage reaction, It simply added an A tall to the existing end 
of the precursor mRIA. lot all the precursor mRIAs added to the 
system were polyadenylated, the activity »«as found to be far sore 
efficient when the 3' end of the precursor aRIA »«as close ( 
within 45 nt ) to the natural aRIA 3' end position. This result 
suggested that sequences close to the aRIA 3* end position »«ere 
important in the polyadenylation reaction, these could possibly 
Include the AAUAAA hexaaer. A similar He La cell extract »«as sho»«n 
to polyadenylate the 3' ends of added adenovirus precursor mRIAs 
< Moore and Sharp, 1984 >. These precursors, which contained more 
than lkb of sequence past the aRIA 3* end position, »«ere only 
polyadenylated at low efficiency, about 12% of the added 
precursor mRIA was polyadenylated directly at it's existing 3* 
end.
Further work with this HeLa cell extract directly implicated 
the AAUAAA hexamer in polyadenylation in the absence of 3a 
cleavage ( Manley et al, 1985 ). These results demonstrated that 
when a fragment containing sequences around the SV40 early aRIA 
3* end position »«as added to precursor mRIAs, previously sho»«n 
not to be efficiently polyadenylated in the extract, the ability 
to be polyadenylated »«as conferred. Only precursor mRIAs 
containing the AAOAAA hexamer »«ere substrates for the 
polyadenylation activity. It »«as also shot«n that the AAUAAA 
hexamer could direct the polyadenylation of a precursor mRIA 3* 
end more than 400 nt further do»«nstreaa, although this »«as less
1 1 4
efficient than when the hexaser was close to the end of the 
precursor aRIi.
More recent work < Zarkower at al, 1996 ) described the use 
of a HeLa cell nuclear extract to Investigate the polyadenylation 
of SV40 late transcripts in vitro. In these experiments 
artificial RIks were synthesised in which the Rlk 3* end was In 
the norsal mRIA 3' end position, 12 nt downstreas iron a kkUkkk 
hexaser. Vhen these precursor sRIks were added to the systes they 
were efficiently polyadenylated at the sRIA 3* end position. 
Mutant precursor sRIks in which the only change was the 
conversion of the kkUkkk sequence to a kkCkkk sequence were not 
polyadenylated in the extract. These results suggested that the 
kkUkkk hexaser was Involved in the polyadenylation reaction and 
that this exact sequence was required for efficient
polyadenylation.
Based on the evidence that the kkUkkk hexaaer can direct 
polyadenylation of mRJA 3' ends in the absence of 3' cleavage 
the sequences close to the 3a ends of the HI and H4 precursor 
■Elks were examined to see if they contained copies of the 
hexaser. Both precursor aRIks have 36 nt of SP6 polylinker 
sequence directly at the 3a end, this was known not to contain 
the kkUkkk sequence. The HI precursor sRIk was found to contain 
the kkUkkk hexaser 60 nt upstreas from the precursor sRIk 3* end 
( see figure 23 >. However when the H4 gene was partially
sequenced it was found not to contain a copy of the hexaser 
within 140 nt of the precursor mRIA 3* end ( see figure 24 >. 
Sequences with sose similarity to the hexaser were however found.
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these Included the sequence AAUAGA about 95 nt upstreaa from the 
precursor nRIA 3* end and the sequence AGTAAA about 115 nt 
upstreaa froa the precursor aRIA 3* end. The aaount of the H4 
sequence obtained and ezaained was based on two facts : firstly 
that aost genes contain a copy of the AAUAAA sequence within 10 - 
30 nt of the aRIA 3* end position which suggested that the 
hexaaer sight need to be close to a 3* end to direct 
polyadenylation and secondly the finding that in vitro only 
precursor aRIAs with 3* ends close to the noraal aRIA 3* end 
position were polyadenylated efficiently < Hanley, 1963 ). In the 
light of acre recent evidence, that a 3* end as far as 400 nt 
downstreaa froa an AAUAAA sequence can be polyadenylated, it 
sight have been better to obtain acre of the H4 sequence < Manley 
•t si, 1985 ). Whether either of the 2 sequences slailar to the 
AAUAAA hexamer found in the H4 precursor aRIA was responsible for 
directing polyadenylation reaains an open question. In vitro it 
has been shown that an AACAAA sequence will not substitute for 
the AAUAAA sequence in directing polyadenylation of a downstream 
RIA 3* end < Zarkower et al, 1966 >, however the efficiency of 
other similar sequences has not been tested. In nature the 
sequence AGTAAA does occur upstreaa of an aRIA 3' end position 
where it presuaably functions in directing 3' cleavage and 
polyadenylatlon, whether It could direct polyadenylation In the 
absence of 3' cleavage Is not known ( Blrnstlel et al, 1985 >.
The experiments in which the pSP65.HSl and pSP64.MGl 
transcripts were injected gave further evidence relevant to the 
way in which the polyadenylation activity night be controlled.
These experiments demonstrated that 3 HS1 transcripts, one full 
length and two prematurely terminated, rare polyadenylated after 
mlcrolnjectlon into matured oocytes. In similar circumstances 
neither the full length or prematurely terminated KG1 transcripts 
were polyadenylated. The coinjectlon experiment in which the NG1 
transcripts were Injected into the same oocytes as the H4 
precursor mRIA demonstrated that the lack of poladenylatlon of 
the NG1 transcripts was not simply due to an inhibitor in the NG1 
RIA preparation. The fact that all 3 of the HS1 transcripts 
became polyadenylated suggested that it was unlikely that their 
polyadenylatlon was under the control of the AAUAAA sequence.
The smallest HS1 transcript was about 427 nt smaller than the 
largest, if one AAUAAA sequence common to all the transcripts was 
responsible for controlling the polyadenylatlon activity it would 
need to have exerted its effect over a long distance C at least 
427 nt ) to have caused the polyadenylation of the longest 
transcript. Alternatively it could be argued that each of the 
transcripts contained a copy of the AAUAAA sequence close to its 
3* end. The sequence of the downstream region of this gene is not 
available but it would be suprising if each transcript had a copy 
of the AAUAAA hexamar close to its 3* end.
In addition the full length pSP64.MGl transcript was known 
to contain 2 copies of the AAUAAA hexamer, the nearest within 75 
nt of the 3* end of the precursor mRIA. If this hexamer m s  
responsible for controlling the polyadenylation of the histone 
and HS1 precursor mRIAs why was the full length MCI transcript 
not polyadenylated ?
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From the available evidence it remains possible that 
polyadenylation of the histone precursor mRIAs was controlled by 
the AAUAAA sequence In the case of the HI precursor mRIA and by 
either one of the sequences similar to AAUAAA already Identified 
In the H4 precursor mRIA or by an AAUAAA sequence in a region of 
the H4 precursor mRlA not sequenced. It Is unlikely that 
polyadenylation of all 3 of the HS1 transcripts could be 
controlled by either a single AAUAAA sequence common to all the 
transcripts or by AAUAAA sequences located by coincidence close 
to the 3* end of each of the RIAs. In the first case it would be 
expected that the shortest transcript with the AAUAAA nearest to 
Its 3' end would be polyadenylated more efficiently than the 
longest transcript with the AAUAAA a long way from its 3* end. It 
was however observed that all 3 of the HS1 transcripts were 
polyadenylated equally efficiently. The activity that 
polyadenylates the HS1 transcripts is likely to be the same 
activity and to work in the same way as the activity that 
polyadenylates the histone transcripts. If the HS1 transcripts 
are polyadenylated in a reaction independent of an AAUAAA 
sequence then the histone transcripts probably are also.
The posslbllty remained that the polyadenylation activity 
was controlled by a previously unidentified sequence common to 
the H4, HI and HS1 precursor mRIAs but absent from the MG1 RIAs. 
If this sequence did exist it would need to be equally efficient 
at causing polyadenylatlon of mRIA 3* ends located far
downstream and those located close by. To attempt to Identify 
this sequence it would be necessary to obtain the downstream
sequence of the heat shock gene In the HS1 precursor mRIA and 
cospare it with the H4 and HI precursor mRIA sequences, inject 
mutant precursors with sequences deleted in an attespt to abolish 
polyadenylatlon and test a number of other precursor sKIAs for 
polyadenylation under identical conditions.
It was considered sore likely that the polyadenylatlon 
activity was a general activity with no specific sequence 
requirements. In this case the length of the A tall would be 
controlled by the balance between polyadenylatlon and poly - A 
degradation. A comparable increase in polyadenylatlon has been 
shown to occur in sea urchin early development. Between 
fertilisation and the two cell stage in the sea urchin the poly - 
A content of the embryo doubles ( Slater et al, 1073 ). This 
Increase is mainly the result of the addition of A tails to RIAs 
made during oogenesis < Slater and Slater, 1974 ). Some of these 
RIAs are non - adenylated prior to fertilisation and become 
adenylated whilst other have short A tracts which increase in 
length. The activity, which can occur in the absence of a nucleus 
• probably results from the A tails being in a dynamic state and 
the adenylatlon activity being stronger than the de - adenylation 
activity ( Wilt, 1977 ). If a general polyadenylatlon activity is 
the correct explanation for the activity detected in microlnjected 
matured oocytes the lack of polyadenylatlon of the pSP64.HGl 
transcripts needs to be explained. These transcripts may not have 
acted as substrates for the polyadenylatlon activity because they 
assumed a secondary structure in which the 3' end was 
Inaccessible to the polyadenylatlon activity or because they
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contained a sequence which Inhibited the polyadenylatlon 
activity.
The significance of the polyadenylatlon activity in Ienopus 
development is very difficult to assess. It has been shown that 
sicrolnjacted H4 and HI precursor mRIAs, which are substrates for 
the activity in injected matured oocytes, are not polyadenylated 
in the nucleus or cytoplasm of stage 6 oocytes. The experiments 
in which the H4 precursor nRIA was coinjected with EGTA into 
matured oocytes were designed to provide information on which 
stage in development the activity was first detectable. On 
injection matured oocytes and unfertilised eggs are activated, a 
process requiring calcium ions. It was felt that the 
polyadenylatlon activity may have been a result of activation and 
would not be present in non - activated matured oocytes. By 
injecting the H4 precursor mRIA and EGTA into matured oocytes 
this was investigated. It was found that in matured oocytes EGTA 
inhibited the polyadenylatlon activity but did not inhibit the 
inefficient 3' cleavage of the H4 precursor mRIA. Therefore in 
this system the 3' cleavage reaction did not require calcium 
ions. Two explanations for the inhibition of the polyadenylation 
activity were considered either the activity only appeared 
after activation of the matured oocyte, when activation was 
inhibited the polyadenylation activity was not detectable, or 
calcium ions were required as an essential cofactor for the poly 
-A polymerase enzyme responsible for the polyadenylatlon 
activity.
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In an attempt to resolve this, the sane experiment was 
performed using embryos Instead of matured oocytes. It had been 
shown that embryos did polyadenylate mlcrolnjected H4 precursor 
aRIA. It was thought that any polyadenylatlon activity dependant 
upon activation of the egg would be present In an early cleavage 
embryo whether calcium was present or not. Alternatively If the 
polyadenylatlon activity required calcium ions as a cofactor 
removing these Ions from the embryo would have inhibited the 
activity just as It did In matured oocytes. It was found that 
when the H4 precursor mRIA was coinjected with EGTA Into early 
embryos 3' cleavage and polyadenylation were both unaffected.The 
simplest Interpretation of these results was that the 
polyadenylatlon activity detected In mlcrolnjected matured 
oocytes was a consequence of microlnj action activating the 
oocytes, the polyadenylation activity did not require calcium 
ions as a cofactor.
Work has been carried out using in vitro systems to 
Investigate the cofactor requirements for the cleavage and 
polyadenylatlon of precursor mRIAs. A HeLa cell nuclear extract 
was shown to cleave and polyadenylate added Adenovirus precursor 
aRIAs. In the presence of EDTA, which chelates both calcium and 
magnesium Ions, the 3* cleavage reaction proceeded normally 
however the polyadenylatlon reaction was Inhibited and produced 
shorter than normal A tails ( Moore and Sharp, 1985 ). A similar 
HeLa cell nuclear extract has been shown to 3* cleave added mouse 
histone H4 precursor mRIAs < Gick et al, 1986 >. In the presence 
of EDTA this 3' cleavage reaction proceeded normally. The 3'
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cleavage and polyadenylatlon of SV40 late precursor mKlAs In the 
He La cell nuclear extract have also been studied < Zarkower et 
al, 1966 >. In the presence of EDTA 3' cleavage mbs unaffected 
but polyadenylatlon was completely Inhibited. These in vitro 
results suggest that 3' cleavage is independent of calclun and 
nagnesiun ions. The results froa the injection of the H4 
precursor nRIA and EGTA into matured oocytes were consistent with 
the in vitro results, reaovlng calclun ions did not inhibit 3' 
cleavage in matured oocytes.The in vitro results also suggested 
that removing calcium and magnesium ions Inhibits the 
polyadenylatlon activity linked to 3' cleavage. Bacterial poly - 
A polymerases require magnesium ions but not calcium ions for 
their activity < for review see Edmonds, 1962 ). This suggests 
that the probable explanation for the loss of polyadenylation 
activity in the in vitro studies was the removal of magnesium 
ions rather that the removal of calcium ions. If this explanation 
is correct it supports the conclusion that in the experiments 
where H4 precursor mRIA and EGTA were coinjected into matured 
oocytes the prevention of activation rather than the removal of a 
cofactor m s  responsible for the lack of a detectable 
polyadenylatlon activity.
It m s  concluded that the polyadenylatlon activity detected 
in microinjacted matured oocytes was probably a reflection of a 
change due to activation rather than being a genuine matured 
oocyte activity, however because of the difficulties in 
interpreting the results of these experiments the alternative was
also considered.
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In leaapus changes in polyadenylation on saturation have 
been shown to occur. The initial response of Xenopus eggs to 
treatment with progesterone is a 5 - 10% increase in adenylated 
sequences and an increase in the average poly - A tail length of 
10 - 20 nt. After the germinal vesicle breaks down 30 - 35 X of 
the total adenylated RIA disappears < Darnborough and Ford, 
1979 >. Changes in the polyadenylation status of known sequences 
also occur, for example histone sRIAs are deadenylated on oocyte 
saturation ( Ballantine and Voodland, 1985 ).
However if the conclusion fros the H4 precursor mRIA and 
EGTA injection experiments are correct the polyadenylation 
activity detected in satured oocyte, unfertilised egg and esbryo 
injections is not a reflection of polyadenylation changes at 
saturation, instead the activity represents a change occuring at 
activation / fertilisation. This sakes it analogous to the change 
observed in sea urchin esbryos after fertilisation, where the 
poly A content of the embryo doubles between fertilisation and 
the 2 cell stage C Slater et al, 1973 ). Other work < Sagata et 
al, 1980 ) has shown that a similar effect does occur in Xennpus. 
After fertilisation or activation of Xenopus eggs there is a 
steady increase in the amount of adenylated RIA in the esbryo 
until the blastula stage. This increase involves the adenylatlon 
of existing maternal RIAs because there is no new transcription 
in the embryo until the KBT. The results obtained fros the 
precursor mRIA injection experiments probably reflect this
Increase.
3.5 11 £JL2 FORMAT IQM Q£ MOUSE fi. GLOB IM mRHA H  Hi£ OOCYTE
IUCLEUS - DJU I1JECTIQ1 EXPERIMENTS
a. Introductioa
The ai ■ of these experlaents was to establish an 
experimental system to investigate the me chan Isas used to form 
the 3' end of a polyadenylated mRIA. This system was based on 
injecting cloned genes into the Xenopus oocyte nucleus and 
analysing the 3' end formation of the transcribed mRlA. This 
approach has been used sucessfully to Identify the sequences, and 
a factor. Involved in the 3* processing of sea urchin histone 
mRIAs < Birchmier et al, 1982; 1983; 1984; Stunnenberg and 
Birnstiel, 1982; Gal11 et al. 1983 ). Histone mRIAs are however 
unlike the majority of eukaryotic mRIAs, they are normally not 
polyadenylated, their genes lack the conserved sequences found 
around polyadenylated mRIA 3* end positions and they have other 
conserved 3' sequences Including a 3* terminal stem and loop 
structure C see Birchmier et al,1983 ). The fcoeress of the oocyte 
mlcrolnjaction technique at elucidating the 3* processing 
mechanisms for histone mRIAs made it logical to use a similar 
approach to investigate the 3* processing of a typical 
polyadenylated mRIA.
The gene used in these experiments was the mouse 0 ( major > 
globln gene. This gene has been completely sequenced ( Konkel et 
al. 1978 ). It has also been used extensively in studies of 
transcription termination. In isolated nuclei from mouse EL cells
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It has been shown that transcription terminates sore than 700 nt 
downstream iron the mRIA 3* and position ( Citron st si, 1964 
>, this generates a precursor mKIA with a 3* extension which 
undergoes RIA processing to generate the sature sKIA. This 
processing Involves the resoval of the 3* extension to a point 19 
nt downstream from the AAUAAA hexaser and Immediately downstreas 
from the CATOG sequence. The globln sRIA 3* end forsed In this 
reaction Is polyadenylated. A second conserved sequence block 
associated with polyadenylated sRIA 3* end positions . rich In G 
and T residues. Is found downstrean of the nRlA 3* end position 
In the souse 6 globln gene. 94 nt downstream iron the site where 
the mRIA 3* end Is forsed is a second AATAAA hexaser followed by 
the sequence CACTT 7 nt further downstream. This second potential 
3* end site Is not used at a detectable level In souse 
erythrocytes < see figure 35 >. The souse 6 globin gene was used 
as part of a hybrid gene called pAV103 < VIIson, pers. c o b s . ). 
pAV103 consisted of the 5' end of a lenopus H3 gene fused to the 
3* end and downstreas sequence fros the souse 6 globln gene. 
pAV103 was preferml over the whole globln gene for oocyte 
injections because the presence of a lenopus histone prosoter 
ensured a high level of expression. pAV103 contained only the 5* 
end of the histone so that the only 3a end determining sequences 
present were those of the globln gene. In effect Investigating 3a 
end formation of pAV103 transcripts was the same as investigating 
3a end formation of globin transcripts.
On Injection of pAV103 DIA Into the oocyte nucleus 2 general 
results were considered: either the pAV103 transcripts would have
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their 3* ends at the souse globln mRIA 3* end position and these 
ends would be polyadenylated, or the pAV103 transcripts would 
have 31 ends at positions other than the souse globln sRIA 3' end 
position and / or these 3' ends would not be polyadenylated. In 
the first case It was then planned to sake deletions in sequences 
close to the globin sRIA 3* end position to Investigate the
sequences necessary for 3' end fornatlon. In the second case it 
was planned to add back factors, initially fractions fros souse 
cells containing snRIAs, to the systes In an attespt to
cosplesent the lesion in the 3' processing mechanise. Initial 
experiments were performed to determine whether hisbln 
transcripts Bade In the oocyte from Injected DIA had their 3( 
ends at the souse globln mRIA 3' end position and to determine if 
these ends were polyadenylated.
b. Results
Injection of pAV103 DIA Into the oocyte nucleus was 
performed as described in materials and methods. In a typical
experiment 20 oocytes were Injected with the DIA. The Injected
oocytes were Incubated overnight to allow an easily detectable 
level of pAV103 mRIA to accumulate. The oocytes were then
homogenised and total RIA was prepared from them. A similar
number of uninjected oocytes were also homogenised to produce a 
control RIA sample. RIAs from pAV103 Injected and unlnjected
control oocytes were then used in a SI nuclease analysis to map
the 3' ends of the pAV103 transcripts. The probe used was a 3'
end labelled Sau 3A fragment that spanned the 0 globln rnRIA 3' 
end position ( see figure 34 >■ The full length of this probe was 
392 at. Transcripts with the 3* end at the globln hRIA 3* end 
position protected 246 nt of the probe fros SI nuclease 
digestion. pAV103 transcripts with 3' ends at aberrant positions 
would have protected different lengths of the probe. The results 
of this SI nuclease analysis are shown In figure 35. The probe 
was also used, under Identical conditions, on RIA obtained from 
mouse red blood cells. This RIA contained souse 0 globln sRIAs 
with genuine 3' termini. The result of this analysis, also shown 
In figure 35, allowed the globin sRIA 3' end produced on pAV103 
transcripts In the oocyte to be compared with the 3* end of 
genuine souse 0 globln mRIA. The strong band at 246 nt In the 
mouse globln RIA track was caused by protection of the SI probe 
to the 3a end of authentic globln mRIA. This strong band Is also 
In the 4 tracks that contained RIA samples fros pAV103 Injected 
oocytes, In these tracks the band was caused by pAV103 
transcripts ending at the globin mRIA 3* end position. As 
expected the 246 band was completely absent from the uninjected 
control oocyte RIA track where no RIA complementary to the probe 
was present. There are faint bands shorter than the 246 band in 
the pAV103 Injected samples. These sight have been caused by low 
abundance pAV103 transcripts with 3' ends at abnormal positions. 
It Is sore likely that they were caused by weak base pairing 
between the pAV103 mRIA and the probe at certain sequences 
allowing the SI nuclease to cut. The bands shorter than the 246 
band in the mouse globln RIA track were probably the result of a
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number of factors. In addition to SI artefacts caused by weak 
base pairing between probe and mRIA, shorter bands also arose 
from mismatching of the probe with transcripts from the other 
mouse globln genes and from degradation of the mouse globln mRIA. 
The last point was a significant factor. The globln RIA was 
stored at - 20* C In SI hybridisation buffer. It was very 
noticeable that the number of these shorter bands increased 
markedly the longer the RIA was stored. The strong band at 392 
nt, in the pAV103 Injected and control RIA tracks, m s  the size 
of the full length probe. Its presence in the control RIA track, 
where no globln mRIA was present, indicates that the same band in 
the pAV103 RIA track was mainly caused by rehybridisation of the 
probe, rather than by full length protection of the probe by 
pAV103 transcripts. Whether the 392 band is seen or not depends 
on the ratio of probe to its complementary RIA. In the mouse 
globln RIA analysis the 392 band is absent because the probe was 
not in such a large excess over its complementary RIA. It is 
possible that the pAV103 injected RIA sample did contain a small 
number of transcripts with 3‘ ends further downstream than the 
end of the probe and that these contributed, to a small extent, 
to the intensity of the 392 band by causing full - length 
protection of the probe. There are no bands visible in the pAV103 
Injected RIA tracks, between the 246 and 392 bands, this means 
that there were no transcripts present with 3* ends made between 
the globln mRIA 3* end position and the end of the probe, 146 nt
further downstream.
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F:cur* 34. Restriction €l:v k  sap Si ÇÀÏ1Î3
Figure 34.4 Th* entire pAV103 clone < Wilson. p*r*. coam. > with 
the ïenopus histone sequences. th* mous* glcbin sequences and the 
pAT153 vector sequences marked.
Figure 34.B. A portion of the nous* glcbln gen*, from pAV103. 
Including th* globln mRXA 3* end position.
Th* blacked out portion of th* globln gen* represents an intron 
sequence.
T * Transcription termination region ( Citron et al, 1934 >. 
pA * Sit* of polyadenylated 3* terminus of mouse globin mRHA.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyme sites :
B = Bam HI X * Xba I St « Est I H * Hind III
X = Kpn I E * Eco BI S « Sau 3A
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Figure 35. SI mirlease wappl ng of the 3' ends of pAV103 
transcripts aade in. the oocyte nucleus
pAV103 DIA was injected Into the nucleus of Xeaopus oocytes. The 
injected oocytes were incubated overnight and total RIA was 
prepared from then. RIA iron Injected oocytes was analysed in a 
SI nuclease assay using a 3' end - labelled DIA probe that 
spanned the globin nRIA 3* end position in pAV103. The fragments 
of the probe protected from SI nuclease digestion were analysed 
by electrophoresis on a polyacrylamide gel.
The DIA probe used was a 392 nt Sau 3A fragment that contained 
246 nt of sequence fron upstream of the globin mRIA 3* end 
position and 146 nt of sequence fron downstream of this position. 
K = pBR322 Hinf I marker
pAV103 1 and pAV103 2 = SI nuclease analysis on duplicate RIA 
samples fron oocytes injected with pAV103 DIA and incubated 
overnight, each SI analysis contained 1 oocyte equivalent of RIA
< 5 ug ).
pAV103 3 and pAV103 4 = Identical SI analyses to samples 1 and 2 
except that each SI analysis contained 2 oocyte equivalents of 
RIA < 10 ug >.
C = Control SI nuclease analysis using RIA from uninjected 
oocytes.
G = SI nuclease analysis on authentic mouse globin nRIA.
392 nt = Full length of Sau 3A probe, 246 nt = Protection of 
probe to globin nRIA 3* end position ( pA ).
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Further expert Bents were then performed to determine if the 
pAV103 transcripts Bade in the oocyte were polyadenylated.
pAV103 DIA was injected into the nucleus of about 20 
oocytes. After overnight Incubation of the oocytes, total oocyte 
R1A was prepared, this oocyte RIA contained pAV103 transcripts. 
The total RMA was fractionated into adenylated and non - 
adenylated fractions using an ollgo - dT cellulose batch binding 
assay. A SI nuclease assay was then used to deteralne which 
fraction contained the pAV103 transcripts. In the SI nuclease 
assay, the sane 392 nt end - labelled Sau 3A fragment, as had 
been used previously, was used. Each analysis contained an amount 
of either adenylated or non - adenylated R1A from an equal number 
of injected oocytes. After SI nuclease treatment the SI protected 
products were analysed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
followed by autoradiography. The results of this experiment are 
shown in figure 3b. The 246 nt band, representing pAV103 
transcripts with 3* ends at the globin mRIA 3' end position, was 
located exclusively in the polyadenylated RIA fraction, this 
indicated that pAV103 transcripts made in the oocyte nucleus were 
polyadenylated. There was no trace of this band in the non - 
adenylated fraction, therefore all the transcripts with their 3* 
end at the globin mRlA 3' end position were polyadenylated. Both 
adenylated and non - adenylated fractions contained a strong band 
at 392 nt. This 392 band was mainly caused by renaturing of the 
probe with possibly some contribution, in the case of the non - 
adenylated fraction, fromhybridlsatlon of the probe to injected 
pAV103 DIA. The band shorter than the 392 nt band, labelled Cf,
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Figure 36. SI nuclease analysis Q& adenylated and ana. -
adenylated EfiA fractions iron QQCytSS lalflCtfid wild 
pAV103 DBA
Oocytes were Injected with pAV103 DIA and after overnight 
Incubation total RIA was prepared. The total RIA was fractionated 
into adenylated ( A+ > and non - adenylated < A- ) fractions 
using an oligo dT cellulose batch binding assay. RIA samples fro» 
each fraction were subject to SI nuclease analysis using the 392 
nt 3' end - labelled Sau 3A globin probe.
pAV103 A- and pAV103 A+ * SI nuclease analyses on fractionated 
RIAs fro» oocytes injected with pAV103 DIA.
392 nt = Size of full length SI probe.
cf = Contaminating fragment in probe preparation.
246 nt = Protection of probe to globin »RIA 3‘ end position in 
pAV103.
arose as a consequence of the way in which the probe was prepared 
for these experiments. The probe was made by gel isolating the 
required 392 nt Sau 3A fragment from a total Sau 3A digest of 
pSP64. KG 1 ■ A snail amount of a contaminating Sau 3A fragment, 
very similar in size to the required fragment, was present in the 
DIA used to make the probe. The contaminating fragment was 
labelled and a certain amount of it escaped digestion in the SI 
analysis. The band labelled cf was detected as a result. The 
contaminating Sau 3A fragment had no affect on the SI nuclease 
analysis because it contained only vector sequence from the pSP64 
plasmid.
c. Discussion
The experiments presented in this section have demonstrated 
that on injection of pAV103 DMA into the oocyte nucleus, 
transcripts with their 3* ends at the mouse globin mRMA 3* end 
position were produced. All the transcripts with the 3' end at 
the globin mRIA 3' end position were polyadenylated. These 
results indicate that the lenopus oocyte contains mechanisms that 
recognise and interact with the sequences that control mouse 
globin mRMA 3' end formation. The fact that the oocyte possesses 
these mechanisms was not suprising. The oocyte requires a 
mechanism to form the 3' ends of its own polyadenylated 
transcripts. From the conservation of sequences around mRIA 3' 
end positions, between different genes and different species, it 
would appear that there is a common basic mechanism for making 
the 3' ends of polyadenylated mKIAs. The mechanism in the oocyte
is sufficiently similar to the aechanlss used in the aouse, for 
globln aRIAs, that the globln aRIA 3* end position can be 
recognised In the oocyte, la aouse erythroleukeala cells the 0 
globln gene Is transcribed past the aRIA 3* end position < Citron 
et al, 1964 >. A precursor bRIA Is generated which Bust undergo 
3‘ processing to produce the nature globln aRIA The sequences 
around the aouse globln aRIA 3* end position control this 
aechanlsa for asking aRlA 3* ends by cleavage of a longer 
precursor aRIA. Although there Is no direct evidence that 
transcription of pAV103, downstreaa of the aRIA 3‘ end position 
does occur In oocytes, it would be very unlikely that a different 
aechanlsa to fora the globln aRIA 3* end would be used. The 
pAV103 gene contains only the 3‘ end of the souse globln gene, 
the 5' end of pAV103 Is provided by a Xenopus histone H3 gene. 
The fact that pAV103 aRIA was aade with the 3* end at the globln 
bRIA 3* end position conflrae that sequences at the 5* end of the 
aRIA are not necessary for accurate 3* end foraatlon. In this 
case a histone 5* end did not affect globln aRIA 3* end 
foraatlon.
The experiaents presented In this chapter also deaonstrated 
that all the pAV103 transcripts with the 3* end at the globln 3* 
end position were polyadenylated. This sight have been because 3* 
cleavage and polyadenylation were linked in soae way. or because 
there was a very efficient polyadenylation activity that worked 
Independently of 3* cleavage, lo transcripts were detected with 
3* ends foraed at sites In the globln gene between the usual 
globln aRIA 3* end position and the end of the SI probe. 146 nt
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further downstream. mRIA 3* ends were not made at the second 
possible aRIA 3* end position which lies in this region. A 
comparison between the sequences around the usual nRIA 3' end 
position .which was used in the oocyte .and the second potential 
mRIA 3* end position which was not used. Is shown In figure 37.
Figure 37. The DIA sequence of the bRIA 3* end position of the 
Bouse 3 major globln gene In pAV103
5*
A A T A A A A A G C  A T T T A T 6
-----------1
T C T T T T A A A T  T A T T T G T
G G G T T T A T G C  T A A G T T T
A A G T G A G G G T  T C A G G T C
A T A A A T G A A T  T A C A C T T
----------2 -----------
C A G C T A A G C A  G C A G T A G
< sequence - Konkel et al, 1978; 
CAYTG sequences ; arrows Indicate 
ends, •••»• indicates position of 
the AATAAA sequence >
3*
T T C  A C T G C A A T G A
----------- 1 t
C T G  T G T C A T A G A A
T C A A G A T A C A A A G
T G A C C T T G G G G A A
C A A  A T T G T G T T G T  
2 »
C C A  C A G A T C
underlined AATAAA hexaners and 
positions of potential bRIA 3* 
the 5 base pair complement to
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Both sites contain the AATAAA hexamer and a natch to the 
CAYTG sequence < although not a perfect natch In site 2 > and 
both alght be expected to be utilised. Presumably sequences 
downstream of the potential nRIA 3* end positions determine, that 
even In a heterologous system. the second site is not used.
In the results section the possibility that transcripts past 
the 3' end of the SI probe were present in the injected oocytes 
was discussed. It was concluded that in the steady state RIA 
population these long transcripts were not very abundant. Such 
long transcripts might have been genuine precursor mRIAs produced 
as a result of transcription termination downstream of the mRHA 
3* end position. Because these were not detected it suggests that 
either they were rapidly 3* cleaved to the mature nRMA size or 
that 3* cleavage was inefficient but that unprocessed precursor 
transcripts were unstable and were rapidly degraded. It would be 
necessary to compare the transcription rato of pAV103 D1A with 
the amount of mature pAV103 mRIA produced to resolve this issue. 
Long transcripts might also have resulted from mRIA 3* processing 
to sites downstream of the normal mRIA 3* end site. Transcripts 
with 3* ends made in this way could be polyadenylated and stable. 
These transcripts were not detected so this aberrant processing 
does not happen to any great extent.
Various genes have been microinjected into oocytes and the 
polyadenylation status of their transcripts determined. Injection 
of SV40 DIA and analysis of transcripts from the SV40 late region
demonstrated that in the oocyte these transcripts had the 3' end 
in the correct position and they were predominantly
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polyadenylated ( Vi ekens and Gurdon, 1963 >. Later work described 
a comparison of the sequences surrounding the aRIA 3' end 
positions of 5 genes, 2 of which produced aRIAs with 3* ends at 
the normal site in oocyte Injection experiments and 3 of which 
did not < Conway and Vickens, 1985 ). The genes examined were the
SV40 late transcription unit, the bovine growth hormone gene, the
thymidine kinase gene and human a and 6 globin genes. The SV40 
late transcription unit and the 8 globin gene produced mRIAs with 
correct 3* termini. It was noticed that these 2 genes contained a 
5 base pair sequence complementary to the AATAAA sequence near 
the mRIA 3' end position. It was suggested that this was the 
reason why some of the genes produced mRIAs with correct termini 
and the others did not. Those precursor mKIAs with the
coaplementary sequence might form a stem and loop structure with 
the site of cleavage presented in the loop and the AAUAAA and its 
complementary sequence forming the stem. Only if the site of 
cleavage was presented in this way would cleavage and 
polyadenylation occur. The lenopus 8 globin gene has also been 
used in oocyte injection experiments. This gene produces
transcripts in the oocyte that have a polyadenylated 3' end in 
the correct position < Mason et al, 1985 >. This gene also
contains a 5 base pair sequence complementary to the AATAAA 
sequence near the mRIA 3* end position ( Patient et al, 1983 >. 
The mouse 8 globin gene, at the 3* end of pAV103, also contains a 
sequence complementary to the AATAAA hexamer, in the region of 
the mRVA 3' end position ( see figure 37 > and as has been shown 
this gene also produces transcripts cleaved and polyadenylated at
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the correct site. In the case of pAV103 however the complement to 
the AAUAAA sequence is possibly too far downstream to tors the 
secondary structure described.
The results presented in this section demonstrated that the 
ienopus oocyte m s  able to recognise the sequences around the 
muse globin aRIA 3* end position and to produce a polyadenylated 
3* end at this position on pAV103 transcripts. The basis for an 
assay systes to investigate the sequences responsible for 3' end 
formation of a polyadenylated aRIA, in this case mouse globin 
dRVA, was established. In the next section attempts to utilise 
this assay system are described.
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3 . 6  * ■  PBO T R SfilT . n r  m o u se  g l q b i i  AID IE IQ P U S HEAT
SHOCK PEECUBSQE mRIla LI IHE OOCYTE 1UCLEUS
The results presented in the previous chapter demonstrated 
that mechanisms exist in the Xenopus oocyte nucleus that are able 
to generate the 3* end of mouse globin mRIA. The oocyte was 
therefore a potential experimental system for Investigating the 
sequences controlling globin mRIA 3* end formation. The results 
described in section 3. 5 were obtained using the technique of 
injecting DIA into the oocyte nucleus and analysing 3' end 
formation of mRIAs made in the oocyte. A second experimental 
technique to study the same mechanism was available. This 
technique was based on making artificial precursor mRIAs in 
vitro. These artificial precursor mRIAs are made to «fetemble 
genuine precursor mRIAs in that they contain extra downstream 
sequence at their 3* end. These precursors can be injected into 
the oocyte nucleus and their 3‘ processing examined. The «ffect 
of sequence changes on the efficiency of 3’ processing can then 
be studied. This technique has been used sucessfully to 
Investigate 3* end formation of histone mRIAs. It has been shown 
that the chicken H2B histone gene < Kreig and Melton, 1984 ), the 
sea urchin H2A histone gene C Birchmier et al, 1984 ) and the 
Xenopus H4 and HI histone genes < Georgiev et al, 1984 ; earlier 
chapters of this thesis > can all be used to make precursor mRIAs 
that are 3* cleaved after injection into the oocyte nucleus. It 
was considered that the approach of using artificial precursor
mRHAs had a number of advantages over DHA injection experiments 
for a study of mouse globin mRHA 3* end formation. Some of these 
advantages were as follows :
1. The result of sequence changes made directly in a precursor 
mRHA are more straightforward to interpret than the results of 
changes in the DHA sequence of a gene used for injection. For 
example changing the sequence of a gene for Injection may have 
effects at the transcriptional level as well as effects on 
processing.
2. By using a labelled precursor mRHA 3* cleavage can be examined 
directly by examining changes in size of the precursor mRHA using 
acrylamide gel electrophoresis and autoradiography.
3. Using the precursor mRHA injection method the duration of 
experiments could be reduced. In a precursor mRHA Injection 
experiment processing could be detected in 2 - 3 hours whereas in 
a DMA injection experiment the Injected oocytes had to be 
incubated for 15 - 20 hours before sufficient RHA accumulated to 
analyse.
After using the DMA injection technique to establish that 
oocytes could 3* process globin mRHAs a further study to 
Investigate the sequences necessary for processing was attempted. 
This further study was based on the Injection of artificial 
globin precursor mRIAs.
A further advantage of the precursor mRHA injection method 
was that the fates of labelled precursor mRHAs could be followed 
directly without the use of labelled probes. As a consequence of 
this it was possible to investigate the 3* processing of lenopus
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polyadenylated mRIA using this systea. This study could not have 
been attempted by DMA injection, with a leaopus gene expressed in 
the oocyte. The reason for this was that mRIAs made in the 
oocyte, from the injected gene, had to be analysed indirectly 
using radioactive probes, these probes detected the endogenous 
oocyte transcripts as well as transcripts froa the injected gene. 
It was preferable to study 3* processing of a nKIA in a 
homologous systea, for this reason the lenopus heat shock gene 
hsp70A was used to make precursor mRIA. The heat shock precursor 
mRIA was tested for 3* processing in the oocyte nucleus. The hsp 
70A gene is constitutively expressed in the oocyte < Bienz and 
Gurdon, 1982 ) and it was expected that the oocyte nucleus would 
contain comparatively large amounts of the factor<s) needed to 
process this transcript.
b. Results
Details of the SP6 sub - clones of the mouse globin and heat 
shock genes are shown in figures 38, 39 and 40. Two constructs 
were made using the mouse 8 globin gene. Each construct contained 
a fragment spanning the aRIA 3* end position of the globin gene, 
cloned downstream of the SP6 promoter. pSP64.XGl contained a 392 
Sau 3A fragment comprised of 246 nt of sequence upstream of the 
mRVA 3* end position and 146 nt of sequence downstream from this 
position. Vhen linearised with Eco RI and transcribed using SP6 
polymerase this sub - clone generated a 444 nt long precursor 
mRIA. The extra sequence comprised of SP6 polylinker at both ends
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of the globln sequence. The size of KG1 precursor mRIA cleaved at 
the mRIA 3' end position would be 280 nt.
pSP64. NG2 contained a 1307 nt Hind III / Xba I fragment fro» 
the globln gene. Thl6 comprised 707 nt of sequence from 
upstrean of the aSlA 3‘ end position and 600 nt of sequence from 
downstream of this position. After linearisation using Eco RI and 
transcription using SP6 polymerase this sub - clone generated a 
precursor mRIA 1337 nt long. The size of HG2 precursor cleaved at 
the mRIA 3' end position was 714 nt.
pSP65. HS1 contained a 1160 Sst I / Pst I fragment from the 
hsp 70A gene. This fragment contained 600 nt of sequence upstream 
of the mRIA 3* end position and 560 nt of sequence downstream of 
this position. On linearisation with Hind III and transcription 
with SP6 polymerase this sub - clone generated a 1180 nt 
precursor mRIA. The size of HS1 precursor mRIA cleaved at the 
mRIA 3* end position would be 620 nt.
In each case described above the size of the 3* processed 
RIA is given as the size of the precursor mRIA after cleavage at 
the mRIA 3* end position. If 3* cleavage and polyadenylation 
occured the sizes of RIA detected would be 100 - 200 nt longer
A
that the sizes of the 3* cleaved precursors, depending on the 
length of the poly - A tail added.
Each SP6 sub - clone was linearised using the appropriate 
restriction enzyme and transcribed in the presence of a 32P rGTP 
and a cap analogue, this generated a full length, capped and 
labelled precursor mRIA. Each sub - clone also produced smaller 
transcripts assumed to be caused by premature transcription
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termination by tba ' SP6 polymerase, lo attempt was made to 
separate the smaller transcripts from the full - length precursor 
■FRA. The precursor aRIAs were tested for 3‘ processing in the 
oocyte nucleus. In each case a parallel injection experiment was 
performed using the H4 precursor mRIA < described in previous 
sections ). Each RIA was injected into the nucleus of about 20 
oocytes. 10 oocytes were homogenised immediately after injection 
and 10 oocytes were incubated for 3 - 5 hours before 
homogenisation. Total RIA was made from both time point samples 
and precursor mRIAs ware analysed for size changes using 
acrylamide gel electrophoresis. Each track of the electrophoresis 
gels contained RIA from an equal number of injected oocytes so 
that the tracks were comparable. After electrophoresis the 
positions of the precursor mRIAs and their derivatives were 
detected by autoradiography. The results of these experiments are 
shown in figure 41.
Figure 41. a Shows the results of the H4 and HG2 precursor 
■RIA injection experiments. In these experiments 3 time points : 
0, 3 and 18 hours after injection were used. The H4 precursor 
aRIA was 762 nt long on injection and over the course of the 
experiment was converted to the 446 nt 3* cleaved form. The MG2 
sub - clone generated 3 precursor aRIAs on SP6 transcription. 
Only the full - length precursor aRIA and the longest of the 
prematurely terminated RIAs contained extensions past the globin 
aRIA 3a end position and so only these two RIAs could have been 
substrates for a genuine RIA 3* processing activity. The position 
of 3* cleaved NG2 precursors at 714 nt is Indicated, lo band was
seen to appear at this position. Io discrete bands approximately 
100 - 200 nt longer than 714 nt, caused by 3a cleavage followed 
by polyadenylatlon, appeared either. The Intensity of all 3 NG2 
precursor aRIAs relative to each other also reaained unaltered. 
These results suggested that NG2 precursor aRIAs were not 3' 
cleaved and polyadenylated after injection into the oocyte 
nucleus.
Figure 41. b Shows the result of H4 and KG1 precursor aRIA 
Injections. Again the H4 precursor aRIA was 3‘ cleaved and 
reduced in size from 762 nt to 446 nt. The MG1 sub - clone 
produced 2 transcription products, one full length 444nt 
precursor aRIA and a • shorter 220 nt RIA. Only the 444 nt 
precursor aRIA could have been a substrate for a 3' processing 
activity acting at the globln aRIA 3* end position. After 
Injection into oocytes both MG1 RIAs were degraded to a certain 
extent. The shorter 220 nt RIA appeared to be slightly more 
unstable than the full length 444 nt RIA. The position of MGl 
transcripts cleaved at the globin mRIA 3* end position, to a size 
of 260 nt, is shown. Over the course of the experiment no RIA of 
this size was formed. Furthermore no discrete RIA bands caused by 
3' cleavage at the globin aRIA 3' end position followed by the 
addition of a 100 - 200 nt poly - A tail were produced. This 
strongly suggested that the KG1 transcripts were not substrates 
for 3* cleavage and polyadenylation after injection into the 
oocyte nucleus.
Figure 41. c Shows the result of H4 and HS1 precursor mRIA 
injections. The H4 precursor aRIA was 3' cleaved in the oocytes
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to generate the 446 nt RIA. In this particular experiment a snail 
amount of 3* cleaved H4 RIA was present in the first time point 
sample. This time point sample was taken after all the oocytes 
had been injected. By this time the first oocytes to be Injected 
had been incubated for about 15 minutes. During this time, in 
this particular batch of oocytes, a small amount of H4 3‘ 
cleavage occured. Transcription of pSP65.HSl produced 2 precursor 
mRIAs both of which had extensions downstream of the heat shock 
mRIA 3* end position. Both of these heat shock precursor nRBAs 
could have been substrates for a mRIA 3' processing activity. The 
position of 3* cleaved HS1 precursors at 620 nt is indicated. Io 
RIA band appeared at- this position over the course of the 
experiment. Io other discrete RIA bands, 100 - 200 nt longer than 
620 nt, indicative of 3' cleavage followed by polyadenylation, 
were produced, this stongly suggested that HS1 precursor mRIAs 
were not substrates for 3* cleavage and polyadenylation after 
microinjection into the oocyte nucleus.
In all these experiments the assumption was made that if a 
precursor mRIA underwent 3* processing a new discrete RIA band 
would be detected on electrophoresis. This would be the case if 
3* processing consisted only of 3' cleavage without a subsequent 
polyadenylation reaction, the experiments using the histone 
precursor mRIAs clearly demonstrate this. If 3' cleavage was 
followed by a polyadenylation reaction in which all the RIA 
molecules gained A tails of similar length then again a new 
discrete RIA band would have been formed, in this case the 
tightness of the band would depend on the variation in the
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lengths of the i tells. If however 3* cleavage was followed by a 
polyadenylatlon reaction which added A tails varying very widely 
In length then the precursor oRIA would be converted to a fora 
which would run as a broad ssear on gel electrophoresis. This 
type of polyadenylatlon reaction was not expected and on 
Inspection of the autoradiographs shown In figure 41 no RIA 
smears present only at the second tine point were detected. To be 
certain that 3' cleavage followed by addition of heterologous 
length poly - A tails did not occur further experinants were 
carried out. In these experlnents, based on SI nuclease analysis. 
RIA samples fros the 2 tine points were hybridised to an 
unlabelled DIA probe jionologous to the precursor nRIA. The 
hybrids were treated with SI nuclease and the RIA fragnents 
protected by the probe were analysed by acrylanlde gel 
electrophoresis. The probe was choosen to overlap the nRIA 3* end 
position In the precursor nRIA. RIA that was not cleaved at this
position was protected for the full length of the probe. RIA that
was cleaved at the nRIA 3' end position was only protected fron 
the 5' end of the probe to the site of 3' cleavage. 3' cleaved 
RIAs therefore gave shorter protected fragnents after SI nuclease 
treatnent and gel electrophoresis. Any RIA nolecule cleaved at 
the nRIA 3* end position, polyadenylated or not, would give the
sane size protected fragnent because the A tall was not
conplenentary to the probe. This technique was therefore a means 
of detecting 3* cleaved precursor mRIAs even If they had 
subsequently been subject to a polyadenylatlon activity adding 
varying length poly - A tails. The technique was tested using H4
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precursor and H4 3' cleaved RIAs. The RIA samples used In these 
test assays wire total RIAs from mlcrolnjected oocytes containing 
either only labelled H4 precursor mRIA or labelled 3' cleaved H4 
RIA. These RIAs are shown In figure 42. Amounts of RIA from equal 
numbers of Injected oocytes were then used in a test assay. The 
unlabelled DIA probe was a 463 nt Ava I fragment prepared from 
the pSP64.XlH4 sub - clone. This fragment extended from a Ava I 
site 153 nt upstream of the mRIA 3' end position to an Ava I site 
in the SP6 poylInker downstream of the H4 insert ( figure 43 ). 
The probe was hybridised to the RIA samples at 3 different 
temperatures. After SI nuclease treatment of the hybrids the 
protected RIA fragments were analysed by gel electrophoresis C 
figure 44 >. There was only a small amount of variation between 
the 3 temperatures. In the sample in which the full - length 
precursor mRIA was predominant a strong band 463 nt in length was 
present. This band was formed by protection of the RIA by the 
full length of the DIA probe. In the samples where 3' cleaved H4 
RIA was predominant a strong band of 153 nt was present. This 
band was caused by protection of the RIA from the Ava I site at 
the 5' end of the probe to the site of cleavage at the mRIA 3' 
end position. The same technique was then used on NG1 and MG2 
RIAs from microlnjected oocytes. In this case the probe used was 
the 392 Sau 3A fragment spanning the globln mRIA 3' end position. 
The probe was prepared from the pSP64.MGl sub - clone < figure 38 
>. The DIA probe was then hybridised to RIA from an equal number 
of oocytes previously Injected with either IG1 or IG2 precursor 
mRIAs. Samples from oocytes immediately after Injection and from
oocytes 3 hours after Injection were tested < figure 45). In all 
4 samples the predominant band was 392 nt in length, caused by 
protection of the precursor mRIA by the full length of the DIA 
probe. Precursor mRIAs that had been cleaved at the globin mRIA
3* end position, whether polyadenylated or not, would have been
protected by the probe up to the site of cleavage, this would 
have resulted in a 246 nt protected fragment, lo band of 246 nt 
was detected in either the NG1 or NG2 second time point RIA
samples. This result confirmed that neither MG1 or MG2 precursor 
mRIAs underwent 3' cleavage after Injection into the oocyte
nucleus. Both XG1 and HG2 samples contained shorter protected 
bands < labelled S on figure 45 ). These bands arose by 
protection of prematurely terminated transcripts made during the 
SP6 transcription. The size of the bands is a measure of the 
distance between the 5* end of the probe and the site of 
premature transcription termination, this allowed the termination 
site to be accurately determined < see appendix ). These short 
RIAs possibly appear as broad bands because this premature 
transcription termination is not precise. The short RIAs appear 
to decrease in size over the course of the experiment. The site 
of premature transcription termination is Just downstream of a 
potential stem / loop structure in the precursor mRIA. It may be 
that the observed decrease in size was due to a 3* exonuclease 
activity that removed some of the 3' end of the RIA but was 
blocked by a stem / loop structure forming in the precursor mRIA.
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Figure 38. The «nuse globln DJIA fragment cloned In pSP6k. Mr. 1
Figure 38. A The 392 Sau 3A fragment spanning the souse £ globln 
aRIA 3' end position < pA ). This fragment contained 248 nt of 
sequence from upstreaa of the globin aRIA 3* end position and 146 
nt of sequence from downstream of this position.
Figure 38. B The 392 nt Sau 3A fragment cloned into the Baa HI 
site of pSP64. Vhen linearised with Eco RI and transcribed with 
SP6 polymerase this sub - clone generated a 444 nt full length 
precursor mRIA. The precursor aRIA coaprlsed of the globln 
sequence plus saall amounts of SP6 polylinker sequence.
SP6 = SP6 promoter.
Key to restriction enzyae abbreviations :
H * Hind III S = Sau 3A E = Eco RI
All sizes marked in nucleotides.
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Figure 39. The globln D1A fragment c 1 oned In. pSP64.1IG2
Figure 39. A. The 1307 nt Hind III / Xba I fragment iron pAW103 
spanning the globln afilA 3* end position < pA >.
Figure 39. B. The Hind III / Xba I globin fragment cloned In the 
Hind III and Xba I sites of pSP64.
The blacked out area of the globin gene represents an lntron 
sequence.
SP6 = SP6 promoter.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyme sites :
H = Hind III X = Xba E = Eco 81
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Figure 40. The hsp70A DMA f rayent cloned l_ù p.SPfi«S HK1
Figure 40. A. The Sst I / Pst I restriction enzyme fragment 
spanning the aRIA 3' end position ( pA > of the le nopus hsp70A 
gene.
Figure 40. B. The 1160 nt Set I / Pst I hsp70A fragment cloned in 
the Sst I and Pst I restriction sites of pSP65, this made the sub 
- clone pSP65.HSl.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyme sites :
St * Sst I P - Pst I E = Eco RI H ■ Hind III
All sizes shown are in nucleotides.
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Figure 41. wicroiniection at MGl. MG2. and. US1 precursor nRBAs 
1ntn the oocyte nucleus
Radioactively labelled H4, XG1, HG2 and HS1 precursor mRIAs were 
Injected Into the oocyte nucleus. RIA samples were prepared fros 
oocytes immediately after Injection ( 1 > and 3 hours after 
Injection < 2 >. In some experiments a further RIA sanple was 
prepared fro« injected oocytes approximately 18 hours after 
injection < 3 ). The RIA samples were analysed by acrylamide gel 
electrophoresis.
Figure 41. A. Injection of H4 and MG2 precursor mRIAs into the 
oocyte nucleus.
X = pBR322 Hinf I size marker, 762 nt = Size of H4 precursor 
mRIA, 446 nt * Size of 3* cleaved H4 RIA, 1337 nt = Size of full 
length XG2 precursor mRIA, 714 nt = Size of 3* cleaved XG2 RIA. 
Figure 41. B. Injection of H4 and BG1 precursor mRIAs into the 
oocytes nucleus.
X = pBR322 Hinf I size marker, 762 nt = Size of H4 precursor 
mRIA, 446 nt = Size of 3* cleaved H4 RIA, 444 nt = Size of full 
length KG1 precursor mRIA, 280 nt = size of 3* cleaved XG1 RIA, 
220 nt = Size of prematurely terminated MGl transcript.
Figure 41. C. Injection of H4 and HS1 precursor mRIAs into the 
oocyte nucleus-
762 nt = Size of H4 precursor mRIA. 446 nt = Size of 3* cleaved 
H4 RIA, 1189 nt = Size of full length HS1 precursor mRIA, 620 nt
= Size of 3* cleaved HS1 RIA.
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Figure 42. HI RIA samples used for optimisation at SI 0&&AJC. 
co nditions
RIA samples from Injected oocytes containing either only 
radloactlvely labelled H4 precursor mRIA or only radloactlvely 
labelled 3' cleaved H4 SIA were used to optimise the conditions 
for an SI nuclease assay. This SI nuclease assay used an 
unlabelled DIA probe to map the 3* ends of radloactlvely labelled 
H4 precursor mRIAs ( See figure 44 ).
1 = RIA sample from Injected oocytes containing only labelled H4 
precursor mRIA.
2 = RIA sample from Injected oocytes containing only labelled 3* 
cleaved H4 RIA.
762 nt = Size of H4 precursor mRIA.
446 nt = Size of 3* cleaved H4 RIA.
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Figure 43. The DMA probe used for SI gapping tile. 3J- and& oi- 
lahelled pSP64.X1H4 transcripts
pSP64. XIH4 DIA was digested with Ava I and the 453 nt Ava I 
fragment spanning the H4 nRMA 3* end position was Isolated. This 
fragment was then used as an unlabelled probe in SI analysis of 
labelled pSP64.XlH4 transcripts. For transcription pSP64.XlH4 was 
linearised using Eco RI.
Key to abbreviations of restriction enzyne sites :
Av = Ava I P = Pst 1 B * Eco RI
3' end = Histone H4 sRIA 3‘ end position.
SP6 = SP6 promoter
Fig. 44
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Figure 44. Optimisation at SI assay conditions lac. the. use. at as.
unlabelled DMA probe to map the 3' ends at 
radlnactlvaly labelled HI RMAs
Sables from injected oocytes containing either radioacti vely 
labelled H4 precursor bRMA ( 1 ) or radioactively labelled 3* 
cleaved H4 RIA < 2 > were used to optimise the conditions for an 
SI nuclease assay using an unlabelled DMA probe to nap the 3' 
ends of H4 transcripts. The probe used was a 463 nt Ava I 
fragment prepared from pSP64.XlH4. The probe contained 153 nt of 
sequence upstream of the H4 nRIA 3' end position and 310 nt of 
sequence downstream of this position. This probe was hybridised 
to the radioactive RBA samples at 3 different temperatures, after 
SI nuclease treatment the fragments of the radioactive RIAs 
protected by the probe were analysed by acrylamide gel 
electrophoresis.
N = pER322 Binf I size marker.
1 = Analysis of RMA samples from injected oocytes containing 
labelled H4 precursor aRIA.
2 = Analysis of RIA samples from Injected oocytes containing 
labelled 3' cleaved H4 RIA.
463 nt = Size of uncleaved H4 precursor nRIA protected for the 
full length of the probe.
153 nt = Size of H4 RIA 3* cleaved at the histone mRIA 3' end 
position and protected by the probe up to this position.
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Figure 45. SI nuclease analysis, on RiAs from oocytes injected
with radinact1ve MG1 and MG2 precursor mSMAs. using OH 
unlabelled D1A probe
Radioactively labelled MG1 and MG2 precursor mRIAs were injected 
into the nucleus oi Xenopus oocytes. RIA samples were prepared 
from oocytes iaaediately after injection < 1 > and from oocytes 3 
hours after injection ( 2 >. These RIA samples were subject to an 
SI nuclease analysis using an unlabelled DIA probe. The probe was 
a 392 nt Sau 3A fragment that spanned the globin mRIA 3* end 
position present in MG1 and MG2. The DIA probe contained 246 nt 
of sequence from upstream of the globin mRHA 3* end position and 
146 nt of sequence from downstream of this position.
K = pAT153 hinf I marker.
MG1 1 and MG1 2 = SI analysis on RIAs froa oocytes injected with 
KG1 precursor mRIA.
MG2 1 and MG2 2 = SI analysis on RIAs froa oocytes injected with 
KG2 precursor mRIA.
392 nt = Protection of MG1 and MG2 Precursor mRIAs by the full 
length of the DIA probe.
246 nt = Expected position of RIA fragment protected by the probe 
from 3* cleaved MG1 and MG2 RIAs.
S * Protection of prematurely terminated MG1 and MG2
transcripts by the DIA probe.
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c. Discussion
The results presented in this chapter have demonstrated that 
2 mouse globin precursor mRIAs and a Xenopus hsp 70A precursor 
mRIA do not undergo 3* processing, to any detectable level, after 
injection into the oocyte nucleus. The assays used to detect 3* 
processing were sufficiently sensitive to detect 3' cleavage of a 
histone H4 precursor aRIA, therefore if 3* processing of globin 
or heat shock precursor mRIAs did occur it was very Inefficient 
compared to histone 3' processing. Io detectable 3' processing of 
globin or heat shock precursor mRIAs was detected despite the 
fact that the oocyte possesses mechanisms that can form the 3* 
ends of these transcripts in certain circumstances. This ability 
was demonstrated, in the case of the globin mRIA 3' end. by the 
experiments described in section 3. 5 in which pAV103 DIA was 
injected into the oocyte nucleus. The oocyte must also possess a 
mechanism to generate the 3* ends of its endogenous heat shock 
mRIAs. Possible explanations for the anomaly between DIA and RIA 
injection experiments for the globin mRIA 3* end and for the lack 
of processing of the heat shock precursor mRIA are of 2 types. 
Explanations may be specific and seek to explain specifically why 
the 3 precursor RIAs used in these experiments were not processed 
or general and seek to explain why injection of a general SP6 
precursor mRIA does not lead to its 3* processing.
All the precursor mRIAs used in these experiments were 
capped as they were made. Based on the results from the histone 
precursor mRIA injection experiments a capped precursor mRIA 
would be expected to be 3* processed as long as all the sequences
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necessary for processing were present. The i»ost obvious specific 
explanation for the lack of 3* processing is that NG1, MG2 and 
HS1 precursor aRIAs lacked sequences necessary for processing. 
Pros previous «work it is clear that sequences upstreas of the 
AAUAAA hexamer are not required for nRlA 3* end formation, this 
was recently demonstrated In experiments In which the Xenopus 0 
globin gene was injected Into the oocyte nucleus. In these 
experiments it was shown that sequences to within 9 nt upstream 
of the AAUAAA hexamer could be deleted froa the mKKA 3* 
untranslated region without affecting nRIA 3' end fornatlon < 
Mason et al, 1986 >. Sequences downstream of the oRMA 3' end 
position have however been Implicated in mRIA 3' end foraation. 
These do«wnstreaa sequences are discussed in detail in the thesis 
introduction. The downstream sequences implicated in mRIA 3* end 
formation are relatively short distances dotmstream from the mRIA 
3' end position. In none of the experiments to date have 
sequences more that about 80 nt downstream of the mRIA 3* end 
position been implicated in mRIA 3' end formation. KG1, MG2 and 
HS1 precursor mRIAs contained 146, 600 and 560 nt of sequence 
past the mRIA 3' end position respectively. All of the precursor 
mRIAs should therefore have contained the sequences necessary for 
3' end foraation. For the mouse globin gene, in erythroleukeala 
cells, it has been shown that transcription termination occurs in 
a region begining about 700 nt dovmstreaa from the mRIA 3' end 
position < Citron et al, 1984 ). This region was not present in 
the MG1 and MG2 precursor mRIAs. It is possible that a sequence 
in this region is necessary for 3* processing, perhaps by forming
a
a particular secondary structure in the precursor aRIA. Related 
to this point it has been shown that transcription of the SV40 
late transcription unit continues in the downstream direction 
past the aRIA 3* end position ( Ford and Hsu, 1978 ). It has also 
been shown that a 220 nt DIA fragment spanning the SV40 late aRIA 
3' end position contains sufficient sequences to direct nRlA 3* 
end formation in oocyte nlcroinjection experiments. This 220 nt 
fragment contained only 79 nt of sequence past the nRIA 3' end 
position and presuaably did not Include the region where the 
majority of transcription termination occured in the wild type 
gene < Conway and Vlckens, 1985 ). In this case 3' end formation 
in the oocyte did not require a specific sequence associated with 
a transcription termination region. The same is very likely to be 
the case for the HG1 and MG2 precursor mRIAs.
An alternative specific explanation is that MCI, MG2 and HS1 
RIAs contained sequences which were inhibitory to mRIA 3' end 
formation. lone of these precursor mRIAs contained extra
sequences from the relevant genes which could not have been 
present in genuine precursor mRIAs. However all 3 precursors
contained sequences from the SP6 polylInker at both the immediate 
5* and 3* ends. The amount of extra sequence between the
precursor mRIA cap and the specific gene sequences ranged from 7 
nt in MG2 to 34 nt in MG1. The amount of extra polyl inker
sequence directly at the 3* end of the precursor mRIAs ranged 
from 9 nt in HS1 to 23 nt in KG2. The extra 5* sequences would be 
very unlikely to have any affect on mRIA 3' end formation. The 
extra 3' sequences would be more likely to be inhibitory
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especially if the nee ha n is* of 3* processing involved a 
processlve exonuclease activity. Ia vitro 3' processing involves 
an endonucleolytic cleavage reaction for adenovirus and SV 40 
■Rlis ( Moore and Sharp, 1985 ; Zarkower et al, 1985 >. In 
addition extra polylinker sequence at the 3* end of H4 precursor 
mRIAs does not inhibit 3* cleavage la oocyte injection 
experiments. It was concluded that neither the absence of 
specific sequences or an inhibitory affect by SP6 polylinker 
sequences were adequate explanations for the observed lack of 
processing of MSI, MG2 and HS1 precursor aRIAs.
It is more likely that a general explanation relating to the 
experimental procedure of preursor nRlA injection is the correct 
one . To my knowledge no experiments have been reported in which 
precursor nSlAs to polyadenylated aRIAs have been shorn to 
undergo efficient 3* processing after injection into the oocyte 
nucleus. It would be suprising, given the sucess of histone 
precursor nRIA injection experiments, if the same technique had 
not been attempted for polyadenylated nRIAs. The only mention in 
the literature of the precursor nRIA injection method being used 
to investigate 3* processing of a polyadenylated aRIA was 
experiments in which precursors to the human 0 globln gene were 
injected into oocytes ( Green et al,1983 >. It was claimed that 
accurate but Inefficient 3* cleavage at the mRIA 3' end position 
of these precursors did occur after they were Injected into the 
oocyte nucleus. It was possible that in ay experiments very 
inefficient 3* cleavage occu£-ed but this was not detected.
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One such general explanation for the inefficient 3* 
processing of precursors polyadenylated aRMAs is that although 
the precursors were Injected into the oocyte nucleus they were 
transported out of the nucleus before processing could occur. 
This was not the case for the H4 precursor aRIA and there is no 
reason to believe that this precursor aRIA would be transported 
out of the nucleus at a different rate to the HG1, MG2 and HS1 
precursor aRIAs.
A second general explanation could be that 3' processing of 
polyadenylated aRIAs requires a specific structure which foras as 
the precursor aRIA is transcribed. The artificial precursor aRlAs 
injected into the oocytes lack this structure and therefore do 
not undergo 3* processing. This sort of idea was first proposed 
to explain the lack of processing of artificial precursor aRJAs 
added to a He La whole cell In vitro processing systea < Moore and 
Sharp. 1984 ). It has however since been shown that exogenously 
synthesised precursor aRIAs can be 3a processed when added to 
laproved in vitro processing systeas ( Moore and Sharp, 1985 ). 
This explanation sight be correct for the oocyte systea but there 
is no evidence in its favour.
A third general explanation is the one that I consider to be 
the aost likely. This is related to the fact that in the 
precursor aRIA injection experlaents the oocyte is suddenly 
presented with a relatively large aaount of precursor aRIA. If 3* 
processing to a polyadenylated aRIA 3' end requires sore than 1 
factor to bind to the precursor aRIA, injecting a large aaount of 
precursor aRIA Bay saturate the systea. In this case few of the
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precursor mPMA molecules Mould bind sufficient factors to undergo 
3 '  processing. The factors Involved could be low abundance 
snRIPs. This explanation could also explain the observed 
difference between the globln DIA and RIA Injection experiments. 
In the DIA Injection experiments globln precursor nRIAs were 
presented to the oocyte Initially at low levels as the injected 
DIA was transcribed, for this reason the oocytes processing 
systen was not saturated and transcripts 3*  processed at the 
globln nRIA 3* end position were produced. Under slnllar 
experimental conditions Injected H4 precursor aRIAs were 3* 
cleaved, this might have been because only 1 factor was necessary 
for histone mRIA 3* end formation or because the processing 
factors required were more abundant.
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OVERALL COWIEMTS
The work presented In the first section of the thesis set 
out to investigate whether changes in histone mRIA 3' cleavage 
could account for changes in the rate of production of histone 
proteins during early Xenopus development. During oogenesis 
histone protein is produced at the low constant rate of 40 pg t 
hour, when the oocyte natures into an egg the rate Increases to
2.5 ng / hour and in the blastula embryo the rate is about 7 ng / 
hour < Adamson and Woodland, 1974 ). The increase in production
of histone protein, after oocyte maturation, occurs in the
absence of the production of new histone nRMA which does not 
begin until the mid - blastula transition ( lewport and
Kirschner, 1982b >. The population of histone transcripts
accumulated in the oocyte support the Increase in histone protein 
production in the early embryo. One way in which this could 
happen would be for some change to the existing mRIAs to occur to 
make them be translated more efficiently. A second explanation 
could be that there is an increase in the amount of histone mRIA 
available for translation in the egg and the embryo over the 
oocyte. The increase in the amount of translatable histone mRIA 
could be achieved by the accumulation, in the oocyte, of a
stockpile of histone precursor mRIAs that are unprocessed at the 
3' end. These unprocessed precursors would be 3‘ cleaved and 
translated in the egg and early embryo. This hypothesis was 
investigated in 2 ways : firstly artificial histone precursor
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aBIAs war« alcrolnjected into oocytas, eggs and eabryos to 
determine whether all these developmental stages possessed 
nechanlsas to 3* cleave histone precursor mRHA, secondly lothern 
analysis, using a histone probe, was performed on SIAs iron 
oocytes and eggs to determine whether histone precursor aRVAs, 
longer than aature histone transcripts, did exist in these 
developaental stages.
The results froa the histone precursor mRIA injections 
deaonstrated that aatured oocytes, eggs and eabryos all 
possessed aechanlsas to 31 cleave histone precursor aRIAs. The 3* 
cleavage aechanlsa was present In these stages despite the fact 
that It would not be required to 3' cleave newly transcribed 
histone precursor aRHA- The histone mRIA 3' cleavage mechanlsa 
detected In these stages could be used to process histone nRNA 
precursors stockpiled during oogenesis. However the Vorthern 
analysis, using a histone probe, failed to detect any significant 
level of histone transcripts, longer than aature histone aRMAs, 
in either oocytes or eggs.
As a result of these experlaents it was concluded that 
although 3' cleavage of stored histone precursors could occur in 
the egg and the eabryo It probably is not an laportant mechanism 
in the Increase in histone protein synthesis. It is probable that 
changes to histone aRIAs, such as aodlf 1 cat Ions to the 5' cap 
structure or changes In adenylatlon status, lead to an increase 
in translational efficiency. The latter aight be of prise 
importance because It has been shown that when the oocyte aatures 
into an egg histone transcripts become de - adenylated <
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Ballantine and Woodland, 1965 >. It Is difficult to speculate as 
to how de - adenylatlon of histone aRIAs causes an Increase In 
their translation.
Arising from the experiments on histone mRIA 3' cleavage 
during developaent a polyadenylatlon activity was discovered. The 
investigation of this activity provided the majority of the work 
in the first section of the thesis. The activity was present In 
natured oocytes, eggs and early eabryos but was absent fron stage 
6 oocytes. The activity added an A tail, approxlaately 60 - 70 A 
residues, long to lenopus H4, HI and heat shock precursor mRIAs. 
RIAs made from the souse 6 globln gene were not substrates for 
the activity. The possibility that the activity was controlled by 
the AAUAAA hexamer was considered. The HI precursor aRIA 
contained a copy of the AAUAAA hexamer close to its 3a end. Vhen 
the 3* end of the HA fragment, that foraed the 3' end of the HA 
precursor aRIA, was sequenced, 2 sequences with 5 out of 6 
nucleotides Identical to the AAUAAA hexamer were identified. One 
of these sequences might have been responsible for controlling 
polyadenylatlon of the HA precursor bRIA. One argument against 
the idea that the polyadenylation activity was controlled by the 
AAUAAA hexaaer, or a similar sequence, was that all 3 transcripts 
from the heat shock SP6 sub - clone were polyadenylated after 
alcrolnjaction into matured oocytes. These heat shock transcripts 
Included the full length precursor aRIA and 2 prematurely 
terainated RIAs. It was considered unlikely that all 3 of the 
heat shock RIAs would have had an AAUAAA hexamer, or similar 
sequence, sufficiently near the 3' end to direct the
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polyadenylation activity. The sequence of the downstream region 
fron the Xfinopus hsp70A gene was not available. One obvious 
further step would be to sequence this region, identify the sites 
of the 3‘ ends of the preaaturely terninated hsp70A precursor
nKIAs and examine the sequences upstream of these cites for
copies of the AAUAAA hexamer. Experiments to investigate the 
importance of the AAUAAA hexamer in polyadenylation of the H4 and 
HI precursor mRIAs could also be performed. The AAUAAA hexamer in 
the HI precursor mRIA, and the similar sequences in the H4 
precursor mRIA, could be removed by deletion. The deleted
precursor mRIAs could then be tested for polyadenylation in 
microinjected matured oocytes, eggs or embryos. A further 
possibility was that a sequence unlike AAUAAA was present in the 
precursor mRIAs and that this sequence controlled the
polyadenylation activity. Deletion experiments to progressively 
remove sequences from the 3' ends of the precursor mRIAs could be 
performed to investigate this possibility. A third possibility 
was that the polyadenylation activity was a general effect and 
that the globin precursor mRIAs contained a sequence that was 
inhibitory to this effect. Deletions to progressively remove 
sequences from the 3* end of the mouse globin precursor mRIAs 
and the testing of the deleted RIAs for polyadenylation could be 
performed to test this possibility.
The extra experiments discussed above would provide 
Information as to the mechanism of the polyadenylation activity 
but they would not provide Insights into the possible 
significance of the activity during early Xenopus development.
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The activity was discovered because it acted on bistone precursor 
mRMAs microlnjected Into eggs and early embryos, however the 
activity is unlikely to play a physiological role in the 
aetabolisa of histone mRlA. In the stages where the activity was 
shown to exist the endogenous Xenopus histone mRlAs are de - 
adenylated rather than becoming adenylated. The polyadenylation 
activity is more likely to be an activity that is important in 
the metabolism of non - histone mSIAs. Polyadenylation changes 
during oocyte maturation, and after fertilisation, are known to 
occur < see introduction >. However the data is sparse and no 
coherent model for the role, if any, of these changes has been 
postulated. The work described in this thesis has demonstrated 
that a very active polyadenylation activity is present in
mlcrolnjected matured oocytes, eggs and embryos, a thorough study 
to determine changes in the polyadenylation status of known 
transcripts and how these changes affect the future
translatablllty and stability of the transcripts would be 
necessary before the significance of the activity could be 
evaluated.
The work presented in the first section of the thesis was 
sucessful in answering the original question of whether changes 
in histone mRIA 3‘ cleavage might play a role in controlling the
rate of production of histone proteins during early development.
Only a small number of relatively simple experiments were
necessary to investigate this point, the discovery of the 
polyadenylation activity and its subsequent investigation 
provided the bulk of the section.
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The aia of the work described in the second section of the thesis 
was to develop an experimental system, based on oocyte 
aicroi nject ion, to investigate 3* end processing of a 
palyadenylated aRIA. The main reason for the choice of the oocyte 
as an experimental system was the success of this system in 
elucidating the mechanisms of 3* end formation of non - 
adenylated histone transcripts. In addition when the work was 
started is vitro systems, with the ability to fora the 3a ends of 
poiyadenylated aRIAs, were not available.
pAV103 DIA was aicrolnjected into the oocyte nucleus to 
investigate 3' end formation of mouse 0 globln aRIA. The results 
demonstrated that thd oocyte has the ability to fora the mouse 
globln aRIA 3* end at the correct site and to polyadenylate the 
bRIA. I o  pAV103 transcripts aberrantly processed at the 3' end 
were detected. It had originally been expected that 3‘ processing 
of pAV103 transcripts might be aberrant in the oocyte, if this 
had been the case complementation experiments were planned in 
order to try to identify a factor from mouse cells that could 
complement the lesion in 3* processing. Because pAV103 aRIA 3' 
processing was accurate in injected oocytes these experiments 
were ruled out. It appeared that in order to exploit the system 
in any way deletion experiments, to identify sequences Involved 
in 3' processing, were necessary.
When the SP6 in vitro transcription system became available 
it was decided to use this system, in conjunction with oocyte 
microlnjaction, to investigate the sequences necessary for globln
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mRNA 3' processing. It was felt that Injection of globln
precursor mRIAs, and globin precursor aRIAs with deleted 
sequences, had a number of potential advantages over DMA 
injection < see section 3.6 ). However when 3 different globin
precursor aRIAs were injected into the oocyte nucleus none were 
found to undergo 3* processing. The possible explanations for 
this lack of 3' processing are described in section 3.6. The 
explanation considered to be the most likely was that on 
injection of a comparatively large amount of precursor nRNA the 
oocyte's processing systems became saturated and few of the
precursor mRIA molecules bound sufficient factors to be 3*
processed. The lack of processing meant that obviously the 
precursor mRIA injection system could not be used to Identify 
sequences necessary for processing. In vitro systems have now 
been developed that will 3' cleave and polyadenylate added 
precursor mRMAs ( Moore and Sharp, 1965; Hart et al, 1985 b >. 
These la vitro processing systems have already contributed 
important information on the mechanism of polyadenylated mRNA 3' 
end formation and they probably provide the best hope for exactly 
defining the minimal sequence requirements for mRIA 3* cleavage 
and for polyadenylation.
The finding that globin precursor mRIAs were not 3'
processed after injection into the oocyte nucleus could still 
however prove to be very useful, if the proposed explanation for 
the lack of processing is the correct one. The Injection of 
artificial globin precursor aRIAs could be used as the basis for 
a complementation assay, to identify processing factors from
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■□use call«, aucb as had baen originally intended for the pAV103 
DIA injections. This syste«, in which the positive affects of 
added factors would be assayed, is preferable to systems in which 
the involvement of factors is infered fro« specific inhibitory 
effects.
This second section of the thesis has described work on the 
use of the oocyte nuclear microlnjectlon technique to investigate 
polyadenylated aKIA 3* end formation, this could form the basis 
of a detailed investigation using a complementation assay 
approach.
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Appendix
PREMATURE IRA1SCRIPTIQM TERMIIATIQI BX SESl POLYMERASE
The SP6 in vitro transcription system was developed so that 
sequences, cloned downstreas of the SP6 proaotor, could be 
transcribed to produce defined artificial RIAs. The position of 
the 3' end of the artificial RIA is determined by cutting the SP6 
sub - clone downstreaa of the inserted sequence. Vhen both 
pSP64.XlHl and pSP64.XlH4 were transcribed the only aajor product 
in each case was the full length run - off RIA. This was not the 
case when pSP64.NGl, pSP64.MG2 and pSP65.HSl were transcribed, 
these sub - clones generated significant aaounts of shorter RIAs 
in addition to the full length run - off RIA. It was assumed that 
the shorter RIAs were caused by the SP6 polymerase terminating 
transcription at specific sites within the cloned sequences.An 
attempt was made to localise one transcription termination site 
within the MG1 and MG2 sub - clones.
pSP64.MGl contains a 392 nt Sau 3A fragment from the mouse 
globin gene. On transcription of linearised pSP64.MGl, 3 RIA 
products were made < figure 13 ). These RIAs were the full
length run - off RIA, 444 nt in length, a low abundance 
transcript approximately 250 nt in length and a prominant shorter 
transcript approximately 215 nt in length. The sizes of these 
RIAs were obtained by comparison with denatured DIA markers. 
Approximately 50% of the NG1 transcripts were present in the 215
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nt shorter RIA band. Based on the size of the 215 nt RIA an SP6 
transcription terminator region was located in the globin
sequence.
pSP64. HG2 contains a 1307 nt fragment iron the mouse globin 
gene, this fragment Includes the region of the globin gene cloned 
in pSP64.MGl. On transcription with SP6 polymerase HG2 generated 
3 RIAs ( figure 14 a, b and c >■ RIA a was the full length 
run - off RIA. b and c were prematurely terminated transcripts, b 
was of a size consistent with being caused by transcription 
terminating downstream of the globin mRIA 3' end position in an 
unsequenced region of the gene, c was of a size consistent with 
being generated by transcription termination at the globin
sequence responsible . for producing the 215 nt RIA on 
transcription of NG1. This suggestion was tested and the 
termination region again located by the experiments presented in 
section 3. 5 < figure 45 ). In these experiments an unlabelled
DIA probe was hybridised to labelled SP6 generated RIA and the 
hybrids treated with SI nuclease. The probe used was the 392 nt 
Sau 3A fragment as cloned in the HG1 sub - clone. After 
hybridisation to HG1 RIA this probe protected 2 RIA bands. The 
full length KG1 RIA was protected for 392 nt, the shorter
prematurely terminated RIA was protected from the 5' end of the 
probe to the premature termination site. Vhen the same probe was 
used on KG2 transcription products both RIAs a and b »«ere
protected for 392 nt, RIA c »«as protected for a shorter length
determined by the distance from the 5' end of the probe to the 
site of transcription termination. The length of protected
fragment fro« RIA c was the sane as the length of protected 
fragment froa the 215 nt MG1 RIA. This result conflraed that NG2 
RIA c was generated as a result of transcription terminating at 
the sase site as was Involved in the generation of the 215 nt NG1 
RIA. The location of the terminator region obtained from this 
data was cross - checked with the location obtained by the size 
co^tarlson of the NG1 RIAs. The sequence of the globln SP6 
transcription terminator located by the 2 methods is shown below
5* 3*
GAACAATGGTTAATTGTTCCCAAGAGAGCATCTGTCAGTTGTTGGCAAAA
Palindrome Termination
( Sequence from Konkel et al, 1978 >
The site of transcription termination, by the SP6 polymerase, is 
shorn as a region, a precise site of premature transcription 
termnatlon could not be determined.
2 explanations for premature transcription termination were 
considered :
1. transcription terminated at sequences rich in the nucleotide 
that ««as limiting In the transcription mix
2. transcription terminated after sequences In the sub - clone 
that resembled prokaryotic transcription terminators.
The first explanation Is unlikely to be correct for the 
terminator sequence shown above. The limiting nucleotide in the 
transcription reactions was rGTP. The terminator region is not
2 U
particularly rich in G residues. Furthermore increasing the 
concentration of rGTP in the transcription mix did not reduce the 
proportion of prematurely terminated transcripts < data not shown
).
The terminator region shown above does have some similarities to 
prokaryotic transcription terminators, these terminators often 
consist of a potential stem / loop structure followed by by an 
A/T rich region . In the sequence shown above the potential KVA 
stem / loop structure is indicated. The sequence following the 
stem / loop structure is not however particularly rich in A and T 
residues.
The presence of regions in the globin and heat shock sub - 
clones that directed premature termination of the SP6 polymerase 
was a considerable disadvantage in the use of the SP6 system to 
generate precursor mSIAs for RIA injection experiments. Attempts 
were made to reduce the proportion of prematurely terminated 
transcripts and after transcription to separate the full - length 
RIA from the other transcription products. Neither of these were 
particularly sucessful and the experiments were finally performed 
using a mixture of transcription products, this problem with the 
SP6 system had not been anticipated.
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